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)onandsaythatby the Commission. However, it does go
by the Connission. However, it does5 21

,

go on to say that

6 18 1 meetings with the Secretary General, meetings with the Secretary of the
! oversight respon- Comission, oversi(jht respon-

~

7 22 being handled by the then Director of being handled by the then Director oi
Licenses Staff Licensing Staff'

11 12 We also have a formal program, an We also have a formal program, a
assessment program assessment

11 13 review that, the so-called PAR reviews review, the so-called PAR reviews,
;

i that are held that I hold
I

11 14 | by each office on the average of one with each office on the average of
every three or once every three or

11 21 spending their revenues and so on. expending their resources and so on.

12 7 is such an issue that they didn't want wasn't such an issue that they could
to wait to present ; not wait to present

13 12 of weeks ago,on the f.orm of waste that | of weeks ago on the form of waste
was removed to be removed

i

13 13 : from Three Mile Island Two, transporting from Three Mile Island Two for
! it to Washington, transport to the State of Washington'

13 20 NRR and NCCS. NRR and NMSS.

la 18 and very often they will ask, usually and very often they will ask, usuall
the Office of the Office

14 19 the Directors for their ideas on the Directors for their ideas on the
ma tter. Instead matter. Instead

14 20 of my having a single base I report to, of my having a single boss I report
I have five to, I have five

14 23 a matter, however, that results in a process, however, that results in
the decision. The j a decision. The

i

the State of Washington. In the pas15 9 the State of Washington and in the past i

there have been there have been

15 11 h difficulties where there is concern difficulties and there is concern
Q about waste that has about radioactive waste

3 12 j radioactivity level, if it is in liquid being possibly dispersed in such
form the question

'

accidents. If it is in liquid form
the question

15 13 j is if there was damage done to the is if.there was damage done to the |
container it would container would it |

<
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15 20 be solidified; at least with certain be solidified; at least by some

areas as NMMS. member:, of NMSS.

15 21 g I believe the view of NMMS as far as I I believe the view of NMSS
i can tell, tF

|lasttimeIdiscussedthesubjectis is that the so-15 22
that the so-

15 23 called de-watered resin, it won't pour called de-watered resin,

| like a liquid

15 24 It won't run like a liquid but it isn't won't run like a liquid but it isn't

truly solidified truly solidified

15 25 by a piece of glass subject to heat, and unlike a piece of glass when
imersed in water subjected to heat, or immersed in

I water
,

16 1 | can result in some dispersion of the can result in some dispersion of the
! material, that radioactive material.

16 2 would not happen in true solid form. } I believe the
|I believe them

,

!

i

16 3 current thinking.is although it hasn't current NRR thinking is although it
really hasn't really

16 14 Q Are the heads of NSSR, Mr. Denton Q Are the heads of flRR, Mr. Denton
and the and the

,

16 15 NMMS, Mr. Derks, have they been NMSS, Mr. Dircks, have they been
reporting to you about reporting to you about

17 9 was that he might, if not had changed was that he might have changed his
his mind, he mind, however, he may

17 10 still has a question about whether it still have questions about whether
should be solidi- it should be solidi-

17 16 and turn it into this process. I am of waste and put it through this
sure there are process. I am sure there are

17 18 time because of the time it would take time involved because of the time
to install such it would take to install such

,

17 19 a system. I am sure some of the newer a system. I believe that in some
plants we have of the newer plants we have

'

20 licensed under review, there are licensed or have under review, there
provisions being made are provisions

1

17 22 resin waste that comes out of this. resin waste.
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19 17 l by the staff on this matter was that by the staff was whether NRC should
' NRC should approve approve

19 18 F license applications for nuclear license applications for nuclear
I facilities. Only four power plants in states that

19 19 states have concurred in this. do not have NRC's concurrence in
their emergency plans.-

!

19 25 | been a matter of (inaudible). I think, been a matter of contention for

| as you will some time. As you will

l
20 2 : encourage and assist wherever we can encourage and assist wherever we

,' for the states to can the states to

20 3 ! make the ncessary planning actions to take the necessary planning actions
have some such and to have their

:

20 4 plan' completed and concurred in by the plans completed and concurred in by
NRC. This, of the NRC. This, of

20 8 ject of extensive emergency plans task ject of an NRC Task Force on
,

force activity j Emergency Planning activity
' ' i

.0 9 whichhasIeenunderwayinwhichwe ! which has been underway.
address many points

20 10 in more detail. ----

20 11 This was a response. This paper is The December 18, 1978 letter to
the staff's Mr. Peach was the stiff's

20 12 responce to a draft report which was response to the GA0's draft report
then later put which was then later put

20 13 on out and the Commission separately out in final form. The Comission
responded to later responded to<

20 21 A Only of the staff. It did not A Only the position of the
represent the staff. It did not represent the

20 22 official NRC position. The routine GA0 official Commission position. The

report, their routine GA0 report

20 24 meeting which the G0A investigator and meeting with the GA0 invertigators.
other reviewers

f come. They go over the report with our They go over the report with our20 25
staff, discuss staff, discuss

,

i
'

21 1 it verbally in some cases, depending it verbally in some cases, depending
on the time. Maybe on the time available.

I
!
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21 2 we were given it to prepare written In most cases we are asked to
comments which are prepare written comments which are

21 3 given to GA0 staff which they then given to the GA0 and which are then
,

included as part included a~s part'

i
21 4 : of their final report. The final report of the final report. The final

that the GA0 report that the GA0'

21 7 a Commission position that that becomes a Commission position that is given
a true NRC in response to the report.

21 8 position. -----

21 14 Commission and that answer is gone. I Commission and that answer has gone.
can get a copy , I can get a copy

22 1 A Only so far as the staff review A Only so far as the staff views
is concerned. were concerned.

| A It is my believe that a copy of A It is my belief that a copy22 4 ,
'

the staff | of the staff
i

22 13 I think that-went to them. I just i I:think that went before March 28.
don't recall the

~

I just don't recall the
|

23 7 the fiew that it was, again, a the view that it was, again, a
voluntary matter for the voluntary matter for the

23 11 them. I think it was a generally held a plant. I think it was a

view that the generally held view that the

23 14 and local resources, Department of and local resources, Director of
Defense, Police Civil Defense, Police

24 13 equity or laying on a licensee the equity of laying on a licensee the
requirement for requirement for

24 14 action over someone else which he had action by somcone else over which
Ino control. Mr. he had no control. Mr.

24 15 Ryan pointed that comment out. Ryan pointed that problem out.

24 20 A I can't recall the specifics A I can't recall the specifics

of that study. of any such study.

25 6 addressed the exclusion zone, that is, address the exclusion zone, that is,

, the area the area
|

| 3 8 are provided for, or that are required are provided for, or that are

| by Regulation required by Regulatory
|

|

t
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25 11 to take such action as might be required to take such action as might be
,

in the way required such as in the way

25 17 h Q I take it the NCC staff position, Q I take it the NRC staff
' as reflected position, as reflected

25 20 I would be licensed by the NCC even if would be licensed by the NRC even
the State in if the State in

26 3 many things, one of which may or may many things, one of which may
not involve an involve plac for an

26 9 A I think that is accurate as far A I think tr.=t is accurate as
,

; as far as it far as it

29 18 Mr. Pederson, he is the Director of OPE, Mr. Pedersen, he was the Director
of OPE, the Office; the Office >

30 21 involved in the emergency works in any involved in the emergency actions
| State for that in any State

,

30 22 matter, in connection with an actual in connection with an actual event,'

event, It was i It was
i

.I 3 such as this, and as I say, it even such as this, and as I say, it

j resulted in a resulted in a

32 12 f our state programs state trying to our Office of State Programs trying
' encourage the state to encourage the state

32 17 of planning on the part of the State of planning on the part of the State
itself was that itself was at

32 18 various levels of adequacy and various levels of adequacy or
inadequacy. inadequacy.

32 22 the view of the staff, certainly and I the view of the staff, and I

believe at believe at

32 25 State where there was no such a plan State where there was no such a Statc
because there were plan because there were

33 1 no requirements on the part of the | requirements on the part of the
licensee to make licensee to make

33 10 | licensee, as I understand that it licensee, as I understand it to

coordinated with the coordinate with the'

13 12 in a plan which he provides our licensee's in a plan, which he provides our
state licensing staff,

1

!
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33 15 the purpose of notifying them as to for the purpose of notifying them
some event that in the event that

k would consult that requirement to take would be a requirement to take33 16

;
emergency action. emergency ' action.

33 21 in the light of this regulation i r. the light of Regulatory Guide
Guide 1.101 which is 1.101, which is

33 26 the details of those plans were not the details of those plans were not
essentially in essential in

34 1 determining whether or not that plan determining whether or not that plang
would be opted could be operated

34 8 so opted, the plan is entitled to a so operated, the plant is entitled
to a license?license? i

35 2 - | won't say they have changed their minds won't say they have changed their

| as to that minds as to the
,
'

!

35 3 point as I spoke a mcment ago to about | point I spoke to a moment ago, but'

! the re-thinking there is a re-thinking
'

.

5 5 that is provided in tne Federal Register that is included in the Federal
Register Notice whichnotice as -

35 8 licensee action can be taken. licensing action can be taken.

35 15 facility in a locations where there was facility in a location where there
no definitive was no definitive

37 5 A I think my own view at that A I think my own view at that
timee was, and to time was, and to

38 5 say, first of all a license meant to say, first of all a licensee is
make sure that required to make sure that

38 8 eventual evacuation if that effort eventual evacuation if that action
'

should become should become

38 16 I believe this is a State plan, there I believe that in a State plan,

there are some 71are some 71 |

38 19 regulations guide 1.101 that deals with Regulatory Guide 1.101 that deals
,

a plan with a plan

38 21 must know, when he understands what the must know and understands the condi-
condition is, tions

38 22 the degree of the emergency where he and degree of the emergency wherein
has to notify he has to notify
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39 20 NCC? NRC?
'

40 13 discussing. At the present time they discussing. Up to the present time
have not taken we have not

I
40 14 the issues, pointed to them as necessary. held it to be necessary. That is

That is very very
'

40 24 that it was mandatory, that we should that it was mandatory that we
have such a should have such a

43 10 standard practice, regardless of the standard practice, regardless of
subject, is to the subject, is for it to

45 23 ] A No, there is some additional -- A No, there are some

| the details ,

9

45 24 have just been included, additional additional resources that we,.

, resources that we
'

46 6 For the details you will have to talk For the details you will have to tall
to Mr. (Shapar). to Mr. Stello.

I
46 17 gaining assurance his own record gaining assurance in his own record

keeping is~on inspections keeping on inspections

47 8 that this maintainance action has been that this maintenance action has beer
taken, the taken, that valv's and

i
47 9 : things have been set in the following such things have been set in the

fashion. An proper fashion, followed by

47 10 audit of that particular component to a sample audit of a particular
see whether or component to see whether or

47 12 was a combination of looking at hardware is a combination of looking at
as well as hardware as well as

48 8 people on this, Mr. Thompson or Mr, people on this, Mr. Stello or Mr.
---- , the Minogue, the.

48 12 erable reliance on our being sort of at erable reliance on our inspection
the tip of a program being sort of at the tip

of a

48 13 pyramid where belcw them this goes all pyramid, with below it a broad basedi
the way back organization on the

I48 14 to construction where there is a very part of the licensee, his vendors,
broad based constructors and architect and

engineering

48 15 organization and because of resources groups. The NRC inspections must |

| that go into aim at assuring the proper

,
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48 16 the checking of quality control, the functioning at all levels of
keeping of activity of inspections and the'

checking of quality control, and
the keeping of

||
*

48 23 i check of at least some portion of the check of at least some portion of
! kind of things the hardware and activity
s

48 24 they looked at on paper. as well as the related records.

50 1 Three Mile Island could and did happen, Three Mile Island could and did
that further happen, and that further

50 4 reactors that it should have been reactors of problems that should
looked at more have been looked at more

50 7 whereever possible inspection, full i wherever possible; inspection,
| time, as opposed full time, as opposed'

;
- i

50 16 | A I believe it has been said, A I believe it has been said,
,

! and it is the and it is in the
,

50 17 . center of the NRC report, putting the i NRC I&E investigation report that
operator as + - ! the operator was a

50 18 principal, very, very significant principal, or a very significant
factor of the factor in the

51 5 working for a resident inspector werking 'n a resident inspector

i
program for some program for some

:

53 6 have been addressed in the licensee's have been addressed in the licensing'
staff or staff or

53 17 A I am not aware very much in the A I an not aware of very much

way of in the way of

53 18 studies or research work addressing ' studies or research work addressing
the machine inter- | the man-machine inter-

53 19 facing. I think there have been some face. I think there have been some
individual individual

I

54 6 as I do the problems faced by the as I do the problems faced by the'

operator, I think operator, I think it

54 7 the Three Mile Island event -- there is clear that in the Three Mile
were opportunities Island event

i 1 8 not only opportunities, but there was there was confusion over
' confusion over

54 9 the meaning of the level of pressurizer the meaning of the water level in
.,

and many the pressurizer, and that there were
many
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54 10 warning lights and belts that were warning lights and bells going off.
going off and I

54 11 h think that it made it rather clear that think that it is rather clear that
| the operator the operator

i
S4 21 : general approach toward the operator general approach toward the

; interfaced with operator's interface with

54 22 the machine had delt with preconceived the machine had dealt with
emergency preconceived emergency

54 23 situations--loss of coolants. Other situations -- loss of coolant
matters were, situations. For example, that fell

54 24 ! perhaps, short in fact or the actual short of the actual circumstances
! circumstances |,
.

54 25 where so many things happened over where so many things happened in'

i such a period of a short period of
!

55 1 time that it made it far more complex time. It was far more complex to
,

to deal with ; deal with

3 2 than a sim"ulated even't such as this than a simulated event such as would
~

would appear to have been presented to

55 6 event. I think some people had sort event. I think some people had sort
i of that kind of of the kind of
i

56 8 A I think there is thinking of our A Dr.
staff, Dr.

57 15 similar kind of event up there that similar kind of event up there that
apparently myself apparently I

58 4 A It came up during the roughly, A It came up during the roughly
two week two week

58 5 period, we were manning the emergency period we were manning the emergency
response response

59 1 event, interrupted the high pressure event, interrupted the high pressure
At

|
insertion.engine. At .

59 20 can't say, but perhaps I cur people can't say, but our people say it is
; say it is something something

59 24 pressure within a primary system and pressure within a primary system I

the level in the is falling and the level in the 1

60 9 A To NRR; the license people. A To NRR; the licensing people.

.
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60 12 A I would have gone to the Director. A I would have gone to the
I think Director of NRR. I think

Systems Safety would have been the Systems Sa,fety would have been60 13 '

logical place. the logical Division.

60 24 emergency center and I became aware emergency center, and I became
that he, I believe aware that he

60 25 was an inspector that was ".iliar with was an inspector that was familiar
this Davis with the Davis

61 5 A I think that was it. Somehow A I think that was it. I was
the Davis Besse aware that the Davis Besse

61 6 event and the name Cresswell--he was event involved some report by
Cresswell--he was involved with theinvolved with the ;

61 18 A I am not aware ot it. A I am not aware of it.'

63 1 was a concern on his part that had not , was a concern on his part that the,

been sufficiently | matter had not been sufficiently

43 11 j that it shoutd-have been alleviated that it should have been alleviated.
| and I am not sure I am not sure

63 19 up to where it would be addressed to up to where it would be addressed
the licensing, by the licensing

65 24 have the license board for the Midland have the licensing board for the
and Davis Midland and Davis

68 21 Not specifically the documents in the Not specifically the documents in
package, but the package, not

70 7 Before that he was Executive Officer Before that he was Executive Officer
for Operations, for Operations Support,

72 8 to reach the hearing board; some ten to reach the hearing board; some
months. Is that two (?) months. Is that

76 9 A I have not, no. I heard it is A I have not, no. That
delegated to responsibility is delegated to

76 11 for making that licensing condition. for making that licensing decision.

76 16 A No, not specifically I have not. A No, not specifically I have
The matter not. There is the matter

3 17 of exceptions that have been granted of exemptions, however, that have
' for an operating been granted for an oper.ating

76 18 license as has been the subject, which license. This is a little
is a little |

.
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76 20 Q Exceptions? Q Exemptions?

f given an exception from some particular given an exemption from some76 22

{ licensing particular licensing

77 2 i Commission reviewing the matter of Commission reviewing the matter of
granting of exceptions granting of exemptions

77 3 I in connection with the delegation of in connection with the delegation to
the Director of the Director of

77 4 NRR and as a result of that situation, NRR and as a result of that review,

someone, there there

77 5 is now a procedure that which carries is now a procedure that requires
that all exceptions all exemptions

I to be identified and announced77 6 be identified and announced to the
i Commission so that to the Commission so that
i

77 7 ; they will know prior to the granting they will know prior to the granting
of the exception the of the exemption the

,

77 10 judging of ttle, propriety of granting judging of the propriety of granting
those exceltions.

- those exemptions?

77 15 with regard to how an exception could with regard to how an exemption coul
be handled, be handled,

77 20 the basis for having granted certain the basis for having granted certain
exceptions for exemptions for-

77 23 all exceptions that we are granting now all exemptions that we are granting
are routinely now aFe routinely

77 25 review prior to actually granting the review prior to actually granting
exception the exemption.

78 14 but there was some exception that was but there was some exemption that wa
granted. Anyway, granted. Anyway,

78 18 are informed of exceptions beforehand, |
are informed of exemptions beforeham

or given the ; or given the
r

78 19 opportunity to override the intent to opportunity to override the intent 11
) grant an grant the

78 20 exception. exemptior..
,

S 22 that NRR was granting exceptions to that NRR was granting exemptions to
licensing require- licensing require-

78 25 times they would want an exception. times they would grant an exemption.
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79 3 A Not specifically but from the A Not specifically.*

previous

connection with their observation of It79 4 i

[ the licensing, it
'

1

79 5 ! was my understanding that it was, again, was my understanding that it was a
a matter matter-

1
79 7 this could be done and still, with the this could be done, still with the

provision of provision of

79 13 been granted with exceptions from been granted with exemptions froml

,

certain licensing certain licensing

79 19 I exceptions already granted previously exemptions already granted previously

|
for previous ; for previous

'
80 18 were improperly granted or alluded, were improperly granted or allowed,

; that would be a that would be a
!,

81 5 ; raise an issue saying that a license ! raise an issue with a license that
| was granted was granted
i ,. m -

1 6 although they have made their decision although they had made their decisior
i

and referred it - and referred it'

81 10 A I am not sure. There was one, A I am not sure. There may have
but I just but I just

82 16 don't know the arguments of the blocked don't know the arguments regardingi

valve problem. the block valve problem.'

82 20 impression that the TMI situation, it impression that in the TMI situation.
was not classified it was not classified

A In a general sense, I believe83 6 A In a general sence I believe e

that is correct. that is correct.

84 1 item and because it had a blocked valve item and because it had a block valve
upstream from upstream from

,

84 3 the blocked valve was not considered the block valve was not considered
a safety related a safety related

84 9 A We have a PORV and a blocked A We have a PORV and a block
'

behind behind

84 13 blocked valve behind it to back it up block valve behind it to back it up

and the block and the block
_-

I
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86 3 l the other things I am responsible for the other things I am responsible forr
from the day in the day'

'

86 19 I don't recall any specific subject I don',t recall any specific
or subject from,

86 24 A Dr. Hanauer, and he took a job A Dr. Hanauer, and he has taken
with NRR a job with NRR

j

87 17 fact, with my support, has pushed forth fact, with my support, has pushed
is ATWS -- forth is ATWS -- the

I

88 5 i strongly revolved around a course by strongly revolved around one view by

{ industry, the industry, another by the

90 14 determination, say, this is such a determination, that the event

| situation -- sure, |

90 15 ; it is an abnormal occurrence and it is is an abnormal occurrence. It is

put out for ; put out
,

90 16 coment along with a paper that explains ,' along with a paper that explains in
in more

'

more
, n. .

-

0 18 | occurrence for comments by the staff, occurrence, for comments by the
,' and once that is staff, and once that is
t

90 24 | It is sponsored--we put money into It is sponsored by the industry,

| running the system. however, we put money into running
the system

90 25 It is run by I&E--EPRI rather, where It is run by EPRI where there is a
there is a

91 4 A Yes, it is first of all A Yes, it is submitted by the

submitted by the

91 5 licensee after he has---some licensees . licensee. Some licensees are
are participating | participating

|
91 8 is participating in this system. The ! is participating in this system.

attempt there The purpose

91 24 collection of information through the | collection of information through

inspection report. I inspection reports.
E,

92 15 g permit to submit an optional history of permit to submit an operational
p the devices to history of the devices to f

1

32 25 valve. valve?

93 24 think what it does for you on say, where think it would help you, for example
you now have where yta now have |

7
i

_. .
L

_
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94 12 A I know generally the principle A I know generally the principid
it takes. it involves.

94 19 d and I am not sure one would be involved and I am not sure one could be
h in the involved in the
d

94 20 collation of all this information to collation of all this information
the degree of to the degree you

94 21 which one; we would be inclined to suggest. We would be. inclined to
accept the licensee's accept the licensee's

94 24 plants and it has been relying on a plants and it has been reliable to
level of such and a level of such and

95 22 of water in the Westinghouse unit of water in the Westinghouse unit
than there is in theas there is in the i

97 9 1 this is not just something that - this is not just something that
| happened: We suddenly happened; that we suddenly
i :

97 10 realized there was a difference. It | realized there was a difference.i

has been an
'

There has been an
J ~ .

s7 24 i A That is not new. No, not more A That is not new. No, nothing
more thansimply than '

-

98 25 to the Office of the Director depending to the Office Directors depending
on their area on their area

99 5 schedule in the general programatic schedule in the general programmatic
sense has since sense has

99 7 For the reverse, we are putting For example, are the resources we
into, for are putting into

99 8 example, NRR, the numbers of backlogged 4 NRR to handle the numbers of back-
license logged license

99 9 amendments being addressed are a fair amendments being effectively applied
approximation and are the actions

99 10 for such thing as falling out of the falling out of the Browns Ferry
Browns Ferry fire-- fire--

99 11 I are we meeting our schedule and getting being accomplished? Whether or not
things done we are meeting our schedule and

getting things done

,9 12 on schedule is, in a more broad on schedule is, in a more broad

pragmatic sense, my' programmatic sense, my

99 16 A I have to say I have no way A I have to say I have no way
of knowing. of judging that.
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100 4 only NRR but NSS or I&E, depending on only NRR but NMSS or I&E, depending
the subject. on the subject.

100 12 / half of the full time. half of their full time.

102 19 there is a body of expertise in NSS I there is a body of expertise in NMSS
might go to, or I might go to, or

102 20 in our standard office where there is in our Office of Standards
certain expertise. Development where there is certain

expertise.

103 21 have this agreement for exchanging have this agreement for exchanging
operation information. operational information.'

104 5 license in recent years, I believe, license in recent years, I believe,
are all the countries have been to countries

| If they have not had something happen If they have had something happen104 16

; and not report and not report

!

104 25 agreement dealt with---we have the agreement dealt with---a requirement
agreement you must

. i that they must
,,

m. .
-

.05 7 public distribution until they initiate public distribution until they decid
such a time on such a time

106 4 box situation. We learned of it box vibration situation. We learned
through Westinghouse. of it through Westinghouse.

107 20 A Set up operational testing A Providing operational
personnel to testing personnel to

109 1 feature which would require certain feature which would require the
things to certain sensing of certain

109 2 different events or measurement or e different events or measurements or
activations to activations that

'
109 3 occur that are common to an event occur that are common to an event

or tranaient or some or transient.

109 4 sort of accounting. So that you aren't ! The purpose is to avoid constantly
'constantly

109 5 having a shutdown on a single item having a shutdown on a single item
which in particular which in itself

109 6 could be of no consequence but a could be of no consequence, but
combination of things rather to require a combination of

'

things
,

109 7 that occur. Yes, it says there enough that provide positive indication
signs or that things are |

.
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109 8 enough investigations, if you will, of -------

things being

109 9 o it of their normal condition that the out of their normal condition and
following that certain

110 12 Q In other words, it the choice Q In other words, if the choice

is between is between

110 15 A I believe that is probably right. A I would not opt for an accident.

111 5 high pressure engines and ECCS. However , high pressure injection and ECCS.
given the However, given the

111 6 coincident logic actualy, that would coincident logic actuation, that
not automatically would not automatically

112 16 given to one of the staff members in given to one of the staff members
NRR by one, I in NRR by someone, I

113 10 A I am trying to call. I recall, A I am trying to recall. As I
! as I -

!

14 8 1 think there %fs something here in it. think there was something in it.
| It is easy to It is easy to

,

114 14 which very closely parallet the set of which very closely parallelled the
circumstances set of circumstances

J
116 11 possibility of misinformation, as you possibility of misleading informatios

would, for the for the

116 24 A Yes I have, Isee it--the left A Yes I have, that is the OIA

crack. report.

117 8 they reached without the benefit of they reached was that without the
hindsight--it is benefit of hindsight--it is

117 13 whether or not the I&E investigation whether or not the OIA investigation
properly addressed properly addressed

118 5 addressed, I agree. ! addressed, and will be by NRC's
| special inquiry of the TMI accident.

119 6 the results that perhaps, are no results that perhaps, no different
different than what than what

121 4 known to the rest of NRC and anybody known to the rest of NRC or anybody I
in NRC, as I in NRC, as I |

121 18 A Yes, I think we would have A Yes, I think we would have
tucked it in put it in

122 15 with Mr. Case at NRR. with Mr. Case, Deputy Director of NR;
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122 22 physically, a complexion of the staff in a physical compression of the
so that we staff so that we

122 23 can be together and my role was the can be together. My role was the
Director of the Director of the

i
spelled out in the chapter you have spelled out in the Manual Chapter122 25 ;

been provided. you have been provided.
;

123 8 appropriate people are on site. Proper appropriate people are on hand and
notification that proper notification

123 9 to people who should be informed is to people who should be informed
made that the is made and that the

123 11 notification of other agencies of notification of other agencies, in
,

establishing contact establishing contact

123 19 he doing what he has committed to do he doing what he has committed to
in the past? do under his license?*

i

123 20 This was certainly a departure from TMI was certainly a departure from
,

any prior kind of any prior kind of,
'

~ i23 21 event whicli necessitated the evacuation ; event which necessitated the

of the AEEM. evacuation'of the EMT.

124 8 of a transient or some sort of event of a transient or some sort of
that really still event that

'

124 9 had for a considerable period of time had existed for a considerable periot
this question of time. There were questions

124 10 about why were the plant parameters, about why were the plant parameters
why were they

124 19 gency or saying contingencies were gencies or seeing contingencies,

being taken into were being taken into

124 21 aerial radiation radial system was and resources of other
that the other

124 22 resources of the agencies such as D OE agencies such as DOE were being
'were being

125 3
'

Q Did you have any information Q Did you have any information
from Mr. Sello from Mr. Stello

125 22 that briefing. It was Mr. Eisenhut that briefing. It was Mr. Eisenhut
and John Jordan and Ed Jordan

125 24 and the Commission and later with the with the Commission and later with
Committee. the Udall Committee.
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126 6 March 28 he had realized there was March 28 he had rea':.ed there was
some permeated steam some superheated steam

126 22 ! of time. We didn't k row how long or of time. We didn't know how long or
how much that how much.

126 23 there was possibly because of the Because of the radioactivity
,

radioactivity-

126 24 measured in the coolant water that measured in the coolant water, it

there had been some was concluded that there had been
some

127 4 the Chairman was asked specifically that Chairman Hendrie was asked
by Mr. Weaver; specifically by Mr. Weaver;

127 8 remember, again, it was largely that | remember, he answered that we don't
'

we don't know know

127 9 and didn't think there was any fuel but didn't think there was any fuel
that was melted mel ted

127 12 ten percent--fifteen--I would have to ten percent--fifteen--I would have
i

# . to check the transcript.! look.

127 19 time we didn't anticipate. There was time we didn't anticipate. The
a degree of damage degree of damage

127 20 that we later on Friday concluded it that we later on Friday concluded
was more likely was more likely to be

128 5 then asked Mr. Case to relate to the then ask Mr. Case to relate to the
Commissioner Commissioners

128 6 the technical aspect of the reactivator the technical aspect of the reactor
itself, itself.

128 21 A Jordan, Eisenhut and myself at A Jordan, Eisenhut and myself,
the meeting At the meeting

I

129 8 day's history of finally getting the day's history of finally getting the
research pump recirculation pump

'130 1 understanding as to what the situation understanding as to what the
or what the situation was or what the

130 2 problem was with that situation even problem was with that situation.
wuth our own Even with our own

30 10 advice or take further action. On advice or take further action. On
Thursday, on

I i
130 12 inspector force from Region II and inspector force from Region II I'

elsewhere where it
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130 13 was convenient on the scene up there, we would send
we would send'

130 18 y was under control and which you know, was under control and which you know,
didn't pose any didn't se6m to pose any

130 22 ! am nct talking about hard lines or am not j"st talking about hard lines
physical telephones. or availe 'lity of telephones.

130 24 dealing with was one that clearly was dealing with was one that this was
a first major clearly the first major

131 1 we had done, I think was useful and I we had done, I think was useful and
don't think that

131 6 over and take over that plant, operate and take over that plant, operate it,
it, do whatever do whatever

1
'
i

131 7 I you have to. The role of the staff, you have to. The role of the staff
,' until it was clear was not clear until it was decided
I

131 9 ended up being Mr. Denton, in which ended up being Mr. Denton, after
case then the which thej

131 10 staff becamer.the role became more of staff role became more of a support

a support function function

131 11 to Mr. Denton than the people we had to Mr. Denton and the people we had
up there. up there.

132 3 i core damage that happened. I think core damage that happened. I think

these things

132 4 were--there was probably some damage there was probably some damage
already done already done

133 2 know whether we might have resulted in know but what we might have resulted
in more problemsmore problems <

133 9 heat role past saturization temperature. heat made above saturization
Yes, very temperature. Yes, very

134 2 ledustosomeincidentbecausewedidn'j led us te some insight cecause we
have any i didn't have any core

i

134 3 temperature inclusion. temperature information.
;i

134 6 8 A At the briefing and Mr. Weaver's ----

inqui ry,

34 7 ?| acparently in the first four hours or Apparently in the first four hours or

so there had so there had
|

134 8 | been some temperature taken that went been some temperatures taken that
1 around went around
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135 1 have been far worse off because in the have been far worse off because in
depressuring. the depressurizing.

135 2 ! system then, we keep it depressurized. I can't
,

I don't want

135 3 ! to lay out the scenario of what lay out the scenario of what would
happened. My have happened. My

135 5 it would not have gone down and you it would not have cooled down and
probably would have you probably would have

135 22 A I was aware that the hydrogen A I was aware that the hydroger
calculation calculation and

135 25 now the exact night most vividly now the exact time,

f

136 1 however, on Saturday afternoon, some- By Saturday afternoon, or sometime
,

time Saturday Saturday
|
i

it sort of started to be resolved136 4 | it sort of started to revolve by word
.

by word that we werathat we were j

|<136 5
, i getting back-from Mr.. Denton and Stello getting back from Mr. Denton and

who was then I Stello who were then
'

136 7 hydrogen problem really wasn't as hydrogen problem really wasn't as
prepared by those suggested by those

136 12 A I can't answer that whether A I can't answer that. Whethec
one can make a one can make a

136 24 pursue that average than to have a pursue that avenue (?) than to have
situation where you a situation where you

137 12 standarized., There are differences in standardized. There are differences
con'.rol roles. in control rooms.,

137 20 upper power limit. Things had been upper power limit, which had been
going repeatedly. going steadily and rapidly up.

137 25 Just the realization of the fact, Just the presence of this fact,
that

138 1 knowledge led to repeatedly changing led to repeatedly changing design
design situations. situations.

138 2 Once they fxed the power level to the Once they fixed the power level to
maximum of the maximum of about |

138 13 still under review being different cases still under review being
,

from one another. different from one another.
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138 22 And, there are 700 different situations. -----

139 4 was a part of that proposal to try to was a part of tha?. proposal, to put
put additional additional

<

1 -

139 5 emphasis on the standardization design. emphasis on the standardization of
,

design.

139 10 extent, I think the utilities are. They extent, I think the utilities resist
'

fwanttheir it. They want their

139 21 in fact, many different designs. I in fact, many different designs. I
think among the think

139 22 basic types. BWR and PWR there are there are probably advantages
probably advantages

140 2 1 A Obviously, we have not made any A We have not made any
intensive intensive.

such a proposal and I don't think that such an approach. I don't think140 5
,

we have that we have
,
'

,

140 6 enhanced any carticular. proposal or !endorsedanyparticdlarproposalor
report that tl y - i report that they

140 14 A Well I believe that as I recall, A Well, as I recall, the

j the concern concern

140 15 was that not so much the utilities that was not just with the utilities but
! put the people with the people

140 16 who were designing these plants were who were designing these plants.
extrapolating

140 17 the technology at a rate a little faster The technology was being extrapolate <
than might at a rate a little faster than

might

141 14 shape to answer tha question than I am, shape to answer that question than
I can only I am. I can only

141 16 sort of like saying I want a 747 and I sort of like saying I war.t a 747
aircraft and I decided to get onedecided to i

141 17 multiply an old DC 3, one by 150. by scaling up by a factor of 10 or
15 an old DC-3.

141 19 A A whole lot of thin g . The A A whole lot of things. The
energy --- power plants

141 20 for a 747 won't do if scaled down for for a 747 won't do if simply scaled'

a DC-3. The up from a DC-3. The
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141 21 whole systematic action in the design systems considerations in the design
approach for a approach for a

141 22 F high power machine is quite different high power, machine are quite differen-
than one for a than for a

,

141 24 ! thought and we have had some discussions thought and we have had some
on this, is discussions on this,

142 7 for some period of time, hopefully, for some period of time, hopefully,
standardization, standardizing,

142 9 The possibility would have been far less It probably would have been far less
painful than difficult

142 10 to have gone from the 500 level with to have then gone beyond the 500
that body of | level with that body of

142 12 ! we would still not be as far along as we would be as far along as we are

fweareor or

142 14 that we would have nothing but a bunch | that we have nothing but a bunch of
of prototypes i prototypes

i

,| _. m .

,2 16 They are sufficiently different except They are sufficiently different
except for those fewfor these -

142 17 who have been literally, more images of that are literally, replications of

one another. another plant.

143 3 think that the Congress in the form of think that the Congress in the form,

a Joint Committee of the Joint Committee

143 4 was so inclined. So conveniently, any was so inclined. Consequently, any
attempt to attempt to

143 20 would have been better if we had it might have been better if we had
earlier. There done it earlier. There

143 22 inside. in size.

144 6 Commission with regard to the nuclear Commission with regard to the nuclear
power issues, the power issues, and the

144 8 in the environment that energizers have in the environment that nuclear
been brought energy has been brought

144 13 by an agency that I think properly as an by an agency that I think properly
independent has to be an independent

144 15 one way or the other'. It is a long one way or the other.
| term proposition.

_. __ _ -__
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144 18 l policies that the Commission must face policy issues that the Commission
without as much must face without'

144 19 k concern on the part of the public, the concern on the part of the public,
Congress, the Congre'ss, and

,

144 20 everyone that that individual brings to everyone that the views of a single
it, his own individual

144 21 A peculiar or strong held viewpoints and -----------

consequently
144 22 depending on who that individual is, could result in decisions that

: decisions may might

144 23 be made that are not in the best not be in the best interest of the
j interest of the

I

144 24
.

country and its economical energy country and its economic and energy''

situition. situation.
'

145 1 Commission, a colloquial approach. Commission, a collegial approach.
There are There are,

i
''45 2 inefficiencies. On the other hand, inefficiencies. On the other hand,

there are at least, there are at least
i

145 5 I issues on which the country itself is issues on which the public itself is
f widely disbursed widely diverse
i

145 15 i operational kind of situation in which operational kind in which we have
we have rarely rarely

145 17 tiile Island. I doubt that anybody who Mile Island, I doubt that anybody whc
had helped helped

145 19 Act ever envisioned that kind of a Acts ever envisioned that kind of a
situation, where situation, where

145 20 a colloquial body of the Commission . a collegial body of the Commission
'would try to would try to

145 21 deal with a situation. deal with such a situation.

145 24 one man would proceed to our operations ' one Commissioner wculd proceed to
center and our Operations Center and

|

; handling it. The day to day management handling it. Regarding the day-to-d146 2

of the total management of the total

5 3 Commission, my feeling is,that that Commission, my feeling i; that the
charter given the charter given the

146 4 Chairman by its amendments to the Energy Chairman by amendment to the Energy
Reorganization Reorganization

i
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146 6 and rather well describing certain and rather well describes certain
functions that he is functions that he is'

146 7 responsible for which the other responsible for and which the other
Commissions are not. Commissioners are not.'

146 11 From the standpoint of the From the standpoint of the
Executive role Chairman's Executive role

146 12 and the effect of some of our day-to-day and the effect on some of our
routine day-to-day routine

146 14 i efficiency of the operations in which efficiency of operations, and the
certain issues effectiveness with which certain

issues
t

!

l
3

.
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,

2 Whereupon,

3 LEE V. GOSSICK

4 having been first duly sworn, was called as a witness

5 herein, was examined and testified as follows:

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. KANE:

8 Q Would you state your full name for the record?

9 A Lee Van Gossick.

10 0 Have you ever had your deposition taken before,

11 Mr. Gossick?

12 A No, I have not.

13 Q Briefly, let me comment on what we are doing

14 here today. You have been sworn, and although we are

15 sitting in the informality of your office, you should

16 be aware that the testimony that you give has the same

17 force and effect as if you were testifying in a court

18 of law. My questions and your responses are being

19 taken down and they will later on, be reducel to a

20 booklet form. You will be given the opportunity to

21 look at.that booklet and make changes that you deem

22 necessary. However to the extent that the changes are

23 significant, it may result in those changes may be !

l

24 adverse to your credibility. For that reason, it is
s

25 necessary to avoid this by being as accurate and

Acme Reporting Company
|

a w n.a...
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1 precise as we can now.
,

I would ask if you, at any point during the2

3 deposition, if you don't understand a question, please
.

4 feel free to stop and indicate that and we will make
.

5 the clarification at that time.

6 Let me remind you of two basic groundrules.

; one is that you permit me to finish my questions before

8 you give your response, even if you know what the

9 question is going to be, because the reporter cannot

10 take down both of us speaking at the same time.

11 Secondly, respond audibly. Motions, such

i 12 as nodding your head cannot be taken down by the

13 reporter.

14 Mr. Gossick, you were requested to bring a

15 resume here with you today in connection with this

16 deposition. Do you have that with you?

1: A My secretary has it.

Is MR. KANE: Off the record.

19 (Whereupon, the witness presented the resume and the

20 document was examined by Mr. Kane.)

21 BY MR. KANE:

22 Q Mr. Gossick, you have handed me a document

23 which has at the top, the letterhead of the United

24 States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and under that,

25 your name appears in all capital letters. Does this

1

|;

Acme Reporting Company I
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1 statement accurately summarize your educational and

2 employment background?

3 A It does.

4 MR. KANE: (Indicating to reporter). Let's

5 have this marked as Exhibit 1 to the deposition.

6 (Whereupon, the above mentioned

document was marked Exhibit 1 for-

8 identification).

9 BY MR. KANE:

10 Q Mr. Gossick, you are the Executive Director

11 for Operations in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

12 Could you briefly explain what your duties are in that

13 position and what the nature of your office is in terms

14 of its function within the NRC?

15 A Provisions for this office is established by

16 the Nuclear Reorganization Act of 1974 along with

1; certain other statutory offices spelled out in that Act.

18 The duties of the Executive Director as provided for

19 in the Nuclear. Reorganization Act are, also the words

m in the law, I believe, are to the effect as prescribed

+o
21 by the Commission. However, it does go on awer, say that

22 the Executive Director for Operations will be the day-

23 to-day Manager of the affairs of the staff, and also,

24 as spelled out in my manual, the chapter which describes

25 my position...I am also responsible for coordinating

Acme Reporting Compony ,
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the activities of the offices that report to me and |1

.,

for providing the Commission with proposed policy2

matters that require their consideration.3

Q According to your resume, Deposition E::hibit4

as Executive Director for5 1, prior to your position

Operations, it states you were Assistant Director of6

Regulation with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission andI

that you held that post from February of 1973 until8

9 January of 1975.

A That's correct. )10

Q What were your duties as Assistant Director11

12 of Regulation with the AEC?

A The position was one that involved primarily,13

I4 as the title implies, assistance to the Director of

Regulation in carrying out his responsibilities. I15

16 involved primarily in interfacing with thewas

II Commission staff, the arrangement of our Commission
o r rwr Coe,ss,.,v.

18 meetings with the Secretary cr----1, oversight respon-

19 sibilities primarily in the administrative and inspection

- specifically directed by the'" and enforcement areas as

21 Director of Regulation.

Q So you were involved then in inspection and'

-

23 enforcement matters?

24 A Simply in keeping track of what was going on;

25 not directly involved with their programs.

Acme Reporting Company
|
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1 Q Did you have anything to do with the liconoing

2 branch?

3 A Indirectly. This was almost entirely handled
.

4 at this time by Mr. Muntzing.

5 Q As Assistant Director you would not become .'

6 involved in those matters?

7 A No, there was a Deputy Director position that

8 was unfilled for a considerable period of time. After

9 I arrived the job became vacated and then the Nuclear

10 Reorganization Act was sort of on the horizon and the

11 position was never filled. The direct licensing 'cti-a

12 vities and major policy issues that had to do with

13 licensing, or for that matter, regulatory actions, were

14 handled solely by Mr. Muntzing.

15 Q Did you have anything to do with the super-

16 vision of operating reactors?

17 A No, not really.

13 Q Did you have anything to do with technical

19 evaluations of generic safety issues?

20 A No, not, I think, in the sense that I under-

21 stand your question, the generic kind of questions were

being handled by the then Director of Licens$$- Staf f22

23 which, as I say, was almost entirely-ef- the domain of
I

| 24 the Director of Regulation.

| 3 I was aware of some of the issues that were
i

|

Acme Reporting Company
,
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1 going on. I sat in on some of the meetings, but

2 decisions and direction were done by the Director.

3 Q Did you have anything to do at that time with

4 the writing or handling of the safety issues raised

5 by Inspections and Enforcement within the organization?

6 A Not that I can recall. I can't recall any

7 specific involvement in that.

8 Q Prior to today, I believe it was in June,

9 the Presidential Commission did submit a letter of

10 request to the NRC to provide documentation of a number

11 of different items. One was the documents that would

12 bear upon the role of the Office of the Executive
'

.

13 Director for Operations. We were provided with the

14 documents and I have a copy of it here. It is a

15 portion, I take it, of the NRC manual relating to

16 the organization and functions of the Office of the

17 Executive Director for Operations, and let me ask you

18 if you recognize that to be a portion of the manual

19 relating to the functions of your office?

20 A This is the chapter of the overall manual

21 that deals with the functions of my office, that is
1

22 correct.

23 0 I note in the second page of this document,

24 in paragraph 0103-02, it states that the Executive

25 Director cl Operations is responsible for supervision

|

| Acme Reporting Company
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I and coordination of policy development and operational
,

2 activities of the following line offices: the Office

3 of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, the Office of Nuclear

4 Material Safety and Safeguards, the Office of Nuclear

5 Regulatory Research, the Office of Inspection and

6 Enforcement, the Office of Standards Development, and

I it lists a number of staff offices including International

O Programs. Is that an accurate statement of the functiona

9 of your office?

10 A That is.

" MR. KANE: (Indicating to reporter). This

12 |. will be marked Exhibit 2 to the deposition.

I3 (Whereupon, the above-mentioned

14 document was marked Exhibit 2

15 for identification.)

16 BY MR. KANE:

17
Q Mr. Gossick, this description of the functions

I8 of your office suggests to me that, for example, if

19 there were a dispute between the Office of Nuclear
,

;

I 20 Reactor Regulation and that of the Office of Inspection

21 and Enforcement as to how a particular issue should be

| handled, it would- be likely that the dispute would come22

|

3 to your attention?

# A That's correct.

25
Q If there wero a situation in which a safety

|
'

Acme Reporting Company
|
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1

issue had been identified by an inspector from the

Office of Inspection and Enforcement and this inspector

3
felt that this was a matter that should be handled by

'

4
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and NRR felt

5
it was not the appropriate office to handle it and it

6
should stay with the Office of Inspection and Enforcement ,

and this inspector insisted it should be handled in

8
the way he felt; would that eventually reach you?

9
A Depending on the treatment of the issue by

10
the supervisory personnel in both organirstions, and

11
in the event it reached the level of the Office of the

Director being unable to agree on an issue such as that

13
then, yes, it would. Unless it was solved, it would

14
end up here.

15
Q Would that also be the case if there were a

dispute between NRR and the Office of Nuclear Material

1-
Safety and Safeguards as to, for example, the treatment

i

18
of transportation of nuclear waste. If there were a |

i

'
dispute between those two heads of these offices, would

it come to your attention?

41-

A Between the heads of the of fices? That's

n
correct.

43
Q The function of the Director of Operations-

44-

is more of a managerial one to make sure the other

43- sections are working in a coordinated way and without

Acme Reporting Company
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l

1 any debilitating difficulties, is that a fair assessment

2 of that?

3 A I would say that is correct.

4 Q Is there any system whereby the heads of

5 various agencies within the NRC regularly report to you,

6 Mr. Gossick?

7 A Yes, there are both formal and informal means.

8 One, through a weekly staff meeting.Every Friday morning

9 staff heads are assembled here in this building and we

10 address matters of general interest, issues that may

11 have surfaced in one way or another.
a paSArm

I, We also have a formal program, en assessment-

r- hold
13 review-th:t, the so-called PAR reviews,that-are held

w iTH oncE
14 4e6 each of fice on the average of -ene- every three or

15 four months. There are so many offices that it takes

16 a while to get..around to each of them, but at any rate,

17 there is a prescribed format for a presentation of their

18 special items of interest such as personnel status, )

19 equal oppoi. unity achievements; a general report on

I'M their overall program, how it is going, how they are-

e.1r edm9 RcSco n a
21 e p e n d in g- their -seveneet and so on.

22 Q When you say " PAR review", what is " PAR"?

23 A Program Assessment Review. I

24 Q Is that a vehicle whereby you, as Executive

25 Director for Operations, are able to assess the ongoing

Acme Reporting Compony
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1

performance of'the various departments?
-

A That is the intent of the program, yes.
'

s
Q If I&E, for example, were having manpower

4
problems in carrying out the various directives, it

5
would be brought up in this context? -

6
A It could very well be brought up provided it

7 (v Aftv T couwo WoT
4e- such an issue that they didr.'L sent t-c-wait to present,

8
it. Otherwise, it would be a matter of the Office

9
of the Director coming to me and saying, I have a

10
problem.

11
0 In terms of the situation of the dispute

between the two offices as to how a certain matter

13
should be handled, would you have the authority to

14
dissolve that dispute by saying it should be the respon-

15
sibility of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

16
or the responsibility of I&E?

17
A That would depend largely on the nature of

18
it, of the issue. If it is a matter which would seem

to involve possible policy implications that should be,

a0-

determined by the Commission, then my action would take
.>g-

the form, most likely, of what is the best or most
i
'

appropriate way to bring this issue to the Commission

43-

for consideration and resolution. If it purely relates
|
,

44! -

to operational activities or a matter that is prescribed

.,$-

in the manual chapters for those offices--in other

Acme Reporting Compony
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1 words, an interpretation of their function, yes, it

2 would be within my directive to settle an issue.

3 Q Have you had occasion to do that kind of

4 thing since you have been in this office?

5 A There have been cases, yes. I don't know if

6 I can give you any particular example, but it is not

7 an uncommon thing.

8 Q Have there been any issues that have come to

9 your attention in this manner in connection with Three

10 Mile Island Two?

11 A There has been one that surfaced a couple
,4o Sc

le of weeks ago on the form of waste th:t :::-removed
A - rh e. s / n * *

13 from Three Mile Island Twoe transportim; it togwashington,
14 whether it would be de-watered resin or solidified in

15 some form. This was actually an issue that surfaced

16 at a lower staff level. I became aware that our Chairman

1; had also been involved through a visit to Three Mile

18 Island, I believe, on the issue and the matter is still

19 in the process of being argued or discussed between
ahv1SS

N NRR and "003.

21 Q I am curious about that situation in which
!

T2 Mr. Hendrie, the Chairman, investigated this. Is it '

23 a usual thing that the Chairman or any member of the )

24 Commission of the NRC would become involved in that

25 kind of dispute prior to your referring it to them?

I l

Acme Reporting Company
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1 A It is not something that surprises me greatly

2 because of their interest and involvement in Three Mile
3 Island. They have all visited up there from time to
4 time. No, it doesn't strike me as unusual at all.
5 Looking at the way the Commission is organ-

6 ized and taking into account the fact that there is a
7 fair span of control, that I have got some thirteen
3 offices that report to me, I try to keep track of
9 everything that is going on and certainly, all the

correspondence and policy papers and reports go through10

11 my office; but there are times which I not only condone
the Commissioners to talk directly with12 but I encourage

13 the offices. Even with or without my enco'.tragement ,

they are inclined to do so on matters that are of a14

15 particular interest to them. They are of different

16 backgrounds and interests but from time to time
17 there will be a subject that comes to their attent. ion

18 and very often they will ask, usually the Office >E-

19 Adve Directors for their ideas on the matter. Instead

bo.ss
.,0 of my having a single bere-I report to, I have five.

21 and it is not uncommon .or the Commission to become

22 interested in and address certain issues. That is not

APRa c es sa -m a t t ; r , however, that results in -the- decis ion . The.,3-

24 decision is made by the Commission as a whole.

| 0 This issue that you are talking about25

|
t

|
Acme Reporting Company
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relating to the removal of waste at Three Mile Island1

Two, you mentioned that that is an issue that involveso
-

the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations and the Office3

of Material Safety and Safeguards. What is the issue4

5 about?

A Well, as I understand it, the concern has6

I arisen because of the considerable distance that this
3 material will have to travel going from Pennsylvania to

the State of Washington,and 3 the past there have been9

some accidents where trucks have overturned or other10

1-2ucackv*~du d.dif ficultie s -where there is concern aboutgwaste th:t 57,1

he,nq pess.6/4 chsend. in s ueA. a ca d eJs.
12 7, g 4 g 3g g i,,[ 7 3 = ,, e , If it is in liquid form the question-

13 is if there was damage done to the container

14 be more difficult to keep contained than in a solid
i

|form.

16 There has been some expression of interest from |

II some of the State governors; concern about the form and ]
l
'

13 protection of this material as it is being transported
so that the view, as I understand it, is that it should19

m% 0 N MSS.by sm m
.'o be solidified; at least e_th c:rt:in areae a e 3"""S .-

NMSSI believe the view of y -:e far se I can tell, the,, i-

__l=e* time I Atenssed the_e"hject is that the so-22

# called de-watered resin, it tecn't pour li%c 2 lig"id.
24 -I-r. wo n ' t run like a liquid but it isn't truly solidified

u d u n lut'e u)kw cR
-hy a piece of glass 4subj ectdto heat,3 immersed in water, , .

-

Acme Reporting Company
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rtdsoa b1 ,

can result in some dispersion of thepmaterial,th t-

lo
~

scu-id not-happen i .- true relid f o r m. I believe the
BREI3

currentpthinking is although it hasn't really
4

gone to the Commission for a decision at this point

5
in time, and I am not sure it will--currently, I think

6
the feeling is that it will oc moved in a de-watered

.
'

resin form because of the degree of protection plus

8
the difficulties and length of time that would be

9
added by going through the pure solidification step

10
that would put it in a solid form.

11
As I say, I don't know that this is completely

resolved yet. It is something that I intend to inquire

13
about.

14 N[
Q Are the heads of NG&&, Mr. Denton and the

15 #df S S DiRcKJ
NMM&, Mr. Derkr, have they been reporting to you about

16
this?

17
A I believe both of them were present last week

18
at our staff meeting. There had been some discussion

19
with the Commission. They had been briefed on the

20
pros and cons of both sides, of both propositions.

-21

Last week, I believe, it was reported that there was
-.>o
Ifurther study and discussi;n get.ng on at the lower

~~

some

43-

staff level to see if agreesent could be reached and

-34 i
| that is what.I have to check on to find out.

.'5-

Q Has Chairman Hendrie expressed any viewpoint

Acme Reporting Company
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1 on this dispute?

A It is my understanding that he initially took

3
the view chat it should be " solidified". Whether he

4 meant it to run through the solidification process

5 and turned into a solid such as we described earlier,

6 I am not absolutely certain. However, my last conver-

7 sation with him was to the effect that perhaps he had

8 not understood all the considerations and my impression

have. hooem h<, mg
9 was that he mightm if ..ve had changed his mind, he

10 b Se'
still-hac - questions about whether it should be solidi-

"
fled.

I
Q What is the objection to solidification?

13
A Simply, as I understand it, it is an added j

14 step, adding another process to the equipment there
1

at Three Mile Island to take the rather sizeable amount
|

O A WASTF Arvo 907 #T lHRdVGH
*

16
- nd * n en 4* inte this process. I am sure there are

17 economic considerations as well. There is certainly
i nvoLVE9

18

time 4 ecause of the time it would take to install suchb

beltee< %*f 8h'

19 am-susegsome of the newer plants we have
.

ja system. I

0%h'V'.,0
- licensed under review,there are provisions being = dcp

.,1- for solidification as a routine matter of this so-called

22 resin waste,-that e c.T.a s cut of thirc

-33
Q The objection would be time and expense?

-34
A I think probably those are the major factors.

-33
0 In terms of truckloads, do you know what kind .

|

Acme Reporting Company !
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1 of volume we are talking about?

2 A I don't know precisely, but it is dozens of

3 truckloads.

4 Q Dozens of truckloads, okay. If I understand

5 you correctly, the objection in the de-wa6 9. rec resin

6 form is the probability of some dispersion?

7 A I think that is correct.

8 0 Have there been any studies done on the

9 dangers or problem of shipping radioactive waste in the

10 de-watered resin form?

11 A I am not aware of any specific studies. I

12 am sure it has been addressed but I am not familiar

13 with these studies.

14 Q Are you aware of any other inter-departmental

15 disputes that have arisen in connection with Three

16 Mile Island that would, of course, be before or after the

17 March 28, 1979 accident?

IS A I guess none come to mind right now. This is

19 not to say there haven't been some. I am probably

20 aware of them but I can't think of them right at the
1

21 moment.
i
1

22 O I have a copy of a letter which I presume i

23 was signed by you. It is dated December 18, 1978 and

24 it is addressed to Mr. J. Dexter Peach, Director of

25 Energy and Minerals Division, U.S. General Accounting

Acme Reporting Company |
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1 Office. It appears to set forth NRCs comments on a

2 draft General Accounting" Office Report entitled,

3 " Emergency Preparedness Around Nuclear Facilities Needs

4 Improvement".

5 A I recall the letter. I did not write it, the

6 staf prepared it for my signature.

Q Did you read it over before you signed it?-

8 A Yes.

9 0 Can you explain what this situation is that

to you are commenting on that the staff prepared comments

11 for your signature on?

12 A There are several issues. There is more than

13 one issue involved here, primarily, it has to do with

14 the results of GAOs review of emergency planning as

15 carried out by the states. One issue here in particular

'

16 that was of considerable interest and was addressed
jw H e,wt

t- by the staff en t h i c ma t t e r wa s -4 hat- N RC should approve j
'Po u)EK PLM /n S7M ~7%T

is license applications for nuclear-fs-ilitica. Only four
do n + & Aind co wre-c e_ in vien- w e<y ~<y eks, ;

19 -tatee S wa ccncurred in thi . 1
4

go O Paragraph one of the first page? )

31 A Correct. This is a matter that has been

22 brought up from time to time. The fact that NRC does

23 not have any legal authority for directing a state to

24 prepare an emergency plan in which we would concur has
confeden En. serne hiva .

25 been a matter of (incudible). ,4--t-54ak.y A s yo u will

Acme Reporting Company
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1 recall kom the contents of this document, we will

2 encourage and assist wherever we can -6er the states to

glfa. Y + h e. n -
3 --.. the necessary planning actions to have c e r.: cuch3

4 plans completed and concurred in by the NRC. This, of

5 course, has been an issue of greatly heightened interest

a since Three Mile Island. It has been the subject of

7 several proposed pieces of legislation. It is the sub-
WRC 7ASc FCKCE ew Ew9my p h ,,nongw_

8 ject ofgxtcnei< E;.cr;e" y 91 m rk Force activity

9 which has been underway,in hich 'ec cddreer ~cny points

to 4" mere detcil.
ffje_ Dec.. If,/M' kWe ~/o A. Peee h ws

11 Thir ec; ; recpense. This papcr is the staff's
-tSe GAOL

12 response to f draft report which was then later put
IN hu f W - /de

e out and The Commission Ocpcr="=1y responded to13 A

14 GAO on this overall report including the staff comments.

15 Very frankly, some of tre issues that were involved

16 here have been the subject of considerable re-thinking

1- and re-study since TMI.

Is 0 Did this letter of December 18, 1978 represent

19 the official NRC position on the subjects raised and

i
20 discussed?

%c. fos,br
21 A Only of the staff. It did not represent theg

[0mn$$ters / #7
22 of ficial -NRe position . The routine GAO report A e_23

23 draft is presented to us,normally in an informal

wirH GAO,

meeting which the GeA investigators,aM cther r c 'r i e v e r s| 24

25 -cene- They go over the report with our staff, discuss

Acme Reporting Company
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1 eltcl,4.
it verbally in some cases, depending on the timeA Maybe

In most cases t~ ' a^* asM %
3

"e "=ra ;4"a" it te prepare written comments which are

3 -+rre- a nd. m
st:f f which -6 hey then included as partgiven to GAO 4g ,

4
of their final report. The final report that the GAO

5
jpublishes and releases to the public is then sent to

6
NRC for formal comment and at this time it must be

W
7 is cro m 'o n nymsc h At YY

a Commission position that that becomes a true-NRC
8

En=4*4cn.
9

Q It is labeled Appendix VII. Was that report
*

10
submitted to NRC?

11 .

A Yes it was, and there hes since been a response,

12
again, prepared by the staff but considered by the

13
Commission and I think modified to some degree by the

14 445
Commission and that answer 4s gone. I can get a copy

15
of it for you.

16

Q Prior to March 28, 1979, had the Commission

17
come to some final decision relative to the GAO report?

18
A I think not.

19

Q It is still being considered?

20
A I think it was. In fact, I am quite sure

21
now that it was after the Three Mile Island accident,

22
that the final NRC response was provided to GAO.

23
Q To the extent that any position existed within

24
the NRC as to the subject matter of this letter prior

25
to March 29, 1979, does this letter state that position?

|
Acme Reporting Company |,
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i

VI6 W S W8YC
1 A Only so far as the staff refic.: ic concerned. I

i

2 0 Did the Commission consider in an official

3 way, matters in this letter prior to March 28, 1979?

-F-
4 A It is my believe that a copy of the staff

5 response had been furnished formally or informally to

6 the Commission's offices. I am not aware there were

7 any questions or comments on it.

8 Q Prior to March 28, 1979 had the NRC Commission

9 come to any official position on the subject matters

to raised in this letter?

11 A I don't think so. At least there was a

12 prepared response that was sent to the Commission and

heb h/x M
13 I think that went te t he m. I just don't recall the

14 dates now. I would have to check the timing on it.

15 Again, the final report was sent to us for the prepar-

16 ation of a proposed C ommission response and that was

17 sent to the commission. It was there for some time but

IS I don't know the dates.

19 Q Prior to March 28, 1979, this letter represent ed

20 the NRC's staff position on these matters?

21 A That's correct.

'." Q One of the questions or suggestions that was
|

23 made in the GAO draft was thct :he NRC should approve

24 license applications for nuclear facilities only in

25 states that have concurred-in emergency plans, and I

l
1

Acme Reporting Company
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I take it the reverse way of stating that would be;
,

2 the subject would say the NRC would refuse to license

3 nuclear facilities in a State that has-no plan that

4 is concurred in this way. You have read this over.

5 What was the NRC's staff position on that question?

6 A Well in general, I think that it reflected

7 the Aw that it was, again, a voluntary matter for the
8 states and a matter over which we had no legal juris-

9 diction to really require them to provide a plan;that we

to would require our concurrence before we would license

khc. F
11 then. I think it was a generally held view that the

12 p.rrangements that were being made or were required to

13 be made by the licensee with his local authorities

Dornfa of c u A l
14 and local resources, Ocp rtmcat cf Defense, Police

15 Department and so forth, were adequate to take care of

16 any situation that was perceived to be likely.

17 There was a regulatory guide that has been
4

18 up-dated and had further addressed the requirements that

19 t'Te licensee must, or should follow.
;

20 The GAO report, as I recall, did not suggest

21 legislation in this regard but I think it was generally

22 the staff's view that it was not necessary to go to that

23 extent of actually requiring that that plan be in hand.

24 and.have our approval prior to licensing a nuclear power

25 plant.

Acme Reporting Compony
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Q As you say, it was felt, I guess, that the

o
NRC did not have the authority to require any State-

3 to prepare a plan. Iiowe ve r , they did have the authority

4 to refuse a license in the absence of a plan?

5 A Yes, and I recall there was a comment some-

6 where in commenting on this proposal whether or not it

I would be proper for us to deny a license on the grounds

8 that it required an action on the part of some other,

9 entity, i.e., the state. I do believe that there was

to at least on- staff office, the office of State Programs,

11 that was more inclined to feel such a requirement was

12 a good requirement. There was a concern about the

of13 equity -ee laying on a licensee the requirement for

b mer
action r.y_r someone else4which he had no control. Mr.14

f m 6/ww
15 Ryan pointed that eemment out.

16 Q Was there any determination made as to whether

II
i or not it would be illegal for the NRC to issue a

18 license because that State in which was the facility,*

19 did not have an emergency plan?
ey .raA

20 A I can't recall the specifics of 44wHE study.

21 I am quite sure our .. legal people who coordinated on

22 this response as well as a letter response proposed for

23 the Commission's approval certainly were aware. I

24 don't know if that specific question was put in that

25 way.

Acme Reporting Company
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l
1

1 Q You also stated it was felt that the licensee's

2 own emergency plan would be sufficient. Do those

3 emergency plans normally include a plan for the evacu-

!4 ation of a given area around the plant'
l

5 A No. It ir my understanding that they only )
.

6 addrespyd'the exclusion zone, that is, the area
~

immediately around the plant and the arrangements that
1

* QY ;

8 are provided for, or that are required by Regulatsen |

9 Guide 1.101 I believe it is. It requires that the,

19 licensee have agreements with the local authorities
such as

11 to take such action as might be required, fin the way
12 of medical assistance, but I don't believe there is

13 any requirement for the licensee to actually provide

14 for an evacuation plan other than just for his own

15 plant people and anyone living inside the exclusion

16 zone around the plant.

NRC
l' Q I take it the NGO staff position,as reflected

18 in this letter prior to March 28, 1979, at least was

19 that a facility, if it met all other requirements,

licensedbythehkhbeven20 would be if the State in
:

1
-

21 which it was to be located did not have an evacuation

22 plan in which the NRC had concurred for an evacuation

23 around that facility?

24 A I think that is a fair statement. Again,

25 I think we need to be careful about the matter of

Acme Reporting Company |
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1

i

!I our approving evacuation plans as opposed to our

concurring in a state emergency plan which provides for2 '

Plams for
3 many things, one of which may er may not involve an

A

4 evacuation around a given facility.

Q Under the circumstances, it would be a site-5

6 ation in which the facility could be licensed in the

I absence of any evacuation plan, be licensed by the

3 State in which the evacuation facility would be located:

9 A I think that is accurate as far-:: far as it

to stands, or for that matter as it now stands although
.

11 we are not licensing any plants at the present time.

12 0 What people actually prepared this letter we

13 have been talking about?

14 A I believe that the action office on this was

15 more than likely the Office of State Programs. However,

16 it would have been concurred in by NRR probably by

17 I&E and by ELD, the Executive Legal Director.

18 Q Who in the Office of State Programs would have

19 prepared this?

'4 A Probably Harold Collins or someone in his-

21 organization.

22 Q Who?

23 A As I say,now I am not absolutely certain

24 this was their action but it would have been either

25 them or NRR.

Acme Reporting Company
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>

1 Q You are not aware of the specific individual

2 who drafted this document?

3 A I can't tell you who the individual is at

4 the present time.

5 O To the extent NRR had to concur, who would have

6 concurred in this matter?

7 A This would have been a matter for the office
8 of the Director or his deputy.

9 Q At that time, Harold Denton?

10 A That would have been him... December 18--

11 yes, it would have been Harold Denton or Mr. Case,

12 his Deputy.

13 Q You mentioned I&E concurring in this as

14 well. Who would have concurred from I&E at that time?

15 A Probably the Acting Director, at that time,

16 Mr. John Davis. I am not certain they coordinated

17 on this but in retrospect, I would have expected it to

18 have been.

19 0 Would it be a normal practice?

20 A Yes.

21 Q You mentioned ELD. Who would have :oncurred

22 from ELD?

23 A Either the Executive Director, Howare. "'t ap ar ,

24 his Deputy or it could have been signed off by one

5 of his Division Directors.

|
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I
Q But you don't know who?

_

o
A I can find out for you. We can get the-

3 coordination copy.
.

4
Q Is that readily available?

5 A Yes, I believe so.

6 0 Let's take a brief time off the record.

I A We may have to get this from Central files

8 in which case it may take a while.

9 Q Fine.

10 (Whereupon, a request was made to locate the above

11 mentioned document).

12 BY MR. KANE:

13 0 I think you mentioned that since the accident i

14 at Three Mile Island there has been some re-thinking |

15 to this staff position reflected in this letter.

16 A I think that is a fair statement !

17 Q What is the re-thinking that is going on

18 there?

19 A I believe is is the natural result of the
!

20 Commission having been directly involved in an event. |
l
1

21 MR. KANE: Off the record.

22 (Whereupon, the copy of the above-mentioned document
.

23 was presented to Mr. Kane.)

24 MR. KANE: Back on the record.
,

25 BY MR. KANE:

Acme Reporting Company
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1
-Q Mr. Gossick,-your secretary has just brought

2 in what appears to be another copy of the same letter,

I
q cnly your copy has a series of notations at the bottom
.i.

4!$ of Page 4 relating to routing the letter or concurrence

5 in the letter. What does that reflect?

6 A This indicates that the letter was originated,

I apparently, by Mr. DeFayette in the Office of Stateg

8 Programs. There are copies to Mr. Collins and Mr.

9 Ryan, the Office Director. It shows that copies

10 were provided Mr. Denton, Mr. Minogue and Mr. Shapar.

11 The note says, " Comments received as per attached

12 memorandum have been incorporated".

13 Q Is there another document attached tc your

14 copy 7

15 A There is a document attached to it signed by

16 Mr. Ryan addressed to Mr. Denton, Mr. Minogue, Mr.

17 David, the Accounting Director of I&E, Mr. Shapar,

was
IS Mr. Peders/n, he WLF the Director o f OPE , the Office

19 of Policy Evaluation; also, to Mr. Cummings, the Director

% of OIA and Mr. Davis, the Acting Director of the

21 office of Inspection / and Enforcement. This memo

22 attached a draft response and asked that these

23 addressees telephone any concerns or comments to Mr.
|

24 DeFayette at the close of business, Tuesday, December 12,
i

25 and apparently, that was the manner in which the

1
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1 proposed response was passed out to other offices and

2 comments were brought back in by telephone.

3 Q So this document that is attached to the
<

4 back is sort of a preliminary work-up?

5 A I think that is a correct statement.

6 Q Would it be possible for .us to have

7 a copy of this since yours is more complete?

8 A Sure.

9 (Whereupon, a xerox copy of the above-mentioned document

10 was made.)

11 BY MR. KANE:

12 Q Mr. Gossick, before we began discussing your

13 copy of this document we were talking about possible

14 change in the NRC staff positions or Commission !
l

15 positions with regard to the subject matter of this

16 letter. I think you were beginning to comment on what

17 that change may be or how it has come about.

18 A Yes, as I was saying, I think the natural

19 result of something like the Three Mile Island event

20 where we had, for the first time, really become
,

Gebena
21 involved in the emergency auwJet in any State-for that

22 ==tt=*; in connection with an actual event. It was

23 clear that on our part there were things that needed

24 to be done. I think, everything fairly put, the

| 25 conclusion of many of us and the Commission was that
i 1

I |

| Acme Reporting Compony !
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perhaps more needed to be done at the Stato and local
1

levels with regard to making plans for an emergency
2

3
such as this, and as I s ay ,- it - e ve r- resulted in a

,f
re-examination of literally all aspects of our

4

emergency planning activities and their adequacy. That
3

task force effort has been concluded by the way. I
6

will be receiving in the next day or two, the report )-

l

of the task force and I will be passing that on to
3

\

the Commission for their consideration in the very ,

9 I

|

near future. ;

10

Q I am looking at the letter which was prepared
11

on December 18, 1978 and it does state on the first
12

13
page attached about the subject matter and it states:

"From this point of view, State and local emergencyy
.

plans provided an added margin of protection for the
13

public in the vicinity of a nuclear facility in which
16

we believe that an adequate measure of safety already
1-

.

exists. The Commission's licensing decision process
13

is structured to take into account a wide variety of
19

standards and criteria in the evaluation of proposed
: 20

or existing nuclear power plants to the end that sub-
gi

stantial conservatisms exist in design and operating
3

i safety margins. To the extent that proposed or
23

existing plants fail to meet these standards, NRCj 3
|

would not license them or permit them to continue to |23

Acme Reporting Company !
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1 to operate. In this context, State and local plans,

2 while related to the facilities undergoing the licensing

3 process, and to applicant's emergency plans, are not

4 essential in determining whether the plant can be

5 operated without undue risk to public health and safety?

6 At the time this letter was written, was it

7 recognized by you that there might well be a state that

8 had no evacuation plan for nuclear facilities?

9 A It was clear there were states that~did

to not have emergency plans concurred by the NRC. In

11 every case, as I recall, there have been actions by

o& hic s * $
12 our state programs-etztc trying to encourage the state

a

13 agencies and state entities to get on with preparing

14 such a plan and bringing it to a point where it could

15 receive the concurrence of the NRC. It was certainly

16 understood that there were States in which the degree

itself was Mk b17 of planning on the part of the State

or
18 various levels of adequacy awwE inadequacy.

19 The ones that were in good shape we did concur

20 in; I think there were ten or twelve sites that had

21 received our concurrence, but again, I believe it was

T2 the view of the staff, certainly and I believe at
-

!

|
23 that time it was not disagreed by the Commission that

a plant in a24 one could still go ahead and license
SThre

25 State where there was no such aAplan because there were

Acme Reporting Company
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t

1 -no requirements on the part of the licensee to make
_

2 arrangements with local authorities and facilities

3 in his area that would augment his emergency operations

4 if he needed to call on their help.

5 Q Wasn't it recognized at the time this

6 response was prepared in December of 1978 that there

7 might be licensees that had not taken such steps to

8 coordinate with local and State authorities?

9 A There was no particular requirement for the

4e
10 licensee, as I understand that it coordinats* with the

3

11 State authorities, but he is required to demonstrate
/Kemsmq s 04 +f

12 in a plan which he provides our lice.. ca' : tite
J

13 that he has made arrangements with local hospitals,

14 local police, the Sheriff, the Civil Defense Corps,

Ser m ' th e.'

la. the purpose of notifying them se te ::mc event that4
be L

16 would censult that requirement to take emergency action.

17 I must, as I recall, say that the degree to which

18 those facilities, emergency plans had been developed

|
19 varied with relation to the age of the plant. Some

|
'

20 of the older plants did not have those plans reviewed

21 in the light of thke regulat$hk Guide 1.101,,which is1j
1

22 a later document and which includes the requirements

M for such plans.

24 Q But in any event, the point of this response

25 was it not, that as far as the NRC was concerned,

the details of thede el t essentialty in
eme Ins wereeporhng Yompany
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pladTwee=.A opbe Sceu d be optedI determining whether or not that

2 without undue risk to public health and safety?

3 A That is correct.

4 Q That is not the purpose that it was proposed

5 to do?

6 A Thst is correct.

7 0 If the determination is made that it can be
cP!AMeb

A ,

3 so epted, the pladfis entitled to a license?

9 A That is correct.

10 Q That is regardless of the existence or non-

11 existence of an evacuation plan for a five or ten mile

12 radius, is that correct?

13 A That's correct.

14 Q Has it been recognized within NRC since March

15 28, 1979 that it is necessary for a nuclear power

16 facility to be located in a State or County in which

17 there is a recognized or approved evacuation plan for

is some distance around the plant?

19 A This is a subject that has been discussed

20 at considerable lengths at the Commission level in the

21 process of their firming up their response to that GAO
.

22 report. The substance of that response was to the

23 effect that the Commission had decided to go to a

24 rule making procedure where public input would be

25 requested. There has been an advance notice of rule-

Acme Reporting Company !
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1

1
1

1

making that went out, I believe, early July. So, I

ekwon't say they have changed their minds as to
3 -l-o hof %re, a5 A

po in t _ae- I spoke a moment ago p -eb-s ' the re-thinking
4

of the subject. This is certainly one of the issues

is inc|vde d Register noticed $s,4h5
preJidcd in the Federalthat

6
requested comments from the public as to should or

7
should not such a plan be a requirement before a

licenses action can be taken.
9

The Commission has not, as yet, reached a

10
final position in this matter.

11

Q Nevertheless,.it is still under consideration?

12
A Yes, it is.

13
Q Did anyone within NRC prior to March 28, 1979

14
raise the question that licensing a nuclear power

15
facility in a location where there was no definitive

16
evacuation plan could pose a serious safety hazard?

17
A I only recall one, I believe, person who I

18
believe expressed a view there should, in fact, be

19
such a plan and that, I believe was Mr. Bob Ryan. I

40-

don't know whether his staff members felt the same

-31
way or not, but I know that he expressed such a view

to me--you said prior to March 28?

23
0 Yes, pre-TMI.

44-

A I can't recall whether it was pre-TMI or

a5-

after TMI but it was wS.enever his initial draft od

Acme Reporting Company
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1

this matter---Wait a minute, maybe we can tell from this.

2

O While you are looking through that document,
3

I see you brought several copies into the room. If

4
we could have one of these copies which is Mr. Gossick's

5
version of the letter of December 18, 1978, that we

6
have been discussing and also, a further document

7
attached to it which is the memorandum which was

3
referred to before which was dated December 11, 1978

9
from Mr. Ryan to a number of individuals within the

10
NRC and which are attached to a document entitled;

11
" Specific Comments on GAO Report which you identified"

as a preliminary work up of the letter which appears

13
on top here, dated December 18. If we could have

14
this entire document marked as Exhibit 3.

15
(Whereupon, the above-mentioned

16
document was marked Exhibit 3

|

for identification).

IS
THE WITNESS: I don't believe this was the

19
matter in which his views surfaced. I believe it

1-
came later when we were preparing the proposed, not

41-

Staff Response, but a proposed Commission Response,
1

and I believe that was post-TMI when he made his

#3-

view known to me. I don'.t know if I was aware of any |
a4-

stated view on his part prior to TMI.

BY MR. KANE:

Acme Reporting Company
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1

Q In December of 1978 didn't you think that the

2
operations of a nuclear power facility in an area

3
for which there was no definite evacuation plan around

4
that plant posed a serious safety hazard?

timep/5 was, and toA I think my own view at that

6
this date I am not sure to what extent I have changed

7
this view, is that while there must be a plan for

8
dealing with emergency situations, plans for calling

9
into play the local police and law enforcement poeple,

10 medical facilities and so forth, that a plan for

11
evacuation is perhaps of marginal value. I am quite

12
aware that in this country we evacuate neighborhoods

13 and communities almost on.a weekly basis in the the

14
absence of any such plan. I am aware of the argument

15 that if you have an evacuation plan you don't know

I whether it is any good unless you exercise it.
,

Arguments are made that exercising an

18
emergency plan in the absence of an emergency, you

19 4

may end up causing injury or damage which was a '

.'O-
questionable cost benefit.

41- So, I think that my s_9w then remains to be

changed until we see a bit more of it from the
|

*3- result of the current efforts;that of the solicitation
,

04 1- of public comments and further study about the I

*5- absolute requirements for an evacuation plan. This is

Acme Reporting Company
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1
different than an emergency plan.

O What other element would be involved in an

3
emergency plan besides procedures for evacuations?

4
A It could be a number of things such as I

i5 440l* d5
say, first of all a licensec-=:;nt-to make sure that

6
the local law enforcement and police, fire departments

are informed. Many of these things lead up to the
ac4rev,

3
eventual evacuation if that effort should become

9
necessary.

10 There should be arrangements made for getting

11 word to the public as to what is going on, what the

I
degree of danger is.

13 There are other things that have to do with !

14 dealing with various emergency communications and a |
|

15 number of factors or aspects that are involved in this. I

"
16 I believe -thi: is a State plan, there are some 71

II elements that are in the guide that lay out the

18 requirements and there are many elements in the

veq uladory19 --se.gnl: t i c a s guide 1.101 that deals with a plan

.'O- the licensee must have developed and available. He

ed
-31 must know -hen he understands -what the c o n d i t i o n s-i:n ,m

a , el whe*ein.,o

--the degree o f the emergency where he has to notify--

1
<

33 people offsite or notify the NRC. It is a fairly~

.,4 ,

- detailed guide. '

25

Acme Reporting Company
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1

Q Coming to the 71 elements, you mentioned as

being involved in a State plan. That wouldn't be

3
the function of the licensee to demonstrate those

4 are being taken care of?

A No.

6
0 I think you mentioned the regulatory guide

NRC's expression of its views as to such a plan.

S
A on the part of the licensee.

Q On the part of the licensee. What about the

10 71 elements you mentioned?

11 A Those all deal with characteristics of the

12 State plan.

13
Q Are those elements spelled out in a regulatory

I4 guide?

15 A Yes, they are.

16
Q Referring to that portion of it, then is it

,

17 the intent of the regulatory guide in order to assure

18 adequate safety at a nuclear facility that such a plan

19 should be devised by the States and concurred in by the

w YES,
--..

2I A If I understand your question correctly,

22 is there anything in the guide that connects to the

23 requirements for a state plan? Is that what you asked?

24 Q No. Let me see. There is a regulatory guide

25 issued by the NCC which spelled out the elements which

Acme Reporting Company
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t
the NRC feels should be in an emergency plan?

4
~

A That'is not a guide. That is a planning

3
checklist. It is not a regulatory guide as such, it

4
is a document put out by NRC which is a guide, if you

5
will. It is a little different than the

6
regulatory guides that our Standards people issue.

-
'

Q Does the NRC regard the development of a

8
State plan along the lines set forth in that document

9
you referred to as necessary from the point of view

10
of public safety in the operations of a nuclear power

11
plant?

A I think that is the very issue we have been

13 M'/discussing.A At the present time kC have not 4akeII
hen If -lo 4 <-is

th- 4 ruce, pcinted to ther 30 necessary. That is very

15
much the subject of this current ongoing issue.

16
0 That leads me back to my question to you.

17
In December of 1978, did you feel that complete non-

IS
compliance by a State with that type of document I

19 just mentioned, that is, the complete absense of

no- any such emergency plan, a State, did you feel that

41 posed an undue risk in the public health and safety-

2 in a nuclear power plant under those circumstances?

.>3- A As I stated before, it was not my feeling

44-

that it was mandatoryg that we should have such a

25 plan before we would license a plant.

Acme Reporting Company
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|

1

0 That is not my question. My question was;
o
~

in ruecember of 1978, did you feel that there was any

3
undue risk to the public health and safety in the

4
operations of a nuclear power plant in a location where

5
there was no, absolutely no such emergency plan

6
devised by the local or State authorities?

- )
'

A That is a different question than you asked

8 |
before. Before you asked about the State plan. 1

9
MR. KANE: (Indicating to reporter) . Cbuld

10
you go back to the previous question?

11 I

(Whereupon, the pending question was read back by the j

12
reporter). i

;'

13 '

BY MR. KANE:
l

14
Q That was a very sloppily worded question.

15
Let me rephrase my prior question to you.

16
In December of 1978 at the time you signed this

l~
letter we have been referring to, Exhibit 3, did you

18
feel that the complete absence of any emergency plan

I by a State posed any undue risk to the public health |
l

ao- and safety in the operation of a nuclear power plant )
41- within that State?

A I did not feel that it posed an undue risk

43-1 in the absence of a State plan. I want to be careful

44- to add, however, that does not include in my mind,

25 the possible absence of a local plan or local planning

Acme Reporting Company |
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1

or local cooperation with the licensee at least to
-_

2
the extent required by our regulatory requirements

3
where there be a plan that the licensee has where he

4

can interface with and call on local authorities. That,

5
I do consider as necessary for the public health and

6
safety.

7
Q That has been required with the ---

5
A None of that would be included in the 71

9
elements. That would be a different guide.

10
Q That the NRC encourages to develop?

11
A That's correct.

12
Q Do you still feel that way today?

13
A My mind is certainly open to some ~econsid-

'

14 '
eration of this as a result of TMI. I don't know that

15
I have made up my mind one way or the other on this. I

16 want to see the results of the engoing process that we

17
have launched. I think that the rulemaking process

18 that we will go through may bring out a number of

19 elements that I have not been aware of that we havej

-39 not addressed before,,that could change my mind, yes.
41-

Q As far as evacuation plans go, you are not
'

- convinced one way or the other as to whether or not

''3- those should be required?

o4-

A That's correct.

5
Q Why did you prepare--you didn't prepare it;

Acme Reporting Company
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why did you sign this response we have marked asI

2 Exhibit No. 3 dated December 18, 19787

3 A Why did I sign it?

4 Q Yes.

A Because it has been standard policy for5

any response to a GAO report at the staff level to be6

signed out by the Executive Director of Operations asI

opposed to any particular staff office, and particularlv,S

9 in a matter that involved several staff offices. Our
-

4av if
to standard practice, regardless of the subject, is toa

11 be signed out in my office.

I2 Q We mentioned before the fact that there are
13 several different offices within the NRC that report

to you and you have those weekly staff meetings with14

15 the various divisions within NRC and also, you have

16 this program assessment review about every three or

II more months. Are you generally familiar with how

IS Inspection and Enforcement conducts on-site inspections

19 of nuclear plants?

20 A I wouldn't say in intimate detail. I have

21 visited plants. I have been there with the inspectors,

22 I have witnessed a few visits where inspections have

'

23 been carried out but I wouldn't say I am intimately

24 familiar with their checklist and details.
25 Q In the course of these weekly staff meetings

Acme Reporting Compony
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1 or program assessment reviews, does the subject of the

2 conducting of a site inspection by I&E come up?

3 A Only to the extent of whether or not they
'

are meeting the requirements, general requirements of4

5 their inspection program; are they performing as

6 many inspections as they had planned with the resources

7 that have been made available to them. If some other

S event has caused a diversion of resources where they

9 are not completing or staying with a projected program--

10 that is the kind of a matter that would be discussed.

11 Q Is it an approved procedure for conducting an

12 on site inspection for I&E, for the inspector to-

13 examine the books and records of the licensee concern-

14 ing repairs to certain parts of the plant like valves,

15 rather than inspecting the actual valve itself?

! 16 A That is my understanding that, indeed, there

17 is a good bit of their inspection that deals with that

18 inspection of the licensee's documentation of his

19 action and records that he keeps and records of

20 maintainence action and that sort of thing. This is

21 not to say there is not an inspection of the hardware

22 ' itself, but it is a little bit more the former than

23 the latter.

24 Q Does that hit you as rather unique to inspect-

25 it in this manner?

Acme Reporting Company
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1 A I think, at best, our inspection efforts can

only be a sampling audit. The facilities are far too2

3 big and complicated for us to ever have enough inspectio n

manpower to check every nut and bolt and component.4

However, it is coordinated to the system whereby the5-

6 licensee in his own self inspection or examination
I of his equipment and procedure, that the documentation

8 and recording of his actions is something that our

9 inspector can look at to see whether or not the
10 program is being carried out in accordance with our
II requirements. It is a mixture of both, but I don't

12 think it is, first of all, possible and I don't think,

13 necessary, that our own inspectors check every compon-

14 ent or every piece of hardware hands on. We would like

15 to be able to do more of that and some of our new
16 thinking with regard to inspection techniques will

17 get us part way in that direction.

Is Q There is some thinking now that I&E will

19 increase the hands on inspection?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Is that being done within the confines of

22 the resources and personnel that I&E currently has?
c.su.-

23 A No, thare 4dr some cddition:1 -the det:ils

24 -h 10 just been includ:d, additional resources that we

25 have discussed with the Commission on applying additional

Acme Reporting Company
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1 forms of inspection, what we call a unit inspector. If

these resources are, in fact, made available, we will

'3 put additional people at the plant at each unit.

4
Q A resident inspector program?

0
A In addition to the resident inspector program.

34eIlo.
g

For the details you will have to talk to Mr ' Chap:r'.

This is a level of inspection that will be more in the

8 context of what you just described, actual examination
9 of the safety system, valve alignments...

to
Q What was the thinking previously, that it was

II more desirable in some instances to check the docu-
12 mentation of the licensee as to a particular item

rather than to check the item itself?

14 A I think that the rationale is, if you can only

15 do one or the other, you better be sure that his

I6 own system is working, that there is some wdy of

in
I, gaining assurance his own record keeping 4ar on in spe c tions

3

I8 and recording of actions on the part of maintenance or

I9 operator personnel, that those records are being

20 kept and being accurately put down so that there is

2I some check on the activities as opposed to an inspector

just going on in and looking only at the hardware.

23 As I say, there is some of that that has gone

24 on in the past, not as much as we would like, but it

25 has been a matter of resources, primarily.

Acme Reporting Company
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1

Q I am not sure I still understand. Is your

2
testimony to the effect that it was considered to be

3
more desirable to be sure that the licensee was

4
adequately maintaining its' records rather than--

5
A With a spot check against actual things to

6
see whether the records are correct. The normal pro-

7
cedure whould be to check the licensee's records

that this maintainance action has been taken,

fclicwing f ashion,g;t/ nae ( b9 such eopse y
Athings have been set in the 997

to a. % p |t- a_
audit of 4har particular component to see whether 'orn

11
not that is a current entry and correct entry. Ther

12 iS
4Nwp a combination of looking at hardware as well as

13
looking at the records.

14

Q I am approaching this as a layman, so perhaps

15
you will forgive me if I don't understand. In this

16
context, we have spent some time in depositions,

17
Donald Haverkamp being one. We went through a number

18
of specific instances with him of items that had been

19
inspected. I was surprised because I had assumed he

| 20
l had gone out and actually looked at the item, but in

21 .

this wasa large number of instances he reported that

22
not the case, that he had looked at the document. I

23
have no reason to cast aspersions on Metropolitan

24
Edison but in effect, you are putting the licensee,

25
on the honor system; you are assuming documentation

Acme Reporting Company
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1 reflects what, in fact, was done. I am a layman. If

2 I had to chose between the licensee having proper

3 documentation and having proper hardware, I would

4 rather he have proper hardware. It can't be that

5 important what the records show if, in fact, he has

6 done it.

7 A You really should talk to our inspection

e r Mr . sfe//o , o A . Ws----- , the8 people on this, Mr. Thamp ca

9 Acting Deputy Director. It isn't one or the other in

10 my view. I think that the philosophy of inspection

11 that we followed up to this point has placed a consid-
Inspecb!!" P"4"

12 erable reliance on ourg eing sort of at the tip of ab

y ,}h ;t'a drud base d at9Mr2abm m %
13 pyramid u..ere below ther thic goc: all thc way beek3pf& ht |icMe e , hh vwisu, w,ckch~s wl anAc'Y % ma >*p

gnvp. The NRC in.yech m ev& L & y -breed b& sed
re co n s t r-uc t io n "he-re thee is a ver14

art &n 9 %p%'

a= *ha* -c into-
bcN>ani:: tion 9 k.$- a.k.R /ed of acLf a-f i rpeofronsA<L

r- and because of15

a5 re s ou-r A
thecheckingofqualitycontrolQ8hekeeping of16

17 records. You can go look at the hardware but if you

18 do not provide a history of it or who has looked at it

19 in the past, it may not be very meaningful.

29 Some of the audits are done just by looking

21 at the records of the licensee. However, it is my

is
22 understanding that this was--coupled with some spot

};as(waa 9aoboik
23 check of at least,some portion of the 2ind Of thing 0-

rt 4Me[ re cet a 5,
,

/erf eve 8 at Y t
24 -they icoked at er p=per.

i

| 25 Q Let me give you an example. The auxiliary

|
|
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feed water valves that were closed at the time of the
3

~

accident, it is our understanding that at that point
g

in time that that was a testing procedure in which the
3

licensee would close those, open and close and opening
4

those vale s was a procedure they had been following
3

for apprcximately nine months before the accident, the
6

middle of 1978 on. It is also our understanding that_

that was a violation of the technical specifications
3

of those valves and the way they were manipulating them
g

to should not have been done in that fashion. The paper

11 work in conjunction with that did not reflect this

12 procedure at all. It reflected the testing of the

13 eleven valves upstream and not the one being used.

14 Obviously, if the inspector had been there

13 to observe the testing being done, he would have seen

16 the documentation was misleading in that regard.

p Doesn't it indicate that it is better to

is have the inspector physically there to watch it, rather

19 than documentation?

20 A Yes, certainly.

et Q You have mentioned before several efforts

22 being made to, in effect, beef up the inspection

23 and enforcement efforts which has lead to the feeling

24 that it does,'indeed, need to be beefed up.

25 A I think the realization that the events at
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edt

Three Mile Island could and did happen,3that further
than that, perhaps, there were indications from

3
past inspections or past reports from operating

of pn,bl%
4

reactorspthat 4ar should have been looked at more
5

carefully. This simply leads us to the conclusion

6
that more is needed in the way of inspections on site

I

where[verpossible: inspection, full time, as opposed
'

s
8

to occasional visits.

9
I think it a natural reaction to a situation

to
.such.as this where you learn by experience and conclude

11 |
possibly more is necessary in order to give you !

additional assurances.

13
0 What was the specific highlight about the

14 accident on March 28, 1979 that has indicated that
i

1

15 inspection and enforcement should be " beefed up" ?

A I believe it has been said, and it is/ dthe16

4If7inas%de % ; t' \g. centa" of the NRC report, puttini the operatorh$$. ''

a
3 g

!

18 eR A in
principal, waspy very significant f actor -et the )

I9
accident. That doesn't sound like it would be some-

.>o- thing subject to inspection and enforcement. That J

at
would be training.~

Q What is it about the accident that suggests

a3- that inspection and enforcement needs to be strengthened?

04
A Perhaps,--it is difficult to put it on any~

45 one factor that has led to this thinking, but I believe~

that part of it hm@eggggsgogg kinds of
2 C 2) 629 4959
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I requests that we want permanent, full-time resident

inspectors in our plants. It is part of the public2

3 and Congressional interest in feeling that they want

4 the addition of a resident inspector. We have been

enworking 4o4 a resident inspector program for some.
o

6 time. It has been limited by the availability of

resources, but I think it has been generally felt7

8 this does have marit, that we want to go ahead and

9 complete the so-called resident program as quickly
10 as possible and there has been this additional idea
11 of more direct hands-on inspection--direct measurement,

12 if you will. It has been the subject of studies that

13 I&E have conducted over the past three or four years

14 now and they have already concluded there was more

15 of this looking at hardware, actual measurement,

16 that was desired from the standpoint of the best

17 possible assurance that the licensee was carrying out
ts his licensing conditions, his responsibility in a

19 proper fashion. This means more people.

20 Q That decision had been reached prior to

21 March, prior to this accident?

22 A It had indeed.

23 Q Has that been document?

24 A Yes, there were a series of---

25 Q Under the circumstances, with the recognition

Acme Reporting Company
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I more hands on type of inspection that had to be )

2 performed, why wasn't it the situation that the duties

3 of the licensee were more hands on inspections and

4 less document review?

5 A Here again, I think the argument was you can't

6 give up auditing and lose the recording in order to

7 spend all of your time looking at hardware. It is

8 a balance; it is a judgement call. Our inspection

9 staff, I think, felt that you just couldn't give up
to the inspection of records.in order to provide all of

11 the hand-on equipment inspection. Both were necessary

12 and to do both, ve simply had to have additional

13 inspection resources.

14 Q In deposing Mr. Haverkamp, we also explored

15 the question of operating procedures. Was iti

16 recognized before March 28, 1979 that the manner in

17 which the operator went about manipulating the machin-

18 ery relating to the primary system was a matter of

19 safety concern?

20 A Are you talking in general terms or specific-

21 ally?

T2 Q I am talking in general terms--operating

23 procedures.

24 A I can't recall any specific concern about the

25 operators. Any issue that arose--are you speaking

Acme Reporting Company
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1 of their qualifications, training and licensing the

2 operator?

3 Q I am talking about of their procedure'in

'4 actually manipulating the machinery.

5 A If there was, I am not aware of it. It may

6 have been addressed in the licens' des staff or[

7 elsewhere, but I am not familiar with it.

8 0 That relates to a larger question which I

9 did ask Dr. Matson the other day; whether or not

10 there was any division within NRC that which, inthe

11 past had addressed machine interfacing, interplanning

12 to the operator to machines that were being licensed

13 for their use. Dr. Matson's comment was, no, there

14 was no such division. I would like your opinion and

15 if it is the same, I would like to know why there was

16 no such division.

OF
17 A I am not aware 3very much in the way of

whu-
18 studies or research work addressing the3 machine inter-

.e |

19 facEnt. I think there have been some individual '

20 inquiries expressed on control room design. I believe
i

21 Dr. Hanauer at one time, either rendered a report or

22 somehow addressed the subject, but I don't recall

23 exactly when or in what form.

24 Q Things relating to control room design?

25 A Yes. I think, in retrospect, certainly it

Acme Reporting Company
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I would have been desirable had more attention been

2 paid to this subject.

3 0 Why do you feel that is the case, when you

4 say "in retrospect"?

5 A I think, in looking at it and understanding

6 as I do the problems faced by the operator, I think //-
ISCLEM TWAT s tJ .

7 pthe Three Mile Island event, there '-? c r c cppertunitice,

8 -n e t only cppo&Luaitica, but there was confusion over

1947 rucee wus ATsTC nsTae
9 the meaning of the 1evel efgpressurizer,and many3

bells
10 warning lights and bcLte thct cre going off,and I

ns
11 think that it rape it rather clear that the operator

12 was placed under very difficult circumstances.

13 Q How do you explain the fact that prior to

14 March 28, it was not approached within the NRC that

15 the operator would be faced with such difficulties?

16 If you feel it was approached prior to March 28, 1979,

IT please te.11 me.

IS A I suspect that the answer--I am not an expert

19 in the reactor business or an operator of a reactor,

20 but I suspect that the training and simulation and

general approach toward the operator's interf ace / with21

desI-l-
22 the machine had -deh with preconceived emergency

SQ1 For smfk, +haf fell
23 situations--loss of coolantXt\ Ot-hcr matterc '70r^,

CF
24 -parh2pc, short in fcct er the actual circumstances

in A SitetW period of25 where so many things happened 6ver e"ch 2-

:
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es
I t i m e . e a t ,i f = d e I t4 ar more complex to deal withf

w bem Ptsde d
than a simulated event such as ; Arf would .a-ppeerA to

3 the operator on a simulator. I think it was a matter

4 of degree to which our thinking had been influenced

5 with the possibility or probability of such an

6
event. I think some ,eople had sort of kind of

I thinking, that this can't happen.

O Multiple failure?

A But it did, and it presented a situation that

to I think showed us there were certainly some problems

II that needed to be worked on,hece.

12
O Those kind of comments I have heard before

13 relating to a single failure, versus multiple. It

14 is my understanding that up until the time, March

15 28, 1979, single failure analysis was the" law of the

land 8- according to depositions. Equipment w a's16

17 designed for single failure analysis; operator training

U was sat up along the line of single failure analysis

19 and multiple kinds of failures tne occured on March

20 28 was not anticipated.

21 I have also been assured that after March 28,

22 multiple failures will become "the law of the land".

23 However, one of the reasons why multiple failure was

24 not considered credible was because of the problem

20 of where to draw the line. You keep piling failure
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1

upon failure and you can reach a point where there can
.

be no---How does the NRC propose to draw the line if

3
it is pulling away from single failure analysio and

4
pulling toward this?

5
A I cannot answer that question.

6
Q Is there any guidance that you are aware of

at the present time?

8
A --I think there is thinking m# ""r s t a f f, Dr.

9
Matson's group has been looking at this general area.

10
I can't tell you where we are going to be able to draw

11
a line or what the criteria is for any kind of

bounding.

13
0 It is obviously a projection--you begin with

14
the number one single analysis, single failure and

15
now you add two or three or four. How can you ever

16
be assured that you have gone far enough in terms of

17 that kind of analysis that you have not still left out

18
a further situation where you have one more failure

19 stacked on top of the multiple failure analysis that

"O-
you have already done?

41-

A I can't answer that que s tiori . I don't know

if one has been done.

43- (Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m. there was a fifteen minute

24 recess).
4-

MR. KANE: Back on the record.

| Acme Reporting Company
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1 BY MR. KANE:

2
Q Mr. Gossick, there has been quite a bit of

3 focus in the course of the investigation by the Pres-

4 ident's Commission upon a transient which occurred

3 at the Davis Besse plant, which occurred September 24,

6 1977. Are you familiar with that transient which

I occurred on that date?

3 A I am.now. I was not at the time of the

9 incident.

10 0 When did you first become aware of that

11 transient at Davis Besse?

I2 A I can't exactly be sure, but it was within

I3 the next day or few days after the 28 March accident

14 that it became known or reported that there was some

35l'. similar kind of event up there that apparently my; ir

16 and many others didn't know about.

II Q Did someone tell you about it?

18 A If I am not mistaken, there was some reference

19 to it very early on in connection with our briefing

20 to Mr. Udall and his committee on the Hill on the 28th.

21 At that point there was somebody, whether a reporter

22 or a Congressional staff member, but there was some

23 word that there had been something like this before,

24 but it wasn't until several days later that I heard

25 what it was.
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1 Q When you heard about it, did you make any

2 attempt to determine how that even came up and how

3 it had been treated within the NRC?

4 A It came up during the roughlygS wo weekt

perioqy we were manning the emergency response5

6 center and we had the senior staff people there. Some-

7 body was there around the clock and in the course of

3 our discussions over there, yes, the matter did co e

9 up and the inspection people, Mr. Davis, had directed

to his inspectors to look into it, find out where the

11 report had gone, the licensing staff started looking

12 at who had been made aware of this and so forth, and

13 I believe that there is somewhere around, a full

14 report on the treatment of that thing. I have not

15 yet seen it.

16 Q You believe there-is a report as to how the

17 Davis Besse transientwas treated within the NRC?

18 A I believe there is. I am not sure. It hasn't

19 been completed but I know there was a review between

20 NRR and I&E.

21 Q That transient involved a PORV staying open

22 at Davis Besse and that the pressurizer level went

23 into an increasing mode although it did not go off

24 scale high, and based on the pressurizer reading, the

25 operator, about four and a half minutes after that
,

1

. Acme Reporting Company
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|NsettoA).
I event, interrupted the high pressure engine. At

2 about twenty minutes he realized it was stuck open

3 and he opened the block valve and from that point,

4 found out it was over. Does that refresh your

5 memory of this incident?

6 A More or less.

7 0 on the basis of what you know today,was that

8 a highly unusual transient, was that an unusual

9 behaviour level for the pressurizer level?

10 A As seen from today's perspective?

11 Q Yes.

12 A I think it is surely something that had signi-

13 ficance. I think the degree of significance, perhaps,

14 wasn't recognized to the degree it should have been.

15 I am not in a position, not being a nuclear reactor

16 engineer any more than you are, to see how significant

17 it was, but later, an event ct T MI led to similar

is circumstances because of hetions taken by the

19 operator. Whether this is of great significance, I

20 can't say, but-perhope our people say it is something

21 we should have paid more attention to.

22 Q Pased on the i:iformation that e:cis ted

23 within NRC prior to March, was a situation in which
Is FALL orJC-

24 pressure within 0 primary system 4and the level in the*
25 pressurizer is rising in a pressurized water reactor,

|
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1 --is that an unusual or unanticipated event?

2 A, Again, not being an operator or an engineer,

3 I don't really want to answer that question. It

4 doesn't sound right to me, but---#

5 Q If somebody had brought that situation to your

6 attention prior to March 28 as something that had

7 occurred or something that raised a question mark as

8 to the way it was following, where would you have'gone?

9 A To NRR; the license,n9 people.

10 Q would you have gone to the Division of Systems

11 Safety?

gp: NER +
12 A I would have gone to the Director A I think

Dsuiseen.
13 Systems safety would have been the logical fli 0.

14 0 Would that be where you think you would have

15 found the technical skills necessary to analyze that

16 event?

17 A I should think so.

IS Q Do you recognize the name, James Cresswell?

19 A I recognize the name.

20 Q When did you first hear of the name, James

21 Creswell?

22 A I guess, again, it was sometime in the period,

23 a week, two weeks after the events at the

24 emergency center and I became aware that he 5:11070 ,
r

'tWe
was an inspector that was familiar with-thi: Davis3
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1 Besse event.

2
Q And it came to your attention that he had been

3 involved with the Davis Besse incident and he was

4 aware of it?

~l~ tJes r>ME" THAT.

A I think that was it. Se:che: the Davis Besse
,

/Nyorn:D somr GLGio*T BY
6

name4 resswell--he was involved with theevent and th: C

I report and I was aware that he had reported it.

0 Q Did it come to your attention that Mr. Cresswell'

9 had been attempting to focus the incident of Region 3

to Inspection and Enforcement on the significance of

11 that transient?
|

| 12 A No, it did not.

13 Q Did it come to your attention that Mr.

14 Cresswell, during 1978, had been submitting a report

15 known as an 008 for Davis Besse plants concerning the

is lack of resolution of the interruption of high pressure

17 engines during that transient?

of
18

i A I am not aware ot it.

19 Q As of today, you are not aware of it except

20 for my saying it?

21
.

A I had heard he had been pressing this subject
,

22 but as of the time---

23 Q When did you hear that?

24 A What?

25 0 That he had been pushing the subject?

Acme Reporting Company
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1 A Again, this was only indirectly though our

2 inspection people--yes, he had reported it but I

3 guess I am not--I have no idea as to the number of

4 times, dates or to what degree he had pressed the matter.

5 O Did you make any determination as to how

6 Region 3 of the NRC I&E office, Region 3 or how I&E

7 here in region headquarters had handled the matter?

8 A I did not.

9 Q Did you feel that what you had been hearing

to as to how it was handled, did it raise any questions

11 as to the quality and performance as to the quality

12 of the question in response to his questions?

13 You did hear about Mr. Cresswell and you did

14 hear about his concern over the Davis Besse transient

15 and the fact he had attempted to push the matter. Did

16 what you have heard up until today suggest to you

17 any questions about the quality and performance of

IS I&E concerning the responses to his concerns?

19 A I think it does express some--

20 0 What is there about the treatment of Mr.

21 Cresswell's concerns that raises some questions about

22 the adequacy of the performance of I&E?

23 A Again, this is with the benefit of hindsight.

24 in knowing about the significance of this thing in

25 light of testimony, but it would appear that there

Acme Reporting Company
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-dcmadoshad
i was a concern on his part that he4 not been sufficientlyA

2 pushed through the system to get the attention of

3 the appropriate people, analyze it, find out was there

4 something more here that needed to be done to get a

3 resolution.

6 Q It is my understanding that Mr. Cresswell

brought his concerns initially to his immediate super--

8 visor, Mr. Keppler of Region 3. Why wasn't that suff-

9 icient to have the concern properly addressed? |
!

10 A One would think it should be sufficient,

it
that it should have been alleviated,ssa I am not sure

12 as to what happened after he talked to Mr. Keppler, but

13 I believe that the event was made known to our I&E

staff and whether it was properly handled there or
14

15 not, I am not sure. ;

16 Q Do you think I&E was the appropriate place to
i

resolve Mr. Cresswell's concerns? |
t-

A Not necessarily to resolve it, but get it
,113

vy
ig up to vhere it would be addressed tar the licensing

go peop? ,.

gi G Based on what you know today about this,

|gg do you think it was appropriate to have left those

concerns with I&E without any technical evaluations23

34 by NRR?

25 A At this point in time I am not sure that I'know '
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1 completely to what extent NRR was or was not concerned.

2 I would agree it should not have been left lying in

3 I&E. It should have been addressed by our licensing

4 people.

5 Q Again, that would be where you would expect

6 the technical expertise to be to fully deal with this?

7 A That's correct.

8 Q If you would have been in a position to assign

9 it to one or the other, your inclination would be

10 to assign it to NRR?

11 A If I had been aware that there was this concerr ,,

12 that it was smoldering somewhere in I&E without it

13 being addressed and had I understood it to the

14 extent I understand it now, I would have felt it

15 necessary to get NRR's attention to it.

16 Q To the extent NRR might have felt there was

17 some follow up needed by I&E, do you feel it would

18 have been necessary to follow up with I&E to see what .

l

19 was being done?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Are you aware that Mr. Cresswell was also ;

l

22 aware of another transient?

23 1977--I think that was a transient in which

24 there was a lot of pressurizer indication off the low

25 end of the scale rather than going high?
.
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1 A I am not familiar with that one.

'

2 Q Are you aware that Region 3 conducted an

3 investigation as to Mr. Cresswell's concerns as to the

4 Davis Besse incident?

5 A I believe I have heard that, but I have not

6 seen the vritten report.

7 Q Would you have heard about Region Three's

3 investigation of Mr. Cresswell's concerns?

9 A Nothing specific. I just understood they

to have looked into his concerns. I am not sure whether

11 it was post or prior.

12 Q Do the names Collier and Foster ring a bell?

13 A No.

14 Q Are you aware there was a meeting on February

15 14, 1979 at the headquarters of Babcock and Wilcox in

16 Lynchburg, Virginia to deal with the subject of loss

17 of pressurizer indication off the low end of the scale?

18 A I am not aware of it. I can't say it is some-

19 thing our people participated in.

3) Q Yes, there was a meeting called by Region Three

21 people in connection with their evaluation of Mr.

22 Cresswell's concerns.

23 Are you aware that Mr. Cresswell attempted to

licens,Yfoard for the M.idland and Davisb24 have the

|
25 Besse unit two and/or three plants notified as to
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1 his concerns of the Davis Besse one transient?
,

2 A Somehow I do believe I have heard that there

3 was an interest on his part in getting boards notified,

4 but I can't say I am able to add anything further on

5 that.

6 Q We have previously taken the deposition of

7 Mr. Moseley and we have discussed with him at length,

8 the writing of memoranda which were submitted to Mr.

9 Moseley for transmiss' ion to the licensing board. What

to is involved here for transmission to the licensing

11 board and why is that done?

12 A There have been instances in the past where

13 the Board became aware after having made a decision

14 on a license case of some matter that dealt with the

15 case that they had just decided upon, and clearly,

16 where that material is relevant to the issue that they

17 are addressing, they should be made aware of it.

18 The general procedure is for any action,

19 issue,any information that comes to the attention of

20 the NRC,'the I&E staff, or the NRR staff or anyone

21 for that matter, it is routed to ELD for a determination

22 as to the relevancy of this particular piece of

23 information with any of the board activities that are

24 currently underway. Their responsibility is to review

| 3 it and to decide whether or not it is relevant.
!
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1
If the original writer or the person of the staff

that sends it forward says; "we insist it is relevant

3
and it must go", I believe the procedure is that ELD

4
will still review it but sends it on regardless. In

5 some cases they would b'e asked to review the matter and
6

give their advice as to whether it should go forward

7
or not.

8
Q If the original writer states that what he

9
is identifying is, in his view, a generic safety issue

10 and insists that it be transmitted to the hearing board

11 for their consideration, is that considered a high

I
priority item?

13
A In my view, it should be.

14
Q How long should it take from the time the

15 attention is called from I&E until it gets to the

16
licensing board?

A I shouldn't think it should take all that long-

18
a few days or a week or two should be sufficient for

19
the review.
*

-'o
Q Are you aware that I&E has an in-house rule

33
of ten days for notification to' licensing boards

-

from the time it receives this type of request?

.'3
A It sounds roughly right. I don't know the~

24
exact number.

*5-

Q Are you aware ELD has en in-house rule for i

|
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1

improving these things?

2
A I know they have tightened it up.

3

0 Do you know if they have a maximum period of

4

time?

5
A I think there is, but I can't give you the

6
number offhand.

O Something rings in the back of my mind that

s
it is a three day rule.

9
A It may be.

10
0 In any event it is supposed to be just a few

11
days.

12
We have gone over with Mr. Moseley the

13
handling of a request by Mr. Cresswell that he see his

14

file. '. . related to Davis Besse. In that regard,

15
Mr. Moseley provided us with a series of documents that

16
have "Cresswell Package" at the top and it has a list

17
of the collection of documents. Let me show you that

13
collection of documents and ask if you have seen it

10
before?

20
A (Examining the above-mentioned document).

Not specifically the documents in the package, $

this collection of documents, the way it is set up.

.'3
.(Examination of documents). I have no --I can't recall~

34~

having seen any of this.

25
0 Mr. Moseley has testified that this package
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1 contains the documentation relating to the transmittal

2 of Mr. Cresswell's concern to the hearing board on

Midland and Davis Besse units two and three. There3

ten memoranda or letters that appear in the4 are some

5 chain here. They begin with a memorandum dated

6 January 19, 1979 from Mr. Keppler from Region Three

i to Mr. Moseley and Mr. Thornberg. What division is Mr.

Thornberg in?g

9 A He is in headquarters staff, I&E. I can give

10 you his title.

11 Q He is in I&E7

12 A Yes. Division Director. Moseley, he is I&E.

13 Q The next one, February 28, 1979 from Mr.

14 Moseley to Mr. Thompson relates to the same subject

15 matter. It appears they had the document until

16 February 28, 1979. Would that be a normal period

of time to hold on to those things rather than
t-

is moving it along?

|,
19 A I would have to say depending on the complex-

20 ity of the subject, it might not have been. Certainly

it doesn't meet their ten day rule, but some of these
| 21
1

22
things are --speaking in general terms-- are not at all!

|

clear-cut. They might not, even if the originator
23

insists it go,there may be individuals who need to
24

1
'

know more about it. I am not making excuses, but I
25
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1 won't say flatly there are not circumstances that
'

2 might require it.
.

3 0 Certainly, as it is forty-days between January

4 19 and February 28. This memorandum was addressed to

5 Mr. Thompson. What division is he in?

6 A He is currently Deputy Director of I&E.
S $that he was Executive Officer for OperationsJ.6 #I Before

8 I believe, under the Director of I&E.

9 Q Within I&E7

10 A Yes.

'll Q So as of February 28, 1979--

12 A The concerns were still within I&E.

13 Q The next one is dated March 1 from Mr. Thompsor,

14 to Mr. Vastallo. What division is Mr. Vastallo in?

15 A He is with Operating Reactors, NRR.

16 Q This would have been from I&E to NRR as of

17 March 1, 1979, approximately 45 days or so after it

is was received?

19 A Right.

20 Q Is it customary for those kinds of concerns

21 to be sent from I&E to NRR?

'7 A I think that would be in order.-

23 Q The next one is dated March 6 from Mr.

24 Vastallo to Mr. Christenberry. What division is he

25 in?
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I A He is in our office of Legal Director. ELD. |

2 Q The next one is dated March 7, 1979, the next

3 day and that is from Mr. Moseley to Mr. Thompson,

4 in proposing the evaluation.--

5 A I am not certain of that one.

6 Q The next one is a memo dated March 7 from

Thompson whi'h states that " discussions.7 Mr. Moseley to Mr. c

8 and evaluations with regard to Mr. Cresswell's concerns

9 will be sent on within six days." Again, Mr. Moseley

10 had received this matter January 19, 1979. As of March

11 7, 1979 there had still been no evaluation. Is that

12 a timely and proper handling of these requests for

13 notification to the licensen board?

14 A I would not think it would be.

la Q The next is dated March 12, 1979 from Mr.

16 Thompson to Mr. Vasallo, NRR, transmitting

17 the memorandum of March 6, the fourth one. The next

18 one is dated March 28, 1979; again from Mr. Moseley,

19 I&E to Mr. Thompson concerning the evaluation.

20 The next one is the date of March 29, 1979 from

21 Mr. Moseley to Mr. Thompson advising that the evaluation

22 of the concerns may have to be changed due to TMI-II.

23 The next one is also dated March 9, from Mr.

24 Thompson to Mr. Vasillo and the last one is again

25 dated March 29, 1979 from Mr. Sinto. What division is
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I he in?
.

2 A He is in the Office of the Executive Legal

3 Director.

4 Q That is the one that is directed to receive

3 lists concerning the Davis Besse Midland plant and

6 a number of other hearing boards. It appears it took

from January 19, 1979 to March 29, 1979 for this matterI

77 Tao
3 to reach the hearing board; some -ten months . Is that

the way in which those matters should be handled for9

10 notification to the licensee?

11 A It would appear to be an unusually long period

12 of time. I would say, however, that there may be

13 circumstances whereby further inquiry on the part of

14 the people who are reviewing the matter might cause

15 matters to drag out longer than the ordinary _ schedule

16 that we discussed earlier. I am not trying to make

II excuses for this particular matter. I don't know

18 what the investigation entailed in the processing of

19 it. On the face of it, it would appear it took far

20 too long.

21 Q Prior to my going through this exercise with

22 you today, were you aware of this situation?

23 A No, I was not.

24 Q Noone has brought to your attention that it

25 required 270 days? )
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1 an unduly long period of time.A I know it was

2
Q How did you become aware of that2

3
A There had been discussions between Mr. Davis

4 and the lawyers and myself, just saying there is
5

a problem here. This thing didn't move as cuickly as

6
it should have.

Q John Davis? He was the Acting Director?

3
A Yes.

9
Q At the time 1*ou became aware of this situation)

10 you spoke to Mr. Davis about why this occurred?
11

A No, not in particular. I knew they were

interested in how the thing had progressed and my

13 understanding was that they and the lawyers had been

14 reviewing the handling of this matter. I had spoken

15 to Mr. Shapar about a proposed change in procedure

16 that had been the subject of discussion between Mr.

17 Shapar and Mr. Denton,

18
Q Are you looking into this matter to determine

19 why_the delay occurred?

m-
A I am not. I am sure it is being looked at

og- not only by the Commission but by Mr. Rogovin and
4o
--

his group.

*3-

0 In light of being what we discussed before,

04- did you regard it as a function of your job to provide
|

!
I n-

the adequacy of the performance of I&E?
;

L ,
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1
A I think that is a fair statement. The whole

system is a proper concern of mine and here is an-
.

'3
example of one that didn't proceed in a proper fashion

4
and it does require attention.

O Do you intend to look into this?
,

6
A Yes, indeed.

Q But you have not done so yet?

s
A No, I have not.

9
Q Are you aware, Mr. Gossick, of a general

10 practice by the licensing personnel within NRC to

11 issue operating licenses to facilities when the.re are

I still open, unresolved safety items?

13
A I am aware that that has been done, yes.

14
Q How does that situation come about? In

I5 other words, normally one would expect that all safety

16 questions would be resolved before a nuclear power

U facility would be able to begin operations. I am

18 now informed it is a fairly regular practice for a

19 license to be issued with a number of open items being

-39 attached.

-3t A With the condition they be done by some par-

.>o
-- ticular time.

23
Q Right.

24 A This is a judgement that has been made by

25 our licensing staff that while these matters must be
|

|
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1

taken care of, it is not essential, or required that
o
~

they be done prior to their actually licensing the .

3
plant for operation.

.

4

Q How is that judgement reached?

5
A It is a combination of our staff review and

6
staff judgement, coupled with the review by the ACRS

which is an independent review. It is a matter dealt

8
primarily with NRR and ACRS and of course, to some

9
extent, by the hearing board.

10
0 If you have an open safety item, that means

11
there is some safety aspect of the plant that hasn't

been fully resolved yet, is that correct?

13
A That is a fair description.

14
Q So I can understand the process, is it a

15
situation that the determination is made although the

16
item is not resolved, it does not pose an undue risk

along with it?

18
A It poses some risk. It is certainly within

19
the judgement made that this plant be allowed to

.>0-

operate without undue risk to the public health and

-31
safety.

'

Q Who makes that determination in connection

3
with the issuance of an operating license?

44-

A The actual license is signed off by the Director

"5-

of Project Management in NRR.

Acme Reporting Company
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1
Q Director of Project Management?

2 A Yes. He would have been the one who would

3 have made that judgement based on input from his staff

4 and comments by the hearing board, by the ACRS.

5
O Do you ever review those determinations to

6 determine whether or not the process has doncluded

I th t the operating license is appropriate not with-

8 standing an open safety item?
7118 Reseoatnea.ay

9 itgis delegatedA I have not, no. I hecrd to

10 the Director of NRR by the Commission, the authority

BC t % Im
11 for making that licensing cerdition.

12 Q Do you ever inquire of the Director, Mr.

13 Denton, as to. the extent to which that kind of

14 activity is going on and the circumstances as to

15 whether or not it is appropriate?

77/STE d5 UE
16 A No, not specifically I have not. 44WFAmatte r

ete.mp~hoMSo f e x c c c t i e n c, htwCUt^-)17 that have been granted for an operating
77/ir

IS license,ar har bcca Lhe cubjec- >bich is a little
i

19 different matter.
Exemp%

20 Q cxc-eptions?

21 A This is where an operating plant has been

fXEMP770Al
'22 given an-cnceptica from some particular licensing

23 condition to allow him to operate while certain things

24 are being done, as opposed to closing down. About

25 a year ago, I think it was, this matter came to the

I
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1 attention of the Commission which resulted in the
M Emp77eNE

2 Commission reviewing the matter of granting of exccptirne
7o

3 in connection with the delegation wrF the Director of
re.v i e.w

4 NRR and as a result of that Ji_eition, reneene, there

ve q wve s. &xtungall excep ws.

,5 is now a procedure that which carrice that 10:2

+e
6 Abe identified and announced to the Commission so that

nemperro athey will know: prior to the granting of the exccptien the.

-

S intention of the Director of NRR to do so.

9 O Do you regularly become involved in the

r><e n t p 7 u m s

10 judging of the propriety of granting those exceptians?

A I don't. I am not in a position to really11

add or take away from the technical judgement made byig

the licensing staff and Director of NRR as such. The13

Director occasionally will discuss with me his thoughts14

with regard to how an .Pxemrnpdexception could be handled,1,3

perhaps, but as far as the technical judgement as to16

safety aspects, I have to rely on the licensing stafft.

and Director of NRR.ts

Q Do you regularly inquire of Mr. Denton as to79

ExEmpi? cst.s
the basis for having granted certain excepticas for.

'O

licensing?3

A I don't regularly inquire because as I say,,,3

Dantprions
, all exc0ptienS-that we are granting now are routinely

, processed up through me to the Commission for their

E>EhtfT10!v.
. review prior to actually granting the exception,,,a

-
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1 Q Was that the situation prior to March 28,

2 19797

3 A Yes. This has been in operation over a year

4 now.

5 Q Prior to that, they would not regularly send

6 through---

I A No.

3 Q Was that simply a matter that should have

9 been handled by NRR without your involvement?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Why was that changed?

12 A Why was that changed? It was a reactor in

13 Vermont. I don't remember the particular circumstance,

4 XE7tf7770M
14 but there was some_exceptica that was granted. Anyway,

15 it came to the Commission's attention and they asked

16 for a review of this entire area and as I say, the

17 result of that review was this system now where they

ExeMen nw3
18 are informed of exceptione be f orehand , or given the

19 opportunity to override the intent to grant $EY
B2Pt19715AJ ,

20 -eMc0ption.

21 Q Before that change was made, were you aware

HPf770NS
22 that NRR was granting avceptienc to licensing require-

,

23 ments?

24 A Yes, in a general sense I knew there were

; Govi W Pned
25 times they would.waet an 4me-ptten .
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I
Q Did you inquire during that time as to

2 why that practice was being followed?

3 A Not specifically. but #rer the p r e "i c '2 s

4 tonnection with th it vbacr+ation of t h e -1-i c : n ein g , 3[t

0 was my understanding that it was, 2;2in, a matter

6 where it was a judgement of the licensing staff that

I this could be done>end still$ with the provision of
8 adequate protection of the health and safety of the

9 public while the plant was allowed to continue to

10 operate while some action was being taken to address

11 the requirement.

12 Q Do you know how many operating licenses have

*been granted with e *xcer@tsons from certain licensingI3 - -

14 requirements?
.

15 A I don't know the number but I suspect it is

16 a fairly sizeable number at the time the determination

17 was made that that procedure should change.

18 Q Was there any determination made that the

xOP7c.x c e p t 70tu s already granted previously for previous19 mm

'T plants should also be reviewed in that fashion?-

21 A I don't believe so. I don't recall any

T2 retrospective requirements.

23 0 Let's come back to the open safety item.

24 If I understand your testimony, you do not regularly

25 review with Mr. Denton the reason why a specific

Acme Reporting Company
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|
l

1
operation license is being issued with open, unresolved

2 safety items in connection with it?

3 A No, I don't .

Q You rely upon the determination by NRR that4

5 the operating license is appropriate, not withstanding

6 those open items?

A That's correct.-

g Q Have you reviewed the operating. license for
i

TMI-II as to open items that existed prior to the j9

l

accident? |to

A No, I have not.
11

Q To the extent that NRR was improperly
12

granting licenses with open safety items that should
13

have been resolved before the issue of granting the
14

license, would that be a concern for you, in your
13

function as Executive Director of Operations?
16

A Yes. If I had any reason to believe they |
'_

allewed
'

were improperly granted or clluded, that would be a i

13

matter of concern.g

i

Q How would that come to your attention if j,3

i

you don't regularly inquire into that subject matter?
g3

|

A primarily through the result of our inspection |
gg

and enforcement activity; they might take issue with it . |
3

The ACRS could possibly, conceivably make an issue
,

of such a matter although it isn't likely. Normally
,3

Acme Reporting Company
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1 their action would enter earlier on, before the actual

2 granting of the license.

3
Q So, through ACRS or I&E?

4
A Primarily, yes, or the Board might possibly

5 4> /7~7f 7NAT
raise an issue saying th:t a 11 cense was granted.

3

hsk6 although they hcvc made their decision and re fe rred it

I to NRR with an open item, it is possible.

8
0 To your recollection, has any such incident

9 ever arisen?

10 may 44vr
A I am not sure. There "ar 0.70, but I just

,

g

11 don't recall.

12
Q Are you familiar with the concept of what

13 equipment in the nuclear power facility is safety

14 related and what is not safety related?

15 A In a general sense.

16 Q It is my understanding that the only judgement,

17 when NRC takes a close look, is the safety--in terms

18 of licensing and inspection--is safety related. |

l
19 A That is generally correct. I

i l
;

j 20 Q Operation procedures have never been cons _derddi
|

21 under the title of " Safety related", have they?
|

|
22 A I hate to say yes in a blanket way.,

|

23 Q To your knowledge?

24 A I thought, perhaps, certain procedures

25 were considered to be safety related but I can't answer

Acme Reporting Company
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I specifically.
,

Q Are there some procedures that you have in2

3 mind that would be, as far as you know, safety related?
_

A No, other than, perhaps, emergency measures4

or procedures dealing with certain postulated events3

6 that would require operating actions out of the

7 ordinary.

8 Q Are you aware of at least one definition of
9 what is safety related?

10 A It is whatever constitutes the boundary

11 of the primary pressure system. This is my general

12 definition.

13 Q Does the PORV constitute the boundary of the

14 pressurized system?

15 A It would seem to me that it would. I

REGAR 0tNG-
16 don't know the arguments,cd'the blockgd' valve problem.

17 Q Has the PORV been considered in the past to

is be a safety related item?

l 19 A I cannot answer that question. It is my

IW
the TMI situation, it was not classified20 impression thatg

21 as a safety related item and I must say that I am not

22 sure I understand why that was so, but--

23 Q Have you discussed with anyone in the NRC

24 whether or not the PORV is a safety related item and

25 if not, why not?
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1 A No, I have not.

2 O In assessing the quality of the performance

0 of the licensing personnel contained within the NRR,

4 isn't the treatment of the subject of what is and

5 what is not safety related a source of concern to you?

6 A In a general senfe,I believe that is correct.

7 However, again, the determination as to what is safety

3 related and what is not safety related, I must simply

9 rely and depend on the Director of that office to deal

10 with those determinations. I must say I just simply

11 cannot get into that, the details across the board in

12 the operations here. I must rely on delegation of

13 responsibility to people who do have the qualifications

14 to judge whether or not that is a correct judgment,

15 if it is right or not.

16 Q If it came to your attention that the

17 Division of Project Management in licensing nuclear

is facilities was proceeding on the basis that the ECC

19
was not a safety related item, would that give you

20 some concern?

21 A That would raise my eyebrows, indeed.

22 Q You would talk to Mr. Denton?

23 A I think I would.

24 Q If it was also brought to your attention

25
that the PORV was not considered a safety related

Acme Reporting Company
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1

item and because i- had a block valve upstream from

2
it--and it was also brought to your attention that

the block /k valve was not considered a safety related
4'

item because it had a PORV in front it it, would that

5
give you some concern?

6
A I am not sure. How many valves do we have

7
in this line, three?

8
Q Two.

WehaveaPORVand.ablock[[ valve behindA

10
it?

11

Q It is my understanding that the PORV was

12
not considered safety related because it had a

13
blockgd' valve behind it to back it up and the block

14
valve was not considered safety related because it had

a PORV in front of it. Would that give you some kind

16
of concern to know the licensing people were proceeding

I on that basis?

13
A I would have to think about that and perhaps

19 get an explanation.

40-

Q Do you think that needs an explanation?

*1 A Yes I would. I was not of that understanding,-

22
Q You haven't heard that point of view before

43- today?
]
|as-

A I don't believe so.

25
Q Have you diseassed with anyone within the

Acme Reporting Company,
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NRC how the PORV has been treated in terms of safety

relatedness in the past and why?

3 A No, I have not. ,

Q In lite of TMI-II, do you feel that it is4

5 necessary to determine whether or not a PORV should be
6 reported as safety related?

A I think that is certainly a matter that the

licensing staff should look at carefully in conjunction8

9 with such other bodies as the ACRS and address the

question of whether or not that is the proper judgement.10

Q Do you feel that is a proper function ofII

your office to determine the propriety or adequacy of12

13 whatever decision is made in that, regard?

14 A To pass on a judgement made by the technical

15 staff within NRR, supported by such advice as they

may get from the Aces or whoever else, I would not16

presume I am in a position to override or to judgeII

IS the adequacy or propriety of that judgement. That is

19 really not provided for in the way this Commission is

20 structured, organized. The delegation and responsibil-

21 ity down from the Commission directly to the Director
22 of NRR--not through me, but directly tu him as well

as other Directors of the taajor of fices simply, in23

24 my view, puts them in the position of having a respon-

25 sibility for certain technical judgements such as
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1

that. I can question, I suppose, if I felt strongly
2

enough about it, but from a technical standpoint, with
3 iN

the other things I am responsible for Jrem the day
4

to day operations, I can not get into it.
5

O Have you ever questioned Mr. Denton about
6

the adequacy of a technical judgement made by
7

NRR?

S

?. I am trying to recall, not necessarily Mr.
9

Denton, but any of the Directors of NRR past or present?
10

Q Sure.

11

A I can't give you a specific time. I can
12

generally state from time to time my technical advisor
13

who I no longer have, his position is currently
14

~ th something he has been con-vacant, has come to me

15
cerned about which I then ask that he follow up on

16
with the appropriate people at NRR, and I think on

17 f
,3 ope occasions, perhaps, those matters have elevated

18

to a discussion between the Director of NRR and myself.

19 FRom
I don't recall any ~ specific subject ee-

.'O-
memory----In connection with the Browns Ferry Fire,

41-

there was a host of things that had to do with fire

-

protection, but I can't give you a specific item.

43-

Q Who was your technical assistant?

a4 ha ToMed-

A Dr. Hanauer, and he 4AHMe a job with NRR

45-

as-Assistant Director.
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I
Q Do you have a technical assistant now?

2 A No, I have not. The position is vacant.

3 Q How long had Dr. Hanauer been your technical

assistant?4

5 A Since the formation of the NRC.

6 Q So, since 1975?

A Right.7

3 Q Did you have any other technical advisor

besides Dr. Hanauer?9

A No, he was my technical advisor from the
10

beginning.
11

Q Has he ever called to your attention,
tg

technical problems or objections in connection with the
13

specific decisions being made in the licensing projects?
14

A One area, generally, that Dr. Hanauer has
15

been very much involved in and has followed and in
16

fact, with my support, has pushed forth is ATWS- DRI
17

Anticipated Transient Without Scram issue. He felt
13

it was absolutely necessary that that issue be pressed
19

and pressed and pressed until it could finally be
20

resolved. He spent a great deal of time working on that .

21

Q Did Dr. Hanauer bring your attention to
gg

what he was doing in that regard?
23

i A Yes.! .,4
|

-

,

Do-you generally understand what was involved| Q.,5

|
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!
1

1- in that?
1o

A Only in a general non-technical sense. I l
~

|

3 knew there were generally different classes of plants

4 requiring different things. It was a matter that

one vn cu nuornm by
5 strongly revolved around a ccur : by industry,fthe
6 staff and then Dr. Hanauer felt it was necessary to

I go ahead and get this area resolved and if it is not

S resolved, it is very close to, mainly, being put to

9 bed.

10 Q Did Dr. Hanauer bring to your attention the
_

11 fact that at B&W it was a standard feature that upon

'2 I inspection of loss of feedwater and turbine trip, there

13 would be no reactor scram, there would not be an

14 automatic reactor scram?

15 A I can't recall specifically him discussing

16 that matter with me.

17 Q Do you know if that was a feature of the

18 ATWS program?

19 A It may well have been.

20 Q What did you understand the ATW3 program to

21 be?

22 A Well, the ATWS program or the problem is

23 simply a matter where some transient occurred which

24 would have not resulted in the activation of safety

25 features which would have scrammed the reactor. As
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I understarid it, there are more than one, there are

some number of such events that have been of concern,

3 have been designed around or against in various plants

differing somewhat on their vintage; but as far as

5 the technical details as to such as the example you

6 gave, or others like that, I don't recall. I think at

I one time I read the list and have been through the

matter, but I don't recall now.

Q How does the NRC go about learning about the8

operational history of various devices in plants whichto

" it licenses?

12 A There is, first of all, Licensee Event

I3 system where tha conditions of the licenseReports, a

are that the events specified have to be reported,"

10 either on an immediate basis, which in effect means

16 within twenty-four hours or long-term basis, within

II 30 days.

IS
Q That is, report to I&E?

A That's correct. This means minor items or19

items af major significance. Those are combined and20

21 put together in reports by our MPA staff--Management,

Planning Analysis.

Q Those are transmitted to them from I&E?
24 A They are looked at by I&E and at the same

25 time they go into the collection system. They are
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1 used by inspectors who the next time he goes, will

2 take the list of LERs and go and say, "how about those"?

3 Those are routinely provided to NRR and the licensing

4 staff as well.

5 In addition to the LER system there is an
,

6 Abnormal Occurence Report. This is a screening of

I items of more significance which are required by the

8 Energy Reorganization Act to be reported to Congress

9 on.an every six month basis.

10 0 That would be a report prepared by the licensee ,

11 sent to I&E and they evaluate it and send it on to

12 Other areas?

13 A It goes to MPA and they make the original

7 war THE EVENT
14 determination, esy, thie ic cuch a rituaticn meer

abnormal occurrence..aed 1t is put out -!oe15 it is an

16 .e:rment along with a paper that explains in more

17 detail the rationale for classifying it as an abnormal

13 occurrence,for comments by the staff, and once that is

19 established, it is the Commission who makes a deter-

20 mination as to whether or not it is an abnormal

21 occurrence or not.

22 There is a nuclear plant reliability system.

23 This is a voluntary program on the part of the licensee
3

by Y/re wdushy, hswavsn
24 It is sponsoredy%we put money into running the system.

25 It is.run by-IO -EPRI_rsthcry where there is a
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1

collection of operational information.

2
O Is that the operational information collected

3
by the licensee?

4
A Yes, it is-fir:t cf 211 submitted by the

-{ heme licensees are participatinglicensee.efte. he hes
6

fully, others are participating hardly at all; but I
-
'

would sal on the average, fifty percent of the industry

a parros e_.
is participating in this system. The att:mpt th e re-

9
is to provido an added level of detailed information

to
getting down to literally, the name, plant component

11
and characteristic of a given item.

Q The licensee gathers the information and

13
submits it in a report again to I&E?

14
A NRC's information comes in. Actually, it

15
is received by EPA and then submitted to I&E.

16
Q Collected by the licensee and transmitted

1-
to MPA?

IS
A Actually, yes. It is collected by, or

I9 submitted by the licensee. There is a Southwest
,

!

1-
Research Institute that has a contract with the

|

*1- industry for putting this stuff on tapes and gettingl

it into a useable format that is then provided to NRC.
!

!

c 43 Those are the principal systek.s plus, of course, the-

| p
| 1

44- collection of information through -the-inspection reports. *

"
Q This strikes me as a very intensive program,

Acme Reporting Company
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I
1

that it takes a lot of time and a lot of personnel?

2
A Yes.

3
Q I have had cencerns reported in the course

4
of many depositions to the fact that NRC personnel

5
in these areas are overworked and understaffed.

6
A There is a lot of work to do with LERs.

Q I have heard it suggested that there are

8
too many LERs being submitted to all be properly

9
evaluated. It becomes a system of sampling to fully

10
evaluate it.

11
A There may be something in that.

I
Q I have also been informed through these

13 depositions that there is no requirement for the

14 applicant at the time he submits an application for a

13 opeu rmw A L
permit to submit an_ optional-history of the devic e s to

16 be used in the plant. Given the amount of time and

the amount of resources that the NRC is being called

IS upon to devote to compiling this operational history,

19- why not put that obligation on the applicant in the

ao- course of the learning process?

I at- A I am not sure I completely understand the'
i

44
-- suggested requirement. At the time of licensing that

23 the' licensee provide NRC with an operational history
|

24 of performance Line A and B, because it is a type "x"
74.5 valve.

,

I
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1
Q For instance, providing in conjunction with

2 an application for an L2R, listing the history of

3 a PORV --

4
A Of all PORVs c. the kind he is using? A

0 PORV can be defined in a number of ways.

6
Q It is my understanding there has been no

I such requirement at all. It sounds like the NRC is,

' 3 assuming the obligation to provide this synopsis of

3 how this is devised rather-than putting that obligation

10 on the applicant.

11 A We can put it on the applicant, I suppose.

12 This, however, still would leave us with the situation

13 that the plants you see now in operation, and

14 regardless of what he told us about the fine perfor-

15 mance of whatever it was he was putting into his plant,

16 we still want to know how it actually performed and

17 to be able to catch any indication that what is in

18 there really isn't working as it should.

19 Q Don't you think it would help if you had a

20 document submitted by the applicant that recites a

21 past history rather than counts LERs?

22 A It would give a history of past components

23 on which a history had been accumulated. I don't
tou t help k w/c.,here you now have24 think ahat it dec: for you,cr : y, w

,

125 a supposedly new, a better valve that has been provided 1
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I

_

by somebody on which there is no experience; that
2

is one problem.

3
Q In that particular case, don't you think the

4 applicant should be called upon to submit an application
5

of prototype testing?

6
A That is one of the things the Commission

~,

is looking at; what further do we need to do with

8
regard to qualification testing.

9
Q This other point about operational history

10
of known devices. Coincident logic ECCS activation,

11
Do you know what that is?

In volveS.12
A I know generally the principle it t a k e r,

13
Q Do you think it would be of assistance to

14
have the applicant submit a history of problems that

15 have existed with conincident logic activation if the

16
applicant desires to have that included in the plant

17
design?

18
A I guess I would have to think about that

19 Govto
and I am not sure one aculi- be involved in the

collation of all this information to the degree $h
41 . ''{49 (85N ; h!e would be inclined to accept the licensee 's-

- i c .. cae

|

| report that I am going to use this valve, and here-

43- is the history of the uses of this valve in all such
;

Yeft 3 Nt- Soaz- plants and it has been -r e l- ir.g en a level of such andf

5 such. j

1
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1

Q I wasn't suggesting that requiring that would

be~a situation where NRC could eliminate its own
3

efforts. It strikes me as a good beginning point, and
4

much more effective, shifting the burden in this regard,

5
at least as an-initial matter.

6
To your knowledge, that that idea ever been

'I
considered?

3
A Not that I am awere of. It may well be

worth further consideration.

10
Q Mr. Gossick, it has come to my attention

II that there is one very basic distinction between the

la- B&W design and the design of the Westinghouse plant
13

and GE plant and specifically, in the area of the steam

14 generator design. Are you familiar with the difference

15 between the once through steam generator system--
16 re-circulating steam?

17 A Generally, I am familiar with the difference.

18 O Are you familiar with the difference in

19 boil-dry times for the two kinds of generators in the

20 event of loss of all feedwater?

21 A Yes, in the sense there is a larger inventory

THAW.m
of water in the Westinghouse unit -as- there is in the--

23 B&W plant.

24 Q Prior to March I have been informed in the

25 event of the loss of.all feedwater, the once through
_

Acme Reporting Company
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i steam generators boil dry in about two minutes and

the others boil dry in an average of thirty minutes,
2

is that correct?3

A Generally.
4

Q There have now been some adjustments made
5

on the once through system and I am now informed by6

Mr. Denton that that has now led to the boil out time-

of once through steam generator being raised to as
3

much as five minutes. However, even with those
9

adjustments it is clear there is a substantial diff-to

erence in the amount of time such as twenty minutes,gi

twenty-five minutes. Does that strike you as a
12

dangerous situation in the case of the ence through
73

steam generator?g

A I don't think I could just say yes without
13

adding there may well'be other fe,atures or provisions
16

coupled with the straight through generator that in

some way compensate. I am not claiming there are.g

I don't want to agree to your premise without saying
g

,
there may not be some other reason.

|
'

.
O I didn't have a premise. I am curious as

to what technical evaluation has been done to determine, , ,

,

whether or not the once through steam generator is

,

a justified unit. Are you aware of anything that

justifies utilizing a device which has such a
.,

.
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1 significantly shorter time fuse in the event of loss

2 of water?

3 A All of these designs, B&W design, Westinghous e

4 design and so forth all become a subject of review

5 by our technical staff and experts that deal in those

6 areas. I am sure they are well aware of the differences

7 and the conveniences and advantages and disadvantages

8 of one versus the other. So, I am quite confident
--tha$

9 this is n o't just something that happened) We suddenly

THERG~
10 realized there was a difference. 4+ has been an

11 evaluation. There have been later model evaluations.

12
It is not something we sort of had happen to us without

13 our knowing of it. It has been a deliberate judgement.

14 Q You are confident it has been fully evaluated?

13 A I am confident it has been evaluated. If

16
there is something new that comes out of this Three

Mile Island situation that calls for a new insight, j
17 j

13 certainly we should benefit by it.

19 Q Are you aware of anything about TMI that

m suggests there should be some new insight about it?

21 A Other than anything you have suggested that

22
it can boil dry more quickly?

| 23 Q That insight was known all along?i

! NonHN6
A That is not new. No,awHe more simply than,

24 |

the other thing about the uncertainty or confusion that
23

Acme Reporting Company
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1 you mentioned earlier about the pressurizer level in
, -

reference to the water level within the vessel.
3

O That doesn't relate to the once through

4 steam generator?

5
A Not really.

6
Q Are you aware of why the once through steam

generator was felt to be a justified and acceptable

aspect of the S&W design from the point of view of the8

9
NRC?

10
A I can't give you the basis.

Q Have ycu made any attempt to inform yourself11

I on that subject?

13 A No I haven't, no.

Q I don't mean to ask you questions that fall"

outside of the scope of your position, but I had theI0

impression that your office is called upon as the16

II final evaluation, sh.o rt of the Commission itself,

IS to evaluate the performance of other areas such as

I&E and all those other tc the extent those areas are19

- not properly performing their job, it is your position.'o

.y- to look into that, isn't it?

A Yes, however, I think in reality, you can22

only take that so far. This is an extremely technical23

operation. There are delegations.cf responsibility24

|
to the Office ef the Directors depending on their area25

L
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f responsibility- for making decisions on such things
1

as licenses. The fact that a license is not issued
2 1

I

on some reasonable schedule in the past or the fact !

3

that certain actions have not been accomplished on
4

. schedule in the general programatic sense has cincc '
o

been the areas of my concern.
6

PY e*W|e ARsr res ourc e s
_

4cHr- the revere , we are putting in to --6err
'

-fo hame lel

exampla NRR/\ the numbers of backlogged license
e.([ee f ve/y q7 e d , ed a 4'4 e. acbw4

amendments being addrc::cf are fair apprc::i: ation
9

for euch-thing w falling out of the Browns Ferry fire-- I'" being aarwplos/e d' .' IJheNu- et. no+ to u
- >c meeting our schedule and getting things doneA ar:g

ritocu m&n e.on schedule is, in a more broad -pragmatic sense, my

scope of review.

O Does your scope of review include technical

. judgements made by NRR which are not sound judgements?
10

~2mJDCsNL TMAn
Y Y '' " '5'

16
O Who within the NRC is called upon to address

17
improper technical judgements made by NRR?

IS
A Principally through the ACRS which is our

19
technical body of independent advisory review and

20
criticisms of things that they see being done in the

21
licensing process which may have technical shortcomings.

! 22
0 Who would be called upon to bring to the

23
attention of the AC2S a technical judgement which was

- 24
I felt to be unsound?

25
A Any number of people; a staff person. I,

Acme Reporting Company
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1 if so inclined. Any member of the staff who thinks

1

2 there has been some improper treatment of a safety

3 concern or some lack of action on the part of not

st/v1S S
4 only N RR b ut 4HHb o r I & E , depending on the subject.

5 There is a written policy that they are permitted to

6 go to ACRS to present this concern.

7 Q How often does the ACRS meet?

8 A Every month.

9 Q How many days?

10 A Normally, over a weekend. There are various

11 subcommittees- on which ACRS members spend practically

12 half of Ib full time.
13 Q Is it true each member of the ACRS has its

14 own specific interest in pursuing safety questions and

1.5 do not pursue them in a body but each individual

i

16 pursues his own interest in relation to safety questions?'

1; A When they are acting as individuals, |
'

!

18 even a subcommittee has to come together with some sort i

19 of a subcommittee finding, and the final recommendations |
|

20 are presented as a committee.

21 Q We have deposed Mr. Jesse Ebersole. He is

e a member of the ACRS. We discussed with him the

23 situation related to Pebble Springs licensing. Are you

24 familiar with that?

25 A Vaguely.

Acme Reporting Company
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I
; Q Have you ever received a copy of the

Michaelson report which appears as Question No. 6

'3
in the Pebble Springs licensing process. It addresses

: i

#
Mr. Michaelson's concern in his report. That question

5
was submitted to the applicant through the auspices

6
of the ACRS in writing. The applicant responded in

writing. There was a two part question. The second

3
part of the question was not answered by the applicant

9
at all--completely, no response and no further follow

N
up was done by the ACRS or, to our knowledge, anyone

"
else to seek a further response by the applicant. We

12
asked Mr. Ebersole about that. He explained that

13
at the time it was submitted, he had personal problems

" and health problems and was not able to attend to his

la duties and the situation within the ACRS is that each
16 member has his own concern, and if there is a matter

17 in which one member thinks is significant and others

18 don't and that one member doesn't pursue it, the others

19 don't. Based on your experience with the ACRS, is

'M- that an accurate characterization of how it works?
l

21 A I wouldn't say that is a complete character-

22 ization but I would guess that is only natural and

23 that it is probably natural of any organization that

24 different people have different interests and unless

25 they can get some help or support it could well get
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1

.eet- d rop p e d o u t .
2

O The unfortunate aspect of the situation is

3
that the portion of the question that was not answered

,

4
was what did they propose to advise the applicant in

5
the event of a pressurizer level going high and

6
pressure in the primary system going low, which probably

would have borne on the TMI-II situation.

8
Your testimony is to the effect that for

9
those more technical matters you would defer to the

10
judgement of NRR?

11
If- you felt there was some general problem

with the judgement of the NRR you would go to the

13
ACRS?

14
A Yes, I think so.

15
0 Is there anyplace else you would go?

16
A Depending on the subject. There are

17 possibly other resources within the staff, the research

18
staff, depending on the matter. It could well be

there is a body of expertise in #A135 I might go to,or19
,;cc

0 *'C * * 37*0#'5 0 8*#l#*''#.,0
-

in our +tandarf effireAwhere there is certain expertise.

.> t- (Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., there was a brief recess.)

MR. KANE: Back on the record.

3 BY MR. KANE:

24
Q Mr. Gossick, are you familiar with the work

O of the International Programs Office?
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1 A Yes.

2 O As I understand it--we have taken the

3 deposition of Mr. LeFleur from the International Program s

4 office and he has confirmed that the international

5 programs office issued export licenses. Are you aware

6 of that?

7 A Yes.

S Q He also confirmed to us that there is no

9 requirement that a foreign recipient of a nuclear

10 reactor, that country, as a condition of an export

11 license being issued to a vendor that is to supply

12 that reactor, that as a condition, the foreign country

13 agrees to provide information concerning that facil-

14 ity as to its operational experience history. Are

15 you aware that there is no such requirement?

16 A (. Yes, I am.

17 Q Do you feel there should be such a requirement?

18 A As a matter of fact, he probably also

19 discussed with you the bilateral agreement 5 that we

20 have with sixteen, eighteen countries, that we

a)2
21 have this agreement for exchanging operation,Ainformatior.

1
22 Q It was my understanding from Mr. LeFleu

|

|
23 that this is a voluntary situation and that a country '

24 may or may not choose to enter into that.

25 A It has been consilered that that might be

|
|
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1
advisable rather than to impose a requirement that a

-

,

country agree to such a bilateral agreement. I am

3
not aware that such a sit uation has arisen. The only

4
reactors that have been the subject of an export

5 hsv. In w +o
i license in recent years, I believe, are all the countrie s
4

6 with which we do have the agreement.

Q Are you aware of any instances in which any1

8 of these countries have failed to report significant

9 transients and NRC has only found out about them after

10 the fact?

11
A There have been i.,ctances where yes, after

12 the fact, we have learned they have had some sort of

I3
an event. Generally, however, under the agreement

" that I have just spoken of, the notification has, to

I3 the best of our knowledge, has been reasonably prompt.

16 If they .have duNr had something happen and not report

it to us, then obviously--
,

13
Q I was wondering as to a situation to a

I9 transient occurred and it was not reported to NRC and

20 NRC found out about it several months or years there-

2I after.

22 A To my knowledge there is one such case. It

23 even, I believe, occurred prior to the time we had

24 this agreement in effect, and I don't think the

a:. w q utv M % d $9,,5 agreement dehlt with :: 5: /: th: agr::=en_ yee must.
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1

report to us all past events of such a nature. But

2
here again, Dr. LeFleur may have told you the difficul-

3
ties we have had under those agreements in dealing

4

with some countries who treat this information as
5

proprietary or as classified information. They will

6
give it to us only if we agree to protect it from

7 c]ec e de e
public distribution until they initiate 4such a time

8

to disclose such a fact.
9

Q My conversation with Mr. LeFleur has concerned
10

me. There are difficult and sensitive situations
11

with some countries that regard this as classified.

12
A They don't have the Sunshine Act.

13

Q What about the vendors that are involved?

14
Can't the NRC require, for example, that Westinghouse

15
sell a plant to a foreign purchasor. Can't the NRC

16
require Westinghouse to report the transients that

17
occur at that plant overseas?

13
A That is a different problem. You are no

19
longer dealing with a foreign government. If it

20
deals with a safety issue, I believe Part 21 would

21
still cover it, wouldn't it? (Indicating to Mr.

.so
"

Trubatch). Part 21 of the Energy Reorganization Act

23
which requires any vendor or licensee to report any

24
safety matter to NRC. I guess it is a legal question.

25 I can't address whether or not there is any problem

Acme Reporting Company
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1

|

1 with, say, Westinghouse reporting to us their knowledge

of it. I know they have done it in the past in some

3
circumstances. There was a matter in Japan, a channel

4 Vi0mhoN
box situation. We learned of it through Westinghouse.

g

5
Q Rather than the foreign government.

6
A Yes, the Japanese government later told us

7 about it but they wanted to tell us after they had
8

fixed the problem. We want to get the information sc

9 our licensing staff can deal with it and if the only way

10 we can get it is by promising protection of that

11 information under certain reasonable grounds, we will

! *~
do so.

13
Q This one situation that you mentioned of

14 a transient which was not reported until many years

I thereafter. Why wasn't that reported by the vendor

16 that was involved?

I A I don't know. I can't tell you why.

Is
Q Is any investigation being done in that

I9 regard?

A There is an effort currently, as I understand1-

'' l it, looking into that but I don't know exactly where.-

Q Who in the NRC would be handling that effort.

A Well, at last count as I understand it,'3-

- our technical staff is still reviewing what we have44

5 gotten in the way of information about the transient

Acme Reporting Company
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1 itself and I think, depending on the conclusions they
C

come to as to the nature of the transient, possible2

implications and the matter of why the vendor didn't3

report it to us is something we may wish to address.i

3 I don't think we have addressed that yet.

6 O That is not being investigated at this time?

I A I don't think so.

3 Q Has any determination been made as to where

9 the vendor learned of that?

10 A Not to my knowledge.

11 Q Has any determination been made as to

12 what degree the vendor was involved in the ongoing

13 operation of that nuclear facility?

14 A I am not aware that has been done. It may

15 have been.

16 Q Customarily, when a vendor sells a nuclear

17 reactor system to a foreign customer, is the vendor

18 called upon to involve himself in the same kind of

19 cooperative efforts as they do in the United States?
Prou sda y:

| 20 A Set '2p operational testing personnel to
|

21 achieve commercial operations--all of these things the
|
|

22 vendor would have some involvement in. After the
|

3 commercial operations, they still keep some degree of ,

!,

24 involvement in it. If there was a major transient |

25 at the time at the plant, it would be unlikely that
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t the vendor would not know about it.

2 Q Are you aware of any transient that has

3 occurred at any foreign location that involved a PORV

4 sticking open?

5 A Not specifically. I don't recall the case we

6 were just speaking of--if it had that characteristic

7 cr not.

8 Q Do you recall if that case involved the

9 ' situation of the pressurizer level going high?

10 A The only thing I can tell you, my understandin g.

11 is that it had some of the same characteristics as

12 the Three Mile Island incident; something approximating

13 that. But, as I understand, it was not the same vendor

14 involved so it is a little different.

!! O Is that because that is all you know?

16 A Really. Really.

1; Q You haven't been informed of what aspects of

18 TMI-II were in common with this transient?

19 A I don't have a detailed report on that.

I
m Q Were you informed this event involved a

21 facility that had coincident logic ECCS actuation?

| 22 A No, I do not know that.

3 Q What is the reason for coincident logic

24 ECCS actuation?

23 A In my own understanding it is a design
|
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~7%c. .sw s o n 4 of-
I feature which would require certel.. J. i r.p to certain

2 different events or measuremenn or activations ee 7H4-7
3 occur that are common to an event or transient,Or conc

"TifE" Puttose Is 70 Avo' O~

4 .ccrt of 'ccO"nting.CC that- you aren' t constantly
-

173 EL F
'$ having a shutdown on a single item which in particular

g uT RATMER 'to QEIQ utIfti
6 could be of no consequence,but{a combination of things

WT P R0010 E' Pos t 71 W /tv Dic A77 0 rJ r$4kT T!+1/VCS ARG".

that occ"r Yes, it says there enough eign: cr'

8 cac"gh ir"ectigatienc, if you rill, cf thince beiny
*d ccarm

9 out of their normal condition that the fc11% ius a3

10 safety functions should happen.

11 Q I take it the reason for that is to minimize

12 the number of'ECCS actuations you have, in a term,

13 to insure you do activate it or automatically it is,

14 in fact, needed.

15 A Yes. Some of the factors may not happen

16 together and yet ECCS may be needed. Theoretically,

l' I guess--again, I believe that has to be addressed

18 ' in the degree of sophistication in the design of the

19 coincident logic actuation. I remember Dr. Hanauer

20 explaining to me a problem he was pursuing where

21 literally, the logic could be defied because of the way

22 the system was being proposed. It is a very complicated

23 design process and I am not going to try to tell you

24 I understand fully what is involved, but I think,

25 on the other hand there is a danger or undesirability
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1 to have unnecessary actuations that are based on things
-

2 that can, in fact, not indicate surely that things

3 are requiring an ECCS actuation. In other words, having

4 it happen more often when not needed is certainly not

5 a desirable event.

6 0 Is that because it puts a strain on the

7 system?

8 A Well, possibly. I think that you just don't

9 want it to operate when it.is not necessary in that

to it may possibly introduce other problems that may

11 in themselves be undesirable.
1P

12 Q In other words, it the choice is between

13 that and not having the ECCS actuate readily, not in

14 order, you would obviously opt fer the accident?
T W6uk o tr aY O P T' PO K A W N CI OcW'T~

15 A I belie re that ir prchably right.

16 Q When you want the ECCS, you want it. There

17 are no other considerations are there?

IS A No.

19 Q Let me give you a more concrete example

m because it is the reason for my question. It is my
1

21 understanding that until March 28, 1979 there were !
J

i

22 possibly 23 Westinghouse units which had coincident
'

!

23 logic tied to both press 6rizer levels and pressure in

24 the primary system. In other words, unless both

25 levels and pressures fell to a requisite point, the

Acme Reporting Company
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1 ECCS would not automatically operate. Under the

, circumstances, the TMI--that is an undesirable situation2

because as indicated, you can have pressurizer levels3

stay high and pressure drop at the point you would want4

inTEM70N
3 high pressure engined and ECCS. However, given the

^ mV4F8'*
6 coincident logic :ctu=Ly, that would not automatically

come on. It is my impression that has been changed.I

O Doesn't that situation then suggest that it might not

be possible to accurately predict the consequences of9

to coincident logic ECCS actuation into a given design

11 since, I take it, this design was approved again and

12 again prior to March 28, 1979?
13 A I think that requires some new information

based on experience which requires going back and14

15 making a judgement, in effect, on a prior decision.

16 0 I would be prepared to accept that answer

17 if we were talking about anything in the nuclear power

18 system except ECCS. As I understand it, ECCS is the

19 basic safety system. There is no system that is more

than ECCS, is:geared to safety of a nuclear power plant20

21 there?

22 A Yes it is certainly very important, and

23 to have ECCS that would work.

24 Q And to have it work, to make a choice, you

25 would want it to fall on the side of more reliable

Acme Reporting Company
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1

than less?
o
-

A Yes.

3
Q Have you ever heard of the Michaelson rc, art?

4
A Yes.

5
0 When did you first hear of the Michaelson

6
report?

'
A Again, very shortly after the Three Mile

8
Island accident; early April.

8
Q To your knowledge, did the Michaelson report

to in any form, find its way within the NRC at any point,

11
prior to March 28, 19797

12
A It is my understanding that there was a

13
.

handwritten document that at least, contained the

I4 thrust of Michaelson's concerns or analysis of the
15

B&W problem that we have been addressing. It was
16 #"*

given to one of the staff members in NRR byAone, I
17 believe an ACRS member, Mr. Ebersole.

IS
Q Have you seen that handwritten report?

19 A I have seen it. I have only scanned it. I

'"-

have not studied it in detail.

21
Q Have you read any portion of the handwritten

.w
portion of it?--

23 A The handwritten--no, I have not.

24
Q There were two handwritten versions and one

25
typed version, to my knowledge. Are you aware that

. Acme Reporting Company
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1 that is the case?

|
2 A I am aware there are these reports. As I

;

3 say, I have not read through them or spent any time

4 studying them but I know there has been this question

5 of how it was handled within the staff, how far did

6 it get up within the NRR staff, how was it treated
i

7 as far as other licensing activities and so fort.h.

8 Q Are you aware there were two handwritten

9 versions?

10 A 1 am trying to recall. I l e c al l , $U5 I

11 recall the first handwritten one was handed to, I

12 believe Mr. Israel and I don't recall the facts of a

13 second handwritten report. There was a question about

14 whether or not he returned this report to Mr. Ebersole

15 or not. There was a later written report as I seem

16 to remember, but I don't remember the chronology of

17 this.

Is Q There was also a third version of it which

19 was typed. Have you ever seen a typed version of the

20 Michaelson report?

21 A I don't.have it on my desk. I haven't read

22 it in detail. I think I may have seen it but I

23 have not studied it.

24 0 Why is there such a stir within the MRC

! 25 about who saw that report and where it went?
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1 A I think, very properly, a matter of concern

2 was; was there something more? A couple of things

3 like the Davis Besse transient. Was there something

4 more that should have given us an insight to the probler

5 with the Br,W design that we didn't pick up on properly?

6 Q Was there?

7 A I think, in all candor, that there was. I

3 think there was something here in it. It is easy to

9 make this judgement in retrospect. It is harder to

10 say, had you been there as a qualified nuclear

11 engineer would you have reacted in the same way our,

12 man did or not? In hindsight, it is a combination of

13 the Davis Besse transient and Michaelson's concerns
lisd

14 which very closely parallet the set of circumstances
f

15 that were involved in the Three Mile Island incident.

16 As I understand it, it is something that would have |
been far better if we had recognized and done something |

17 Is.

.
.

about it sooner rather than later. i

IS

Q Do you know Mr. Sandy Israel?
19

A I know he is in Mr. Novack's branch, NRR.
20

I don't know the man personally.
21

0 Do you know what his background it generally? |
22

A Nuclear engineer. I don't know precisely
23

his degree or background or experience.
24

Q Do you know what he does in Mr. Novack's
25

branch?
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1 A He is one of the reviewers, as I recall.

2 Q Are you aware that he " specializes", has

3 a strong background in ECCS analysis?

4 A I think I have been made aware of that.

5 Q Do you think he would have been an appropriate

6 person to evaluate the Michaelson report and what it

7 addressed?

8 A I would think so.

9 Q Are you aware of the document called; "The

10 Novack Memorandum"?

11 A Yes.

12 0 Are you aware that was prepared by Sandy

13 Israel in approximately January, 1978?

14 A I don't think so.

15 Q It is my understanding it was issued over

16 the signature of Novack and circulated to all the

1; branches. It did not go beyond the reactor systems

is branch. Do you know any different?

19 A I have only been made to understand that a

20 copy was provided to Mr. Denny Ross.

21 Q Right.

22 Q Denny Ross is not in the reactor systems

23 branch?

24 A He is above. He was an assistant Director.

25 Q It is my understanding that in each case

4
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1 individual who received it read it, reviewed it,

2 scanned it and placed it in their files and it didn't

3 go any further. Should it have gone any further?

4 A In retrospect I believe we can conclude it

5 should have. I don't know on what basis without the

6 benefit of hindsight.

7 Q Is it your understanding that the Michaelson

6 report addressed the prospect of operator-based on

9 pressurizer level. .

10 A It is my understanding that there is the
past. c oss w

11 possibility of mkeinformation,-as ;*cu cculd, for the3

12 operator based on pressurizer level--I believe that

13 is a matter that he did recognize---

14 Q Have you questioned any of the recipients

15 of the Novack or Mr. Israel, the recipient of the

16 Michaelson report, whether or not they recognized that

17 that was what was being addressed in those documents?

18 A I have not. There has been an investigation

19 undertaken by I&E, a request of IGE on the handling

20 of the Michaelson report. I have not seen the report

21 as yet but I have not questioned these people.

I
22 O You have not seen the Michaelson report

'

23 on the routing?

17W 'IS T?ff OlA
24 A Yes I have,Hb-sac it ..e lef. - - a w .'s .

25 Q Have you reviewed that report?
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A I have been through it but not in greatI

o
detail.~

0 Is it your impression that the investigation3

of what happened to4 adequately addressed the concerns
5 the Michaelson report and why it wasn't appreciated

for what it happened to be addressing?6

A Here again, I think the conclusion.tha'_I

was gnar
they reachedgwithout the benefit of hindsight--it is8

very difficult to judge whether or not these people9

10 acted improperly or inadequately.

11 Q I didn't mean to focus on that. What I

12 meant was have you made any determination as to
on%

13 whether or not the IGC investigation properly addressed

14 the subject of why some action was not taken, and the'

15 action that was taken was that reasonable or not,

16 reasonable?

17 A No, I have not reached any such conclusion.

18 O Do you fael the answer to that question

19 relates at least potentially to the adequacy of the
20 performance of the reactor systems branch in this

21 regard?

22 A I suppose it does.

23 Q Do you feel to that extent then, that it

24 falls within the scope and authority and responsibilith

25 of your office?

Acme Reporting Company
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1

A Well, the investigation report I have not
2

yet had the opportunity to get comments on the report
3

by Mr. Denton and other people that were involved in
4

the inquiry, but that is something that should be

I s'f G' M 'AN b
b''' b D' Oaddressed T/yr1 occ M.

g g,g
O I am looking at page 13 of that report,

.
'

that which is dated July 30, 1979. It is in the form

8
of a memorandum from Mr. Cummings, the Director of the

9
office of Inspector and Auditor. The subject being

to
. the Michaelson report Event and Level of Review. On

11

page 13, the investigation report--to summarize:
12

An interview with Roger Matson concerning the attitude

13
toward the Michaelson Report. The following statement,

14

Mr. Matson said that it was his firm belief that normal

15
evaluations of the Michaelson report would not have

16
prevented TMI. Do you agree with that statement?

17
A I guess I would have to know the basis for

13
his statement. I don't know that I can disagree with

19
it or necessarily agree with it.

m
O Let me ask you t h !. s . Do you think if the

21
Michaelson report had come to your attention in the

3.,
~~

beginning of 1978 that prior to March 28, 1979 it

23
would have been officially realized within the NRC

24
that certain considerations of the situation could

3
occur where preasurizer level would go high, pressure
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would go low and the operator would be deceived as
.,

to the state of inventory in the core?

3
A I would not claim that. If I did become

4
aware of the report my first action would be to get it

into the hands of our NRR staff and very likely, with

6
-t+te- re s u l t s that pe rh ap s , -ase-no di f f e ren t than what

happened in this case.

8
Q Let me read you some language from one of

9 the handwritten ver, ions. It is the handwritten

version dated in September of 1977 It is the version,

11
as I said, that was transmitted to Sandy Israel.

On Page 9, Mr. Michaelson suggests one of the

13
modes of operation that he speaks about in his

14
report and he states; " Operations in mode four appears

" reasonable to achieve although the reactor operator

16 will be unaware of what is happening to the reactor

vessel level. Note, the presence of pressurizer level

IS is not an indication that adequate core coverage is

19 being achieved."
|

*o- If you had read that language'in January of

at- 1978, would you have understood that Mr. Michaelson

2
i was addressing the problem of many operators being

"3- deceived by the pressurizer level as to the state

a4
| ' of inventory.in the core?-

n- :

A I think that follows from the words you just '-

Acme Reporting Company
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1

quoted,it indicates there is a deception of some
,
~

kind.

3
Q Page 16. (Reading from document). " Adding

4
to this concern is the uncertainty associated with

6
unknown vessel level, adequacy of emergency operations,

6
instruction and operator training for this event and

the consequence of the unstable sludge ficw conditions

3
which are predicted to develop in the piping and safety

9
valve as it concerns operation situation."

10
If you read that do you think you would have

11
understood Mr. Michaelson was addressing the problem

of possibly inadequate emergency operation' instructions

13
and possibly inadequate operator training to deal with

14
these kinds of sections?

A It ic hard to say what I would have read into

16
that without the benefit of Three Mile Island

behind us and all the attention to this particular

18
problem, but certainly it would appear it was a concern

I that ought to be thoroughly looked at. As I say, I

-'O have no way of knowing the same kind of review might mer

41 have ended up with the same conclusion.~

O I am asking, would reading that language

a3- in the Michaelson report have caused you to inquire as

44 to what the operating procedures were and what the~

%

4.5 I
training was for operators under those kinds of sections?

. Acme Reporting Company
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A I don't know if it would have made me doI

(
2 specifically those things, but had someone on the
3 street handed me this report and if it was something wor

of NRC [Mk anybody in MRC, as I4 known to the rest

5 said, having read it, I believe the two items would
6 have caused me to say I think this is something that

I the experts in NRR should carefully look at and conside r

8 whether or not thi.s is a real problem or not.

9 0 Would you have asked NRR for an answer on

to that basis?

11 A Yes, I would have.

12 O If you sent it over to NRR and didn't get

13 any response, would you have followed up to say, "where

14 is my response"?

15 A That is normal practice.

16 0 Would you have done the same if the Davis

17 Besse transient had come to your attention?
Pv T~

16 A Yes, I think we would have -tucked. . it in

19 our system for action items. We have literally

N thousands of action items and these two were not of

21 such a nature that'got into our system. Even if they

S had been in the system I am not guaranteeing we

23 would have--

24 0 All I am asking is given the information

3 relating to the Davis Besse transient, you would have
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1
referred it to the technical people you felt were

.

2
capable to evaluate and follow up to be sure you got

3
an adecuate response?

, . .

4
A Right.

5
0 I would like to get some information on

6
your role in TMI itself. On March 28, 1979, when were

you informed there was a problem?

5
A A few minptes after eight o' clock in the

9
morning. I was here in the morning. I was here in

10
the office. I was in a meeting. Anyway, a conver-

11 sation with Mr. Davis who was then the Acting Director, 23

resulted in my immediately going over to the Emergency

13
Response Center. It was, I guess, about eight forty--

14
I don't know the exact time -I arrived over there

i)eporv Deatuore. ar-
15 with Mr. Case 44 NRR.j A

16
Q Were you designated to become part of the

I Emergency Management team?

IS A The procedure is that under those circum-

19 stances the Director of I&E or whoever becomes aware

.,o
- of any kind of emergency notifies other office

., i- Directors who are involved. We convene over there,

hI n C- P vsocaA. com ness o a,J
.,.,

p h,r e i c :l ly , c ce plerien of the staff so that we--
'

can be together.4mdfNy role was the Director of the23

24 Executive Management team as we call it, which is

Navuu.
. " , . spelled out in the chapter you have been provided.n
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Q What were your responsibilities as DirectorI

2 of the EMT?

3 A This is something that is completely and

4 imperfectly laid out in our incident response chapter

5 and something we are in the process of retooling in

6 the light of actual experience.

7 Generally, my role is to go and see that the
h u d., u d % d - '

3 appropriate people are on eitc. froper notification
dme

9 to people who should be informed is made,that the

to procedures that have been laid out beforehand on

/N
11 notification of other agencies,v4 establishing contact

12 with the regions, with the licensee itself--that

13 those things are happening.

14 The rule o f the EMT at large, the entire

15 headquarters function in the past has been one,

16 literally, of following an event and seeing whether

17 or not the actions taken by the licensee conf 6rm

18 to the requirements of his emergency action plan. Is

unde _ hh /scen e ?
19 he doing what he has committed to do in the prrrP

20 was certainly a departure from any prior kind of

\ EMC
| 21 event which necessitated the evacuation of the aEE".

22 Q Did you feel it was incumbent upon yourself

23 to keep yourself as timely informed as possible of the

24 conditions of the plant'
1
1

23 A Yes. |
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1 Q At the time you first became involved at

2 the Incident Response Center dealing with this situ-

3 ation, what was your understanding of the plant

4 condition?

5 A The understanding that I had was based on

6 the interpretation given me by the other members of

7 the team and that was that there had been some sort

8 of a transient er some sort of event that -reall; still
CMM
A or a considerable period of time ,The questions

'

. were-
9 had f

10 about why were the plant parameters, "My 'cr0 they

11 behaving the way they were--hot leg, cold leg--

12 O That was very desperate?

13 A Right, right.

14 Q So, were you informed as to what that meant ?
.

15 A It meant it was an undesirable situation

16 and we weren't on natural recirculation cooling which

1; was a mode they had hoped to get to. The first couple

is of days was involved primarily in planning for contin-

ses See.m9
19 gency or erring contingencies were being taken into

20 account, making sure the aerial measurement systems,

u c! W JouvteJ eP
21 teriS1 r?di?ti^" "Adia' *y?t0- '?: 2 that the other

22 re Ourecs of-the agencies such as D OE were being

23 brought to bear.

24 Q Were you involved in determining the state

25 of the core when you arrived on~ Wednesday?
.
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1
A No, I don't think so. I don't think we had

any information as to the state of the core early on.

3 Sho
Q Did you have any information from Mr. Sclia

4
about the presence of super heated steam in the

3
core?

,

6
A I don't recall exactly the time which this

supposition or thought surfaced.

8
0 I have some notes here from an interview

8 that we had with you, Mr. Gossick, prior to your

to deposition today and there are some notes to the effect

11 you had a discussion on Thursday morning, March 29

12 on the way to a session with the Udall Committee

13 relating to core damage. What was this discussion?

14 A There was a discussion during that briefing

15 as it was called, to the Udall Committee and other

16 members of Congress about the extent of core damage.

17 I believe we had some discussion on the way down or

13 somewhere in the course of the day leading up to that.

19 And there were varying views. I think, as I recall--

20 and I don't recall exactly the details now, but Mr.
S7nko

21 Sci-lc wasn't even in the car with us. He wasn't at

22 that briefing. It was Mr. Eisenhut and-Ibn-Jordan
23 _from I&E who accompanied us t6 the meeting downtown j

w .ru voeu n ;
24 -and the Commission and later with the Committee. i3

1

25 The reference to the discussion was with
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I Mr. Stello according to your notes?

2 O My notes don't indicate with whom the

3 discussion was.

4 A. I misunderstood you.

5 Q Mr. Stello has told us that on Wednesday,

Sue atH cnTw6 March 28 he had realized there was some-pcrr.catcd steam

7 in the core and that to him meant there was core damage

3 and I believe he has also testified he spoke to Mr.

9 Eisenhut about that.

10 A I see.

11 Q What were the views of Mr. Jordan and Mr.

12 Eisenhut on that Thursday, March 29 as you were driving

13 downtown?

14 A The impression that I had is, as nearly

15 as I can recall, it was based more on a conversation

16 with Mr. Case, I guess, Wednesday night on the subject

17 of core damage. I believe this was in keeping with the

18 discussion I had as best I can recall with Mr.

19 Eisenhut or Jordan, I don't really recall the extent

20 this was discussed. But Mr. Case's feeling was that

21 the core probably had been uncovered for some period

22 of time. We didn't know how long or how much.that

pn==4hly)hecauseofthe radioactivity23 thcre :c

i-f wu weluded |
24 measured in the coolant watergthat there had been some <

1

I25 leakage from the fuel. We didn't know whether it was

1
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1

I split fuel rods or more severe damage.

2 I recall during the briefing at eleven

3 o' clock that morning with Mr. Udall and the Congressmen

-+%t cheww BEwo Ric4 th. T
' =.gwas asked specifically by Mr. Weaver;

6 "Do you think there is any fuel that has been melted",

6 and then more precisely, "What extent or what percen-
'

I tage of the core do you think is damaged"? As I

he amsweredg remember, again, it use la&gely-that we don't know

bu+9 en+ didn't think there was any fuel 4tet *:e melted

to as such, but the extent of the core damage was just

11 unknown. I believe there were numbers like maybe,
cNste rur wwweepr-

,

Io ten percent--fifteen--I would have t o Look,--

13 0 It was felt that then there had been some

14 core uncovery?

15 A I believe that is correct.

16 Q And there had been some core damage but it

! 17 was unknown how much?

16 A Right, it was unknown and I think by that

77/C-
19 time we didn't anticipate.rha*e "ar e degree of damage

.

20 that we later on Friday concluded der was more like ly 74 44.

21 the case.

( Q Had you been called on at that point prior22

'U to that briefing with the Udall Committee to brief-

i

| 24 the Commissioners as to the status of the plant?

25 A The way we handled this was in a conference
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1

call that I had arranged with the Commission at their

location'downtowt. and they would gather around a speaker

3
' phone and I would give whatever general and more or

4
less non-technical information that was pertinent and

5
then ashg&'Mr. Case to relate to the Commissioners

mM6
the technical aspect of the ::Octi"ator itself.

-

Q Did you do that on Thursday morning, March

8
29 before you went downtown?

9
A I don't think so because on March 29 we

10
went down at the beginning of the day and met with

11
the Commissioner and briefed them there.

Q Directly?

13
A Right.

1

14
Q And at that time did Mr. Case---

A Mr. Case was not there. He stayed at the !
l

'

I
center. We were trying to keep the center manned as

I best we could and we decided we shouldn't take all

is the senior people out of the center. There was a very

19 minimum number who went down to the briefing.

''O-
Q That was-- |

l

A Jordan, Eisenhut andmyself,ht the meeting
]

Denton joined us. He hadwith the Committeeq Mr.

-'3 been at the center the night before, Wednesday night.

.,4 He came over late Wednesday afternoon as I recall.-

''5
Q Mr. Jordan, Eisenhutt and yourself went-
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.

I
downtown to brief the Commission before the Udall

2
hearing?

3
A That's correct.

4

O At that time you discussed the whole plant

5
situation and the state of the core.

6
A And there wasn't much we knew about the state

,

.
'

of the core, but the state of the reactor, the prior
reciveolah ms

day's history of finally getting the rcccerch pump

9
going.

10
0 In terms of damage to the core, you knew

11
there had been some core uncovery e.nd some damage.

A We concluded there must have been some core

13
uncovery. We weren't sure it was just a little or

14
more. We were confident, however, that there had been

15 some fuel damage by the increased level of radioactivity

16 being seen.

O You briefed the Commission on that?

A Mr. Eisenhut did, and Mr. Jordan.

O We are running short on time. I would like

. .'O- to get some feel as to the problem you perceived in

-'I terms of.the operation of the incident response center i

22 and/or all the NRC responses to the incident.

.'3- A Well, I think clearly, our number one

24 problem starting with the fact that at the licensee

25 level himself in the plant, there was lack of

i Acme Reporting Company
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wAS
1 understanding as to what the situationpor what the
2 problem was with that situation, kven with our own

3 inspectors arriving on the scene up there around

4 ten o' clock, te n- o -five as I recall, it was not

5 possible for them to immediately step in and say

6 look, we perceived the problem. It was not possible

7 under the circumstances.

3 The first day or two, literally, we suffered

9 from a lack of information upon which to either give

10 advice or take further action. -CT Thursday,d2n

11 Wednesday we decided we would send, in addition to the

12 inspector force from Region II and cle:.hore "here i-t

13 uss conicnient en tha e-ana np ther% we would send

14 a group from NRR to go up and assist. I believe as

15 of Wednesday night, and perhaps even Thursday morning

16 there was a general feeling that we didn't completely

IT understand anything. We had a stable situation which
scret W

18 was under control and which you know, didn't pose any

19 particular threat. So, I think it was primarily an

20 information problem and wasn't just a matter of

21 communications. We had communication problems too. I

Gust wesIs [, b o h
T2 am not talking about hard lines or-phycica.A elephones.t4

.

23 I think that the other problem that we were

ws clea>Iy%
24 dealing with was one that.ci: rly-was-+g.,irst major

25 event of its kind that had occurred. The planning that
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I we had done, I think was useful and I ' 't thirh-++mm
,,

2 while it perhaps was not complete enough, it work.ad
3 reasonably well. But the fundamental question of

4 what the NRC's role was immediately came up and
5 Congressional sources were asking why don't you go
6 ---- and take over that plant, operate it, do whatever

tvAs ger CLE"AR g, ggy,

you have to. The role of the staff, until it was cle2ra

8 that we.had to have a senior man on the site which
af4er9 ended up being Mr. Denton, 4n which c'ea then the4

10 staff bec:r: J.: role became more of a support function
ed

11 to Mr. Denton 4 hen the people we had up there.

12 I think once we got into that mode, things

13 worked reasonably well, but one can certainly
14 say why didn't we send Mr. Denton there in the first

15 hour? The problem is it really wasn't apparent that
m

16 we had any ways near the severe problem that we later
1~ realized we had.

18 Q During the first day of the accident do

19 you feel there was a lack of needed information at

20 the incident response center concerning the status of
21 the plant?

22 A Well, I think, certainly, if we had had some

23 of the information that later developed to have been

24 available we may well have reached a conclusion that

25 could have influenced the licensee's activities. I
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1 think, in my own judgement, that it still probably
g_ .

2 would have been too late to have really prevented the

3 core damage that happened. I think -the r c '''ngs
f

4 wese--there was probably some damage already done

5 by the time we first heard about the accident and it

6 was probably aggravated in the early hours of Wed-

7 nesday. I doubt very much more information available

8 quickly to us could have helped that very much.

9 Q As a matter of fact, from what you said by

10 the end of Wednesday, I guess it was pretty evident

11 to you and others that there had been some core

12 uncovery.

13 A Yes.

14 Q Do you recall the effect that this had hours

15 into the event--there was a decision by the licensee

is to attempt to rapidly depreseurize the primary coolant

17 system?

18 A I don't recall the exact details. I have been

19 through the phone transcript 5and everything else.

20 Q That decision has been brough t to your

21 attention?

$ A Right.

23 Q Based on 20/20 hindsight was that an approp-

24 riata, thing at that time for the licensee to attempt

25 to do?
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1

A With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, I don't
2 hv4 u)O

know whcthcr we might have resulted in more problems

3
than we already had.

4
Q Given the temperatures which we now know

5
today, that were at that time existing in the core,

6
isn't it true that depressurization was a very bad

thing to do?

8
A It seems to me you would have been in a super

9 anak 4 Aave
heat rcle p:st saturization temparature. Yes, very

10
high temperatures that persisted even through Thursday

11
and Friday, so depressurization would have been a

bad thing. It would have been a bad thing.

13
Q As I said, and correct me if I am wrong,

14
the reason that was not determined by the NRC and

I
licensee is because you didn't have accurate information

16
at that time concerning temperature in the core?

A That's correct.

18
0 The reason you didn't have that information

19
was because at that time the computer programming '

-'O that was set up for readout of thermocouples

'I i

in the core were only set to read as high as 700 1
-

2
degrees and from that time on all you got were-

.'3
question marks out of the computer?

-

.> 4-

A That's correct but I think even if we had

5 known they were all question marks and thereby
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presumably all above 700 degrees it still would have1

Instqh V
2 led us to some ir.cifa-C because we didn't have any cose

in b adim3 temperature-ia.ci m

4
Q You weren't even aware the computer was

5 printing out question marks?
MA'V MW

;- 1 :s . .; c a . - 's i.. wiry,6 'g ! _ .. ,A At

/kpparently in the first four hours or so there had

been some temperature taken that went around5

the question mark and got some numbers ranging all9

the way from 2,000 down to 200 and they didn't really10

believe them. Had we known those we might not have11

believed them either. One can argue had we known3

anything about the core temperaturc it certainly would13

have led us to, I think, different conclusions at an14

15 earlier point in time.

Q Do you have any idea what the ultimate16

result would have been if the licensee had insisted
upon depressurizing the primary coolant system on18

N Wednesday, March 28, 1979?

- A Do you know to any particular pressure or40

->g just depressurized completely?
22 Q Depressurized completely.

A Well, other than the fact that we would-'3

- probably have created an awful lot more boiling*4

and if there was water around to boil, I think we could20

. i Acme Reporting Company
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1

have been far worse off because in the depressurizing,

univ-o
-

s i e L m.c L L c.; , e: kccp it dep escurized. I der'2 2nt

3 * " "
sbr lay out the scenario of whatg appened. Myh

.t
4

general understanding is given those temperatures,

cooled5 it would not have 4+ee down and you probably would have

6 been in a far worse situation, a degree I wouldn't

I speculate. I don't think I would have liked it,

8 however.

9
Q Are you familiar with the fact that a team

10 of persons or group of persons under the direction

11 of Roger Matson during the incident were called upon
|
;

l ''- to make some calculations concerning a hydrogen

13
bubble in the core.

|
1

14 A Yes, I was aware of that.
1

15 Q In the course of this investigation it has

16 come to our attention that those high calculations

17 were in error even if he admitted that on the grounds

is that information was available. Were you made aware

19 at the time these were being made that Dr. Matson

20 was recommending an evacuation based en these calcu-
1

21 lations?

22 A I was aware that the hydrogen calculation and

23 concern over the amount of hydrogen was a very hot

24 issue, at least at the start-- I am trying to remember

7/ M E. Ahh. now the exact eight.fmem. .- l . C l-y

Acme Reporting Compony
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hr.;;"cr, BY Saturday af ternoon ,og,sometime Saturdayi .

er

o
~

during the day, I don't recall,this subject became

3
more and more of interest and on Sunday morning

he resolved4
it sort of started to revcive by word that we were

5 wmc
getting back from Mr. Denton and Stello who wee then

6
on the scene and who were of a different view, that the

.c es Mhydrogen problem really wasn't as pY[ pared by those7

8
calculations.

9
0 Why weren't hydrogen calculations available

10
from NRC files rather than having to do them on the

11
spot in the middle of an accident?

A I can't answer that. ether one can make a

13
generic hydrogen calculation, whether sor.ething like

14
that is available under general conditions; I just

15
don't know.

16
0 Why wouldn't it be possible to have something

17
like hydrogen tables which simply state the amount

18 under a given pressure and temperature condition?

19
A I can't answer your question.

.so-

Q Has that idea been considered since March

og- 28 within NRC to your knowledge?
i

I
A Not to my knowledge.

'o
Q Do you think it would be better to try and

emus '., z
- pursue that-average than to have a situation where you

have to do it solely on the spot in the middle of

Acme Reporting Company
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1

an accident?
2

A If it is possible to do so.
3

Q Do you know if that possibility was considered
4

prior to March 28, 1979?
5

A Not that I am aware of.
6

calculationsQ Are you aware of any --

7

that have been done at any time by the NRC?
8

A Not personally, no.
9

Q We mentioned before when we were taking a
10

break, the subject of standarization of nuclear power
11

plants. It is my understanding they are not very much
12 r-co m s

standarized. There are differences in control se4es.
13

The balance. of plants is particularly varied from plant
14

to plant. Why has the NRC permitted that to occur?
15

A I guess it is primarily a matter of the way
16

this industry has developed. Standardization was just
17

becoming a topic of discussion really, about the
is

time I first joined it, the old AEC and at that time
19

they were trying, if nothing else, to get a standardized
10 w h och had been going r{epe2_ dly.4 sea /,I % N Uh-g F

upper power limit Thing:j
21

I think that is part of the problem, the fact that
22

-

they went from very small plants to twice, three or
23

four times the power level. You couldn't have :
24

standardized plant all the way through that.
,

the r:2 122t cr 0e R s.ac+. ---PTWSV - m
I 25 aw
| Just

Acme Reporting Company ,;
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1

J ccledge led to repeatedly changing design situations.
|o

~ '

Once they fixed the power level to the maximum o f Acoirr

3
1300 megawatts, there was some possibility of

4
standardizing design, at least vendor by vendor, and

5
as you probably know, there are now a number of

6-

standard preliminary designs that are on the shelf.

I guess the question now is whether we will

8
ever use them.

9
Q Does the lack of. standardization in nuclear

10 power plants pose problems in NRC?

II A Yes, I think it does.From an inspection

12 standpoint it poses problems; from the current licensing
cases

13 3still under review being different from one another.

14
Q Does it also restrict the technical capability

15 of the NRC in having to evaluate this different kind,

16 rather than being able to focus on one?

II A Certainly. It takes additional resources. It

is is more difficult to deal with changes or amendments

19 that have to be done when you have some problem that

20 has to be taken care of, and there are 70 plants

21 operating and all of them to some degree are different.

22 ?.n d , tlc.- :r: '00 di'#erent aclutions,

23 Q Was there an awareness from the time you

24 joined the AEC that there should be a standardization

25 of plants?

Acn. Reporting Company
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1

A Oh yes, and in fact, two or three years

running in our attempt to get licensing legislation

3
passed by Congress, the matter of standardization

4
was a part of that p ropo s al 44 4ay to put additional

/
5 oF

emphasis on the standardization design.

6
Q Has there been resistance to this standard-

I
i:ation move?

8
A There has been less than enthusiastic support,

9 not just by the vendors. I must say to a large
ves#57 iT10 extent, I think the utilities a+4s. They want their

11 plant design the way they want it. They are used to a

12 certain kind of control room concept and they insist

13 they are going to have it this way and if the vendor

14 wants to sell them a plant----

15
Q Do you think a National Training Academy

16 for operators would help by uniformi:ing the way oper-

17 ators are trained?

IS , A I think something like that might be very

19 useful. I think it is going to be made more difficult

20 by the fact of a lack of standardization. There are,

21 in fact, many different designs. I think -anc..; the

22 baeic tyrae. ?"n end ?"n there are probably advantages

23 that would accrue from scae sort of a national training

24 institute.

| 25 Q Has a national training academy been

2 a ., ...
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I

1 evaluated or is that being considered now?

2 A , Ch c i c u e i fy e have not made any intensive

3 study of this.
We are, as I understand it, following |

industry who have been suggesting
4 the activities of the ,

i

nn affmach .
o such prepeesl awwt I don't think that we hav2 I
.

}

edersed that they |
'

6 cnhanceA any particular proposal or report
)

7 have come up with. But, I know we are aware of what J

i
)

8 they are doing and are following it.
,

i
'

9 Q You mentioned before the matter of the
i

AEC to limit the megawattage of these
10 attempt by

Is it |as they are growing bigger and bigger.
11 plants

the utilities were constructingyour observation that12

13 plants too big too fast?

14 A well c beli vc ;P at as I recall, the concern
but w Mtrusr- w mi

15 was e +t not u .uch the utilities tk -tp yhe people

who were designing these plants wera entr:pciating
16

17
'Ehe technology at a rate a little faster than might

WM QG/Ns. e xTRApo6 A7po

g
ITwas creating a very diffi-be desirable and certainlyn

13

and raisedproblem from a licensing standpoint
19 cult

20 questions in the minds of the licensing staff that
additional safety considerations

21 they thought that
theinvolved and that it would be better to put

22 were

23 lid on it.

MR. KANE: Off the record. I
24 !

I

23
(Whereupon, there was a five minute recess). !

I

J
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I MR. KANE: Back on the record.

o
- Q Mr. Gossick, we were discussing before, this

3 attempt to limit the megawattage of plants by the

AEC. You mentioned the fact there was a movement in4

5 that direction. I have spent some time deposing Mr.
,

6 Robert M. Minogue concerning his position and his

I thoughts that the system of prototypes of nuclear

S power plants have grown too big too fast. What are

9 the problems that if you take the technology that

megawatts of plants, if you10 relates to --

11 multiply it by ten to apply it to--why can't you

12 just extrapolate? Why does that pose problems?

13 A First of all, Mr. Minogue is in far better

14 shape to answer thaEquestion than I am. I can only

15 give you my layman's understanding of this. It is

amcnN
16 sort of like saying I want a 747Aand I decided to f&7 ene-

by Jcalinf 0F 6y a. G Q o n. Is % oM OC $.
I,- nultiply 2r cid DC 2, en by 1 5-0 .

18 Q There are specific factors involved.

fmer ebk19 A A whole lot of things. The e a 77 ---

,

sovely u &nw,
iffscaled d:p*'n for a DC-3. The20 for a 747 won't do .

vQSks wsdeyabw__ e l e cyct = tir 2:ti;n in the design approach for a21

an.
22 high power machine 4dr quite different than eee for a

23 small.hundred megawatt plant. I think that "r. Minogue

24 thought and we have had some discussions on this, der- 1
,

25 that we would have been far better off stabilizing i

1
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1 it somewhere in between. I don't know what the number

2 is. I don't think Bob nailed it down to a particular

3 number.
<

4 O I think he picked 500. You can see there was

5 an arbitrary line you would have to have--

6 A To have matured the technology at that level

s t and ar di:/ qR-
7 for some period of time, hopefully, a.ica,

8 such as you could around that kind of a power level.
2Fp>okAh d,/a(w//-

9 Ohc peccimility would have been far less painful than
16m heymd

to to have gone from the 500 level with that body of

11 mmtured technology behind you. I don't know whether

be as far along as we are or12 we would -*i'' -'

13 whether that is necessarily desirable, but the thought

14 that we uculd have nothing but a bunch of prototypes

15 is not, in my mind, far from being a fair assessment.
%,J e b

16 They are sufficiently different except for hhemmr

-f-bg'en m keh n aE- " = % P Y
17 me 2 t: been lit e rally , as-r+ imasc: cf cnc 2ncther.

18 Q My question in that light is; why wasn't

19 that limit imposed? Why were licensees permitted to

build plants bigger than they should have been built?20

21 A You have to consider the time and environment

22 in which it was happening. It was during a period

23 of the early seventies, late sixties--in that time

24 period where the nuclear power option was being pushed

25 very strongly by the Atomic Energy Commission. I

Acme Reporting Company
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1

think I would have to say in a promotional sense,

not withstanding its regulatory responsibilities, I

3 Ybe
think that the Congress in the form o f,r Joint Committee

s Certsequnffy
was so inclined. Se -nnuenimuil;/, any attempt to

5
limit the progress by the regulatory agencies just

weren't very practical or possible under those circum-

stances.

8
I don't know, personally, what attempts

9
were made to limit it. There were possibly some

to
voices raised but, obviously, they weren't heard.

11
Q You do think the result is that the NRC

I
is now faced with a situation where a good number of

13
plants.in excess of whatever megawatts you want to

"
choose at the line are really too big to have a

15 broad base of prior operational experience on which

16
to base regulations, is that right?

17 A Certainly that basis of experience is growing

18 now that we have a number of plants. I think it is

19 fortunate we did put a lid on the power level and it
mhY^ den %.,0-

-wenid have been better if we had it earlier. Thereg

2I certainly was a need for capping the rapid progression
/N SaEl.,,

-- lacide.s

43
Q This is a very broad question but it is one-

>

44 that the President's Commission is very interested in-

25 evaluating. Should we have the current situation

Acme Reporting Company
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1 that we do have, that is, a colloquial body of the NRC

2 Commission. Is that an effective way to manage NRC

3 or should some changes be made in that re g a':d ?

4 A In my own view,and I am talking now about

5 the policy decision making kind of function of the
nl-

6 Commission with regard to the nuclear power issues A the

7 uses of licensed material--I am of the opinion that
nuc|eas , weg7 b.s

8 in the environment that e n e r g i t e r -have b e e n brought

9 along and where it is today, the controversy that

10 surrounds it, the questions as to how it is to be used

11 and, indeed, if it is to be used as a continuing part

12' of our energy picture, it does need to be regulated
has nb be

13 by an agency that I think properlyase an independentg

14 regulatory agency free, hopefully, of undue pressures

15 one way or the other. -st ic 2 long tcrn propccitica.

16 I think that one could not reasonably expect

1; a single administrator to be able to address the
fx|ccy issue 1

is felicic: that the Commission must face without er mech
.

19 concern on the part of the public, the Congre s s , a~uf
M VIE'5MS OF A 6 /NC-L C /N D) ut Dukl

20 everyone that th+& indir-idusi irings te it, hir own

21 popwilua U; Ctrong h61d */iciJpcints cnd 00nC0guently,
e:;crv L. Q RE5 ULT / /\/ yy&y htl$yf**

22 depanding an "he that indi"idual 1 2 ,- decisions fpay

be
23 he made th:t are not 1n the best interest of the3

a,d
24 country and its economicAf energy situation.

25 There are certainly disadvantages to a

Acme Reporting Company
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Ce$e9 tNI1 Commission, a ecl-lequial approach. There are

inefficiencies. On the other hand, there are at leastes
\

3 opportunities for different viewpoints to be brought
4 into play, thrashing out of those viewpoints on policy

fJ b liu d s verse.
5 issues on which the country itself is widely disburced

6
or spread in their views.

So, from the standpoint of the policy kind

8 of consideration, how are we going to regulate the

9 waste disposal? What is our role, DOE's part in the

10 Administration trying to address the waste question?

11 I think these are probably policy issues that would be

I very difficult for a single administrator to deal

13 with.

14 This is different from the situation of'an

15 operational kind cf situtt4ca in which we have rarely

16 found need to get engaged in, specifically, Three

Mile Island. I doubt that anybody who Juus helped |
I

18 in writing the Freedom of Information or Sunshine

19 Acts ever &nvisioned that kind of a situation, where |

Colle90sl.,9- a colivguial body of the Commission would try to

SUC'H' *1 situation.-

deal with4a
I think the Commission has already recognized

43 that were another Three Mile Island to happen, only-

1

n ce-ma ss eav ow- one aangwould proceed to our operations center and
n.5 deal with the situation as promptly as possible

Acme Reporting Company
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1 and I think that is possibly a realistic way of

2 handling it. f$e'"bayto day management of the total
rm?

3 Commission, my feeling is that 4HwHe charter given the
.

4 Chairman by -44e- amendment 4- to the Energy Reorganization

5 Act, gives him the role as Chief Executive Officer

and rather well describ$hy certain functions that he is6

m A-for which the other Commission &-

responsible g are not.'
p

-s That has not been fully implemented for

9 a variety of reasons which I am sure you will find

10 out better in talking with the Commissioners.

CH4stmw's
11 From the standpoint of the Executive role

3

ON
12 and the effectsyf some of our day-to-day routine

13 activities, certainly I feel it is possible that the

suo vte emenQe f ficiency o f -the- operations; Q,nq14 which certain issues

15 are addressed could be enhanced by a more complete

16 carrying out of that role by the Chairman.

17 MR. KANE: I have completed the questions

IS I have for you.
_

19 Do you gentlemen have any questions?

20 MR. TRUBATCH: I have no questions.

21 MR. FITZGERALD: I have no questions.

M MR. KANE: In that case let me just say
,

23 this is an ongoing investigation and although I have

24 completed the questions I have for you today, we may

| 25 uncover further facts in the course of the investigation
i

Acme Reporting Company
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I which would make it necessary to bring you back for

further depositions. We will make every effort to

3' avoid having to do that but if it should develop
,

4 that.it is necessary we will have to bring you back.

5 For that reason, I will recess the deposition rather

6 than terminate it and I will thank you for your time

in being here with us today.

8 (Whereupon, at 6:35 p.m. the deposition was recessed).

9

*" ** * "9 9 " '

10

1 through 147, inclusive, and,4T

6ened4( they are a true and accurate

record of my testimony therein

recorded.
14 p

/ w /4 C 4I*

i - .

16 LEE V. GOSSICK

I Subscribed and sworn to before

18 me this day of ,

19 1979.

20

21 Notary Public
I

22 My commission expires:

23

! 24

|

|

: 25
!
!
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d "%'gJ UNITED STATES pyp
lh NUCLEAR REGULATOGY COMMISSION

~

/y,
fS; e WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

%' j
9, f
% $ LES VAN GOSSICX

! Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations, United States Nuclear
Regulatory Comission, is the coordinating and directive agent for the
effective performance of the Commission's day-to-day operational and
administrative activities in behal! of the Com::dssion. He is also
responsible for coordinating the development of policy options generated
by the Directors of the program offices.

|
'

Prior to this appointment, which coincided with the NRC's establishmen*
|in January 1975, Mr. Gossick had served since February 1973 as Assistant

Director of Regulation, U.S. Atomic Energy Comission, assisting in
administering the federal regulatory programs under which, nuclear power
plants, other private nuclear facilities, and the use of radioactive
materials were licensed and inspected.

Mr. Gossick retired from the U.S. Air Force in the grade of Major General

in 1973. He served as Chief of Staff, Headquarters, Air Force Systems |
Comand (AFSC) at Andrews Air Force Base, Maryland, from 1971 to 1973. j

iPreviously, he had been Deputy Chief of Staff / Systems from 1970 to 1971;
served as Vice Commander and subsequently, Commander of the Aeronautical i

Systems Division of the AFSC at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio,
from 1968 to 1970; F-111 System Program Director, Aeronautical Systems
Division, Wright-Patterson AFB,1967 to 1968; and Commander, Arnold
Engineering Development Center from 1964 to 1967. From 1951 to 1964,

he served in various Air Force Assign =ents, predominantly in research
and development.

A native of Missouri, Mr. Gossick entered military service in 1941 and
,

was commissioned as an officer in April 1942. During World War II, he |
was a fighter pilot in the European Zheater. He received his Bachelor
and Master of Science degrees in aeronautical engineering from OP ' > State
University. In 1959, he was graduated from the Air War College ac Maxwell
Air Force Base in Montgomery, Alabama, and in May 1960, he was designated
a Distinguished Alumnus by the Ohio State University. Mr. Gossick also
attended Harvard University for advanced management studies in 1961.

In April 1967, Mr. Gossick was the recipient of the Arnold Air Society's
General Hoyt S. Vandenberg Trophy for " outstanding scientific contributions
to aerospace development in the field of science." He was selected a Fellow
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics in October 1970. 1

He also received the Ohio State University Centennial Achievement Award in
December 1970. In December 1974, he was awarded the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission Distinguished Service Award.

Mr. Gossick was born in Meadville ' Missouri, on January 23, 1920. Hea

is married to the former Ruth Matter of Mount C1emens, Michigan, and they

have two children.
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U. S. fiUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSI0tt

f;RC fMNUAL.

, .

CHAPTER fiRC-0103 ORGAliIZATION AND FUitCTI0 tis
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATI0!iS

.;- .

Volume: 0000 General Administration N RC-0103
Part: 0100 Organization EDO

0103-01 SUPERVISION
.

The Executive Director for' Operations reports to the Ccmmission.

0103-02 FUNCTIONS ~
'

The Executive Director for Operations is responsible for super-
'

ision and coordination of policy ' evelopment and cperationald
/ ~ activities of the' following line' offices: the Office of Nuclear

Reactor ' Regulation, the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, the
Office of Inspection and Enforcement, the Office of Standards
Development, and the following staff offices: the Office of
Administration, the Office of International Programs, the Office of
State Prcgrams, the Office of the Controller, the Office of the
Executive Legal Director, the Office of Planning and Analysis,
the Office of Management Information and Program.. Control, the
Office of Equal Employment Opportunity and such other
organizational units as shall be ass,igned by the Commissign.

fThe Executive Director for Operations is also responsible for
y, implementation of the Commission's policy directives pertaining to
f these offices.

-
,

Specifically, the Executive Director for Operations:

021 recommends to the Commission proposed regdiations to:

a. protect public health and safety and the environment from
radioicgical and nonradiological effects associated with the
location, design, construction, and operation of nuclear facilities
and the possession and use of nuclear materials . subject to
licensing.

i
|-

w

@] a
. Approved: May 13,1977/ 1
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ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS, OFFICE OF THE -

-' N R C-0.103-022 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS,

.

9-

b. provide fcr the security cf licensed nuclear facilities anc,

safeguarding of licensed radioactive materials.

c. assure that activities under facility licenses would not create or
maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws as7

'

specified in section 105.a. of the Atemic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended.

022 coordinates the development of policy options generated by the
Directors of program offices and provides the Commission with
assistance on policy, management, and operational matters.

023 submits to tne Commission for approval (except Executive Level
Officers who are aopointed by the Ccmmission pursuant to sec-
tions 203(a), 204(a), 205(a) and 209(c) of the Energy Reorga%
zation Act of 1974, as amended) appointments of the Assistant
Executive Director for Operations, Directors and Decuty Direc-
tors of Offices reporting to the Executive Director for Ooera-
tions, Directors of Divisions which are organizational compcnents
of the five major program offices, Directors of Regional Offices,
and such other appointments as the Commission shall designate;
and submits for approval significant changes in the organization.

w.
024 reports periodically to the Commission on all significant matters

including:

relations with other governmental agencies and the public.a.

b. areas of special interest and responsibility to the Commission.

025 performs such other functions as are assigned by the Commission.

0103-03 DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR OPERATIONS

031 The Executive Director for Operations shall perform such func-
tions as the Commission may direct except that the Executive
Director shall not limit the authority of the director of any
component organization as provided in the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974, as amended, to communicate with or report directly
to the Commission when such director of a component organization
deems it necessary to carry out his responsibilities. The
Executive Director shall be appointed by the Commission and shall
serve at the ~ pleasure of and be removable by the Ccmmission
(ref. section 209(a) and (b) of the Energy Reorganization Act of-

1974, as amended).

;.

e m

03 j
Approved: May 13,1977/ 2 @
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ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS,' OFFICE OF .THE.
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS ' N R C -0103-032

'

The' Executive -Director for Operations is authorized and directed
_

to* -

,,

032 discharge ' the operat' ion'al . 'and ' administrative functions .of the v'
Commission subject to policy guidance of the Commission, except

* 'as limited 'in 031, above. ~

.

033 issue proposed amendments an'd amendments or recjul'ationis which
the Executive Director finds are corrective amendments, or
amendments of a minor or nonpolicy nature that do not substan-
tially modify existing regulations affecting the public health and
safety, the common defense and security, or substantive or
procedural rights, and amendments of regulations in final form if,

,

efter expiration of the' coinment period on the notice of proposed
. rulemaking, no . significant adverse comments or significant

questions have been receiv.ed and n_o substantive changes in the
text of the rule are indicated. .

"

This authority to. issue proposed amendments and amendments. of.

regulations may not be redelegated.
,

034 issue pecposed rules, and ' rules in final form, . ~ amending the
~

Commission's regulations to incorporate by reference . national
codes and standards, ' including revised editions and addenda
thereto, if the amendments are routine in nature and represent
updating of basic codes and standards previously approved by
the Commission for incorporation by reference.

035 make for the Commission, after consultation with the ' Attorney
General, the determinations provided for in section.105.c(S) of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, in regard to'appli-
cations for facility cor.struction permits or operating licenses
subject to the provision of that section.

,

036 administer the Commission's equal employment opportunity pro-
gram, including execution of the requirements of Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and administration of the requirements of
Title IV of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended.'

'

037 designate facilities, installations, and real property subject to the
proprietary, jurisdiction or administration, or in the custody of,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, which shall be subject to the
prohibitions of 10 CFR Part 160, " Trespassing on Commission
Property."

.

-

Approved: May 13,1977/ 3
I
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ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS, OFFICE OF THE
N R C-0103-030 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS

038 administer the :.entracting activitics of the Commissien, including
contracts and intersgency agreements for the conduct of nuclear
regulatory research as submitted for execution by the Director,
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. In this connection, the
Executive Director for Operations is authorized to enter into,
extend and modify contracts and agreements and settle
terminations thereof, provided that the following actions shall be
submitted for approval of the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission or
its authorized representative:

a. any individual action concerning nuclear regulatory research
involving more than $1,000,000;

b. any other contract or agreement in excess of $250,000; and
4

any new or unusual type of transaction which, in the judgment ofc.
the Executive Director for Operations, may be of interest to the
Commission.

039 develop and maintain NRC financial mac.agement programs, includ-
~

ing policies, procedures, and standards of acccunting, budget-
ing, pricing, contract finance, automatic data processing
equipment acquisition, accounting for capitalized property, anc
related reporting, necessary to NRC direct and contract opera-
tions and the safeguarding of NRC funds. This includes devei-
opment and presentation to the Commission of financial plans and
budgets and the distribution of resources, both personnel and
financial, within guidelines established by the Ccmmission.

0310 approve and process plans for the collection of information and
ireport forms in final form for clearance by the General Acccunt- '

ing Office pursuant to the Federal Reports Act of 1942, as
amended, 44 U.S.C. 3512(c) and (d), and the regulations of the
General Accounting Office, 4 CFR 10.10( b ) . The Commission
should be notified of significant proposed changes in reporting
requirements on or information sought from the public.

0311 make determinations pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 50 and 70
that exemptiens of individual prime contractors er subcontracters
of ~ the Energy Research and Development Administration or the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission from NRC licensing requirements ;
are authorized by law; and that, under the terms of the contract |

or subcontract, there is adequate assurance that the work
thereunder can be accomplished without undue risk to the public
health and safety.

" (\

h {
,

Approved: May 13,1077/ 4
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ORGANIZATION Af!D FUNCTIONS, OFFICE OF THE
EXECUTIVF }if;ECTOR FOR OPERATlONS N R C-01C3-0312.

0312 coordinate for the Commission the international functions and
activities ' of the NRC staff (to include , those relative to NRC.

r . interest in and support of international organizations' pecgrams of'

international cooperatica, expert and import licensing functions
and related activitios, and intaraction with foreign ecuntries,
groups and organizations)."

. . . .

0313 negotiate and, in accordance with Commission policy and proce-
dures, sign agreements, arrangements, and contracts with repre-
sentative of foreign countries and international organizations
under the following condition: that the Commission be informed
of any particular policy con ~siderations and problems and of the
expected execution of such documents prior to their being'

executed on behalf of the NRC.

0314 issue, renew and amend such licenses for import and export of all
. facilities and source, byproduct, and specici nuclear materials as
required by the A.tomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

-

including imposition of the apprcpriate license conditions, in
accordance with' regulations and Commission pclicy and
procedures and calling upon technical assistance from the Office
of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards in the areas of material
accounting and physical' security measures to be applied by
recipient countries in export casas.

0315 issue, pursuant to 10 CFR Part 2, noticas of the denial 'or the
proposed denial of applications for licenses for import or export-

of facilities and source, byproduc, and special nuc ear materials,
and applications for amendment x renewal of sucn licenses, in
accordance with Commission policy and precedures..

0316 consistent with NRC regui4 dens, grant exemptians from NRC
regulations or impcse special conditicns on import or export

-licenses, drawing upon advice from other N :tC offices as
required.

0317 direct the program for cooperation with States pursuant to
section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1950 as amendec,
including negotiation of agreements with States. review of the

' adequacy and compatibility of State prcgrams, a.1d provision of
training and technical assistance to States.

0318 direct the program for the support of radidogical incident
emergency respense planning, training, and assistance with State
and local governments.

1

0319 coordinate the development of plans for NRC's role in maintaining
continuity of government and essential. functions in a national
emergency.

; kq
o

D
.

Accrevec: f.la s 13. 1977 5
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** ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS, OFFICE OF THE'

N R C-0103-0320 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS

.

0320 act for the Head of the Agency in all determin&ti:ns and decisions
required in administering the NRC labor estations programs

mandated by Executive Order 11491, " Labor-Management
Relations in the Federal Service," as amended.

0321 cxercise final determination en appeals under the Privacy Act of
1974, furnish Statements of Disagreement and NRC Statements of
Explanation required by the Act and issue revisions of systems ofi
records notices, including routine uses, which are corrective or
of a minor or non-policy nature. .

0322 exercise final determination on appeals under the Freedom of
infccmation Act except for advisory committacs, boards, panels
and officos reporting to the Commission, and the Office of the
Executive Legal Director.

0323 take such action as is necessary to carry out the functions /
assigned by this chapter, chapters of subordinate officials or
other official directives or communications, subject to the

.

Cmitations prescribed therein.

0103-04 REDELEGATION OF AUTHORITY BY THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR OPERATIONS

The Executive Director for Operations may, except where ex-
pressly prohibited, redelegate to others authority delegated by
this or other efficial directives or communications, subject to the
limitations stated below and such other stipulations as are deemed
necessary.

0"1 such redelegations must be in writing, with a copy to the
Secretary of the Commission, and are to be appropriately re -
flected in the NRC Management Directive System.

042 the Executive Director for Operations must stipulate any limi-
tations on further redelegations of authority.

.

0103-05 ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE AND INTERNAL ASSIGNMENTS

The Office of the Executive Director for Operations is a single
organizational component with no subdivisiens, but with groups
designated: Office of Technical Advisor, Applied Statistics
Branch; Administrative and Correspondence Branch; and th a
Special Projects Branch.

. . . ..

D

Approvec: May 13,1977/ 6
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Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Director, Energy and Minerals Division ,I
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20548 .

-

Dear Mr. Peach: u

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft GA0 report
" Emergency Preparedness Around Nuclear Facilities Needs Improvement".
The report makes several points which are useful to the Nuclear Regulatory f
Conmission and to other Federal agencies involyed in this area, and it
highlights several areas in which we agree that further work by NRC may
be desirable.

The general tone of the report suggests that emergency preparedness
~

by State and local governments around NRC licensed facilities is in dis-
array. Although we agree that improvements can certainly be made in i.
this area, we believe that the impression left by the report on the

~

capabilities and preparedness of State and local officials may be doing F'
them a disservice. While short of the results we ultimately desire,

.

we believe the leve1 of planning and preparedness is definitely improving

) due in large part to the support and voluntary cooperation of the State
and local personnel.

'I would like to comment briefly on each of the key conclusions of your
report: [

.

1. NRC should aporove license t.polications for nuclear facilities r
*

only in States that have concurred-in olans.

NRC protects public health and safety by giving primary consideration
to site characteristics and design features of nuclear facilities. Once

,

we are satisfied that these meet an adequate measure of safety, we ,

evaluate the emergency plans for the facility. From this point of
view, State and local emergency plans provide an added margin of
protection for the public in the vicinity of a nuclear facility in which -

we believe that an adequate measure of safety already exists. The -

Co=tission's licensing decision process is structured to take into .

account a wide variety of standards and criteria in the evaluation of ,

proposed or existing nuclear power plants to the end that substantial g.

conservatisms exist in design and operating safety margins. To the r

=

L

m. .-
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extent that proposed or existing plants fail to meet these standards,
NRC would not license them or permit them to continue to operate. In ,'
this context State and local plans, while related to the facilities t
undergoing the licensing process, and to applicant's emergency plans, :

-

are not essential in determining whether the plant can be operated r

without undue risk to public health and safety.
f

Emergency planning and preparedness efforts by NRC inevitably tend to
interact with the legitimate interests of State and local governments.
Their authority and responsibility to respond to emergency situations
within their jurisdictions have been given explicit recognition in the 7

LComission's regulations. But, NRC does not have statutory authority
over State and local governments to require them to develop and to I
maintain such plans. This fact should not be construed, however, as f
suggesting that the NRC should not continue to previde guidance,
assistance and training for the States, nor even te evaluate their plans
and make recommendations for improvement. Such a program continues to
be an important NRC objective and is clearly recognized as NRC policy.
The improvement of radiological emergency response capabilities by .

'States and . local governments is the principa,1 focus of attention of a
Federal interagency program in which NRC, through its Office of State
Programs, exercises a lead agency role. In its formative stages, this I

program was predominantly a training program. As it has evolved, the y
program has placed increasing emphasis upon review of State and local
government radiological emergency response plans to determine whether
they contain the essential pla' ning elements listed in NRC's primaryn

guidance document for States, NUREG-75/111. As noted above, NRC does
not consider concurrence in such plans to be a fundamental prerequisite
for licensing nuclear facilities. Through the concurrence approach, we -

have been able to achieve significant improvements by cooperative means t

6without entering into confrontation with States and local governments
over issues of Federal preemption vs. State sovereignty, or Federal r
competence vs. specialized local knowledge of local capabilities and r

local intent. f
.

Despite NRC's lack of statutory authority over State and local govern-
'ments to require them to develop and implement emergency response plans,
'

we believe that we have achieved considerable success through coopera-
tive means. These include such activities as: ;

o preparation and issuance of an updated " Guide and Checklist" {
of 70 planning elements to be incorporated into State and i
local radiological emergency response plans; j
development and conduct of training courses as needed for b.o
State and local personnel engaged in radiological emergency I

|

| response activities; more than 1,000 State and local officials 6

have received this training in the last five years;

-

.

~ ' ~ ~ '
--
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o chairing of national and regional advisory comittees which
provide assistance to States and local governments in developing y
and testing emergency response plans; ;

o review of -- and concurrence in -- eight State and C
'

local radiological emergency response plans; '

o coordination of emergency response efforts of NRC applicants
and offsite agencies of, State and local governments;-

o preparation, with EPA, of a Task Force Report which provides a m.

" Planning Basis for the Development of State and Local Government 6

Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Support of Light Water i
'

Nuclear Power Plants." Among other recomendations, the
Task Force Report calls for the establishment of emergency I
planning zones on a generic basis around all light water nuclear
power facilities.

2. Verify that State and local agencies are caoable of effectively
implementing their emergency plans. ;;

-
s.

We believe an explanation of our current activities is in order. Because F
of the link between State and local government emergency planning
and the facilities involved in the licensing process, NRC recognizes the F
importance of this aspect of emergency preparedness. Section 5.4 of
Annex A to Regulatory Guide 1.101 for example, provides that applicants
shall submit to the NRC staff "a description for each (offsite) agency
of specific response capabilities in terms of expert'se of personnel and
other organizational resources available." Further, applicants are t i
required to incorporate in their plans provisions for drills and test |,

exercises in which offsite agencies are expected to participate. There 1-

is no requirement, however, that the offsite agencies participate and I
NRC has no power to compel such participation. NRC's Office of Inspection I!
and Enforcement provides a followup with State and local agencies to r
assure their understanding of their response roles. In addition, the ,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) regularly consults with the
Office of State Programs (SP) to establish an avenue independent of the ,

applicant for obtaining information regarding State and local agency .

capability. The provisions of the existing consultation agreement
'

between NRR and OSP include "an assessment of the State and local
government emergency preparedness capabilities identified by NRR as -

necessary to put into place the agreements contemplated by NRC reg- p

ulations." The specific information requested by the licensing staff t

includes the qualifications of key officials for each of the responsible }
State and local agencies, as well as the agency resources available for rI
implementing their response role. But, as a general proposition, we ri

!*|believe that greater testing and exercise of State and local plans is
'

| both necessary and desirable.
'

p.

r
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3. P.eouire fonnal acreenents between license applicants and State ano
.*

local agencies.

Current regulations already require this, although perhaps not with
the specificity suggested in the report. (see page 2 of the attachment r

'

for discussion which relates to this).

4. Adopt the idea of an emergency planninn zone around NRC licensed .

facilities.

An tiRC/ EPA Task Force has recently completed its final report which deals , ' '
with this subject. (NUREG-0396). It is the subject of a Federal Register g
Notice inviting public cement. After this 90 day public coment period j
and the analysis of vicus presented, the Staff will present its recom- r

cendations to the Comission for final action.

In sumary, we believe may of the items ycu discuss are already being
addressed by NRC although perhaps not to the extent to which you suggest.
We will consider those areas to detennine if we can make improvements.
In spite of several specific areas of disagreement and emphasis, we -

are in agreement with the general notion that improvements in State and
local govern:nent response capabilities can and should be made. |

r
As an enclosure to this letter, we are providing some detailed coments
'on the report.

-. .

Sincarely,

ca ser,:. m .G m m I..
Lee V. Gossick p-

Executive Director for Operations
.I

:
9

cc: Denton .

Davis
Minogue
Shapar
Rehm File ,

Control No. 04563 :

Collins t

DeFayette [
Ryan g

E

*
NOTE: Comments received as per attached memorandum have been incorporated.
Of,W ()i t \ h n 0. S A N . ?
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Harold Denton, Director, NRR
Robert Minogue, Director, SD

'

John Davis, Acting Director, IE
Howard Shapar, Director, ELD
Ken Pedersen, Director, OPE
James Cumings, Director, OIA

{-
FROM: Robert G. Ryar., Director, OSP I

SUBJECT: NRC RESPONSE Td GA0 DRAFT REPORT " EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS AROUND NUCLEAR FACILITIES NEEDS
IMPROVEMENT"

Attached is the latest draft of the proposed response to the GA0 on
the subject report. It incorporates changes requested by the y
Office of Policy Evaluation and has been reviewed by Tom Rehm for the :

Executive Director of Operations. Please review it for any glaring I
'concerns and telephone your comments to Robert DeFayette (x27210)

by close of business Tuesday, December 12. We hope to have a final f
letter typed aad to the ED0 for signature on Wednesday. Members of
your staff listed below haue been working closely with us in preparing
this response,

'b
Robert G. Ryan, Director
Office of State Programs

Attachment P

cc: R. Wayne Houston, NRR
Ray Priebe, NRR :
Michael Jamgochian, SD '

,

J. Cunningham, IE
,

Roy Voegeli, ELD
'.Joan Aron, OPE

Tracy Binion, OIA .

;
.

:
=

h
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Specific Comments On GA0 Report
,

e

h
'

1. Page 2 - GA0 should distinguish its own conclusions from those of k-'

the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) in the following statement:
'

"the study' concluded that nuclear accidents may happen and would

present a potential adverse health consequence that provides a {'
i

sobering contrast to the estimated risk". The words "in our |
r

opinion" should be inserted after the words "... health consequences

that, in our opinion, provides..." because the " sobering contrast"

statement is the GA0 conclusion and is not found in WASH-1400.
.

k
-

r
2. Page 2 -- The statement "that there will be evacuation of an area p-

25 miles downwind from the accident site" is misleading since the
.

study assumed that 30% of the population remained in place.

.

3. Pages 8 and 9 -- The report creates an impression that the offsite

supportive services from State and local agencies are taken for -

P

granted. The flRC, however, does not take these services for granted.

Specific requirements are set forth in Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50. [
As an example, licensees' emergency plans are required to provide

,

" agreements reached with local, State and Federal officials and !

agencies for the early warning of the public and for public evacu- !|

ation or other_ protective measures should such warning, evacuation, 'fj

or other protection measures become necessary or desirable." ,

.

[

'

|
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4 Pace 10 -- The statement that "NRC does not require that emergency
L

plans be developed to respond to an emergency resulting in

releases going offsite or that drills be conducted involving

offsite personnel" is not true. Such requirements are explicitly

imposed on the licensee by Paragraphs III, IV.A IV.C, IV.D, and

IV.I of Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50. Further amplification of L
,

these requirements is discussed in Section B of Regulatory Guide

1.101, with specific recommendations in Sections 4.1.4, 4.1.5, I

5.4, 6.1, 6.2, 6.4.1.2, 6.4.3.2, 7.3.2, 8.1.2 and 10 (item 1) of

Annex A to the guide.
-

5. Paaes 18 and l_9,-- The statements contained in these pages dealing !

with State and local planning provide an inaccurate and misleading I

characterization of the NRC position and requirements with respect

to the emergency plans required for submittal by a licensee in
t

support of a nuclear power plant. The licensing staff requires
b

that licensees submit on the docket either the appropriate State
y

and local emergency plans or in part, a comprehensive description

of each agency's authority, responsibility, duty, and capability
i

which provides a clear cancept of their radiological respor.se .

role. Furthermore, additional assurance that such responsa will ;
.

~

be taken is evidenced in the required written agreements between s

i
the licensee and each agency wh u h documents an understanding of g

their response role and their commitment to take such action. -

=

.
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6. Page 21 -- The observation that "it appears to us that NRC's y'

belief that State and local agencies can effectively respond to f
nuclear emergencies is without foundation" apparently is based f

on the GA0 review of the initial 5 reports generated as a result
.

of the memorandum of understanding between NRR and the Office of
.

State Programs. We could appreciate the GA0 conclusion if this f
F-

were the sum and substance of the input used by the licensing i

P
staff in assessing State and local response capability in support

of a licensed nuclear power plant. However, this is not the case.

The. major input in our assessment is normally derived directly ,

from the information submitted on the docket by the applicant. [
In addition, historically there is an abundance of evidence that

local agencies _ respond ef,fectively to all kinds of emergencies.
,

An evacuation is an evacuation, regardless of the reason for its
'

need although we acknowledge that local agencies should have a

planning basis for knowing when, where, whether, and how fast they
r
"

should respond in case of an emergency. y

Nevertheless, the degree to which State and local governments may .

be able to effectively respond to a nuclear emergency may, in a
s

practical sense, vary among the various State and local governments.
,

.

By our count there are more than 150 countries in which nuclear .

facilities are currently located or immediately adjacent to counties [
in which nuclear facilities are located. NRC has never made an f

l

l
I

l

-. -. . _ _ .
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Iinventory of the emergency plans of these counties nor have all ,

of these plans ever been systematically assessed. ,

e

7. Pages 26 and 34 -- In the discussion regarding emergency prepared-

ness at the local level we question the validity of the statement~

"As a result, there is little or no assurance that the health and --

safety of the public would be protected." ,

I
.

As discussed in our proceeding comments, current licensing practices

enphasized coordinated emergency response planning by the licensee,
.

particularly with local agencies and officials having jurisdiction f
5
*

over the immediate environs surrounding a nuclear power plant.
r

Our emphasis is reflected by the staff requirements fer licensees
'

which include identification of local agency authority, responsi-

bility, and capability; criteria for offsite notification and
.

response; assured communication channels; written agreements for

local agency response; and annual-drills including participation ;r
'

of offsite personnel.

.

8. Page 27 -- The statement that "such zones (low cooulation zone) are

not established based on cooulation" is misleadino. While it is

true that the LPZ is not soleiv determined on cooulation considera-

tions, cooulation is definitely one of ;he factors evaluated to
Ydetermine the acceotability of the LPZ.
.

':
1
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'9. Pages 27, 30 and 32 -- The statements that "NRC radiation dose
V

levels for determining low population zones are five times higher F

b
than the levels prescribed by EPA as requiring actions to protect

the oublic health and safety" and " DOE officials said . . they
,

were aware that NRC's criteria and EPA's protective action guide-
w

lines differed..." are indicative of a serious misunderstanding -

of NRC siting criteria and the role of EPA protective action guides F
in emergency planning.

10. Page 36 -- The GA0 recort states "neither the state nor local
.

L

emergency service acency near one NRC nuclear facility had clans

which considered evacuation even though this procedure was identified h
by facility operators as the crimary offsite emercency protective

-. .

measures. Local officials in another community were confused about

what they should do because the key official for coordinating and '

initiating nuclear emergency measures was in the hospital undercoing f'
V

an operation." We consider that experience has shown, and the news* -

media has documented, that public officials are quite capable of

dealing with emergencies in their communities and, in fact, we '

find that evacuations are being effected on almost a weekly basis

in the United States, even in the absence of formal, documented
*
,

.

plans. It is imoortant to recognize that the role of local ;

officials in effecting an evacuation is essentially independent of

the causative agent for initiating such action. k
'

k

L

.

~''
. . . , . .
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It is also pertinent to cite the finding in a recer.t oublication *

b

',
by the Disaster Research Center based on extensive study of human P

s
behavior in disasters. "The assumption that local organizations

;

are unable to cope with disasters is based on both the notion that I

,

these oraanizations and the comunities in which they are located
-

are overwhelmed by disaster imoact, and also by the fear that the

employees of these organizations are so affected by disaster r~
impact that their efficiency is reduced. Neither of these notions

stand up well under close observation."

-

11; Pace 58 -- The GA0 report states "There does not appear to be a ;
federal policy on providing accident response information to the

general public ... the federal response to this lack of direction I
,

has generally been to discount the need for distribution of public

information. Federal agencies have not required facility operators '

to include public information as part of their emergency plan ')
>.except for details on when and how cost-accide'nt public information -

;

P1
should be presented." We consider that these statements are mislead- El

l

ing and provide an incorrect characterization of NRC policies and ," |

practices regarding information made available to the public. We
.

.

believe it is better for evacuation plans to be detailed, comunicated [
.

and implemented by knowledgeable professionals than to depend on '
,

.

the interpretation and translation of general planni19 information [|s
i

into specific case actions ';y members of the general public. |,
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12. page 43 -- The GA0 report states "The warning times for natural |-
disasters can often be measured in days or hours; the warning times ,

,

~ Ifor nuclear emergencies often will be measured in minutes." The

contrast portrayed by this statement is misleading. To achieve a
,

different perspective, consider other non-nuclear disasters such as

transportation accidents, toxic chemical releases, explosions,
r

fires, dam failures, bridge collapses, landslides, flash floods, and p.

earthquakes all of which give little or no warning. Compare these

situations to the most severe Class 9 accident release categories

which provide time intervals between the onset of the hypothetical
.

~

accident and the release to the atmosphere of 2 to 30 hours during
''

which warning could be given. The latter contrast, carticularly -

in light of the relative probabilities, should certainly give cause

to re-think priorities on the part of those involved in disaster

planning as compared to the statement in the GA0 report.
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